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EVALUATION OF DIANETICS

One year ago this writing,

Dianetics was first introduced pub-

licly
;

twelve months of work by

many hundreds of people now make
possible a first evaluation of what
dianetics actually has to offer, how
much validity it has, and what it

actually is. It will take a century or

so to determine the full and proper

rating of Hubbard’s work, but a

first-order approximation at least

can be estimated.

Briefly, dianetics itself is much
less than Hubbard believed it to be

—but is the essential, hitherto miss-

ing key to everything Hubbard
claimed, and considerably more
than he realized. In that respect,

dianetics might be compared to

money—“Money won’t buy happi-

ness
;
you can’t buy everything !” is

the old and very valid comment. But

the other side is, “Yes—but have

you tried buying them without

money ?”

Similarly, dianetics will not do

everything, it will not assure happi-

ness. But several millennia of trying

to do it without dianetics has ade-

quately demonstrated that that sys-

tem definitely does not work.

Whether you call it dianetics,

hoosanany, sprooplotics or any-

thing else makes no difference ;

psychology— psychiatry— philosophy

and religion have not produced an

adequately high level of human
happiness, or an adequately high

level of cultural sanity.

“Man’s Proud History” is a seven

thousand year written record of

murder, rape, war, and looting. It’s

a record of the wastage of the best

of human achievements, the de-

struction of the best of human abili-

ties, the crushing of high, fine hopes

and ideals. The world, at this mo-
ment, is busily harnessing the finest

achievements of human efforts—the

sheer, clean beauty of line of the

fast jet plane, the great, sleek power
of a great transoceanic plane, the

great aspirations of harnessed

atomic energy—to the purposes of

mutual annihilation. Whatever phi-

losophy, psychiatry, or religion may
have had to offer mankind—the
proof of their ineffectiveness is in

ASTOUNDING SCIENCE-FICTION'6



the records of the years. Each of

those great efforts to help men has,

whatever its inherent merits may
have been, simply and conclusively

failed.

Anyone' who has tried to get a

fear-stricken child to accept a pill

that will cure its lethal illness knows
one physical equivalent of the situ-

ation. The medicine has the power

to cure the child ; the child is wildly

resisting the administration of the

medicine. It makes no difference

how good the medicine is—unless

it can be accepted, it is useless.

The psychoanalyst who says “He
came to me but I could not help him
because he would not co-operate” is

expressing the problem, too. The
self-evident fact that you can drive a

man to work with a whip, but you

can not force him to think as

you wish, is, part of it. The analyst

who says “he would not co-operate”

must recognize that that is not a fail-

ure of the patient
;

it is a failure of

psychoanalysis. The man came for

help because he had mental prob-

lems ; the first problem was the men-
tal problem of gaining access to the

core of the problem. If the doc-

tor cannot induce the child to take

the pill, that is not a failure of medi-

cine, because medicine is the science

of physical illness. But if the psycho-

analyst cannot entice the patient to

take the medicine—that is a failure

of the technology, for that failure is

a mental problem.

Psychoanalysis will help those

who accept it. Philosophy, even

more, can help those who accept and

EVALUATION OF DIANETICS

truly understand. Religion has even

greater power to help—for some.

What is it, though, that keeps men
from understanding and accepting?

None of these helpful mental disci-

plines is applicable or useful until

some resistance that seems to be

built into Man is somehow over-

come.

Generations of philosophers and

mystico-ethical philosophers have

repeatedly said, through thousands

of years, that the distractions of the

flesh and of earthy things prevents

one from attaining to a higher un-

derstanding. That the individual

must overcome his fleshly wants to

achieve the perfect peace of great-

er understanding. That—it’s been

phrased in a thousand semimystical

ways. The essence is that you have

to ignore and reject the body in or-

der to bring ]5eace to the mind.

It hasn’t worked for many people.

A handful of men in each gener-

ation, but not much more.

Actually, what Hubbard has in

dianetics is precisely the same basic

recognition—with a complete, rever-

sal of the answer to the problem. Di-

anetics is simply a technique for

facing and understanding the prob-

lems of the flesh, or in less quasi-

mystical terms, the mechanical

problems of the environment are

impacted mechanically on our per-

ceptic apparatus, the physical body,

and urjtil those problems are consid-

ered, evaluated and resolved, we
cannot handle properly the prob-

lems of the mind itself.

Consider this ; Suppose you are
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trying to carry out some purely in-

tellectual operation—writing an ar-

ticle, painting a picture, computing

a complex problem. This is a purely

mental function, with a minimum
of physical problem. But you are

working in a room where the tem-

perature is 100°, there is gravel in

your shoes, the humidity is ninety

per cent, the seat of the chair is bro-

ken, and pinches you every time you

move, and a squadron of mosquitoes

is humming around the room.

There are, theoretically, two

methods of handling this situation.

Number One is the ancient philo-

sophical method, the method of the

mystics. You can be bigger than

these petty physical annoyances, ig-

nore them—rise above them—re-

fuse to pay any attention to the dis-

tractions of the flesh, and go on to

higher things. If you succeed in get-

ting yourself into a semihypnotic

trance, you may achieve that.

The second method is as follows

:

Get a new chair. Take off your shoes

and dump out the gravel. Get a

D.D.T. bomb and eliminate the

mosquitoes. Get an air conditioner,

or at least a fan. Go take a shower to

remove accumulated sweat, put on
fresh linen, and then buckle down
and really tear that mental problem

apart.

It seems clear that the second

method is more apt to produce more

results in less time for most human
beings.

Hubbard’s dianetics is simply the

second answer to the problem of the

“distractions of the flesh”—stop

kidding yourself that they aren’t dis-

tractions, stop trying to ignore them,

and find out what they really are.

Then solve those.

After that, you can really tackle

the main problem
; the problem of

the mind.

Hubbard did not have, in dianet-

ics, the cure-all for mental prob-

lems, as he believed—but he did

have the essential missing key. Dia-

netics is a technique by which the

mechanical problems of the physical

organism can be faced and resolved.

After that, the mental problems are

clarified, and can be handled rapid-

ly and effectively. But no human be-

ing can handle the problems with-

out facing and resolving the prob-

lems of his own physical past.

However, when the physical

problems have been faced and re-

solved, then—the old philosophers

were quite correct
;

mental peace

through understanding undoubted-

ly can be achieved. But that is quite

definitely beyond the scope of dia-

netics as originally presented. The
immense importance of dianetics

is that it gives us a technique where-

by the physical problem can be tack-

led and resolved.

Psychology has long maintained

that the human personality is made
up of heredity and environmental

factors. Accepting their statement as

correct and complete for the mo-
ment—it is not complete

;
too many

mystical philosophers have insisted

that there is something beyond

those two factors to permit a true sci-
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entific analysis to ignore it complete-

ly—we can analyze the factors they

do consider. Heredity is pretty clear-

ly beyond therapeutic influence
;

if a

man has a certain set of genetic

characteristics, that’s pretty thor-

oughly and definitely that. Then en-

vironment is all that’s left to be

worked with.

Actually, of course, “personality”

is the resultant generated by the in-

teraction of heredity and environ-

ment, and is absolutely distinct from

either. Electrical charge is gener-

ated when a conductor is moved
through a magnetic field

;

person-

ality is generated when a certain

structure—a human body deter-

mined by heredity—is moved tem-

porally through an environment

field. But electric charge is not mag-
netism, and is not mechanical en-

ergy of translation—it’s a separate

thing-in-itself. Similarly, personality

is not heredity, it is not environment,

but a thing-in-itself generated by the

interaction of a physical organism

and its environment.

The confusion there is rather gen-

eral and has led to some fancy mis-

understandings. Hubbard developed

his work pragmatically, and his the-

oretical material needed a great deal

of re-evaluation and reformulation,

the kind of work that required many
new minds. Newton’s famous Laws
of Motion weren’t theoretical mate-

rial—they were merely codification

of observational data, and generaliz-

ations drawn from those observa-

tions. Einstein’s work, generations

later, is beginning to give us a the-

ory of gravity and the laws of mo-
tion. But Newton’s observational

codifications have been vastly use-

ful. Hubbard’s observation-codifica-

tion is equally basic and useful in

the field of the mind—however far

off his theories may or may not be.

And the most important consider-

ation implicit in Hubbard’s work is

the recognition that environment

and the physical organism are both

purely mechanical. The process of

thinking is purely mechanical—as

evidenced by the fact that computer

machines can duplicate most of the

processes of thinking
;
only greater

complexity is needed to get a fair ap-

proximation of the human thinking

process.

Environment is purely mechan-

ical
;
when someone speaks to you,

no words reach your ears—only

sound waves. Sound waves have no

meaning, no intelligence, no emo-

tional connotation except as your

mind implants them. Consider the

familiar wolf-whistle. That is sim-

ply and solely a series of musical

notes, a sound-wave complex that a

physicist could analyze, formulate,

and re-synthesize. Such a whistle,

reaching the ears of a Roman girl of

Caeser’s time* for instance, would
have no emotional or intellectual

evaluation whatsoever. It is, was,

and always will be a series of sound

waves, and nothing whatsoever be-

yond that.
’

Significance does not lie in the en-

vironment; it lies in the integration

of experience and thought-emotion

(Continued on Page 160.)
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ICEWORLD
BY HAL CLEMENT

First of three parts. The first

novel in over half a year brings

Hal Clement telling of an inter-

stellar narcotics agent and a

world of terrible , unapproach-

able cold—our earth!

Sallman Ken had never been

really .sure of the wisdom he had

shown in acceding to Rade’s re-

quest. He was no policeman and

knew it. He had no particular lik-

ing for physical danger. He had al-

ways believed, of course, that he

could stand his share of discomfort,

but the view he was now getting

through the Karelia’s port was mak-
ing him doubt even that.

Rade had been fair enough, he

had to admit. The narcotics chief

had told him, apparently, every-

thing he himself knew
;
enough so
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that Ken, had he used his imagina-

tion sufficiently, might even have

foreseen something like this.

“There has never been much of

it,” Rade had said. “We don’t even

know what the peddlers call it—

it’s just a ‘sniff’ to them. It’s been

around for quite a few years now

;

we got interested when it first ap-

peared, and then took most of our

attention from it when it never

seemed to amount to much.”

“What’s so dangerous about it

then?” Ken had asked.

“Well, of course any habit-form-

ing drug is dangerous—you could

hardly be a teacher of science with-

out knowing that. The special men-
ace of this stuff seems to lie in the

fact that it is a gas, and can there-

fore be administered easily without

the victim’s consent
;
and it seems

to be so potent that a single dose will

insure addiction. You can see what
a public danger that could be.”

Ken had seen, clearly.

“I should say so. I’m surprised we
haven’t all been overcome already.

A generator in a building’s ventila-

tion system—on board a ship—any-

thing like that could make hun-

dreds of customers for whoever has

the stuff to sell. Why hasn’t it

spread
?”

Rade had smiled for the first time.

“There seems to be two reasons

for that, also. There are production

difficulties, if the very vague stories

we hear have anything in them
;
and

the stuff doesn’t keep at normal tem-

perature. It has to be held under ex-

treme refrigeration ;
when exposed

to normal conditions it breaks down
in a few seconds. I believe that the

active principle is actually one of

the breakdown products, but no one

had obtained a sample to prove it.”

“But where do I come in? If you

don’t have any of it I can’t analyze

it for you. I probably couldn’t any-

way—I’m a schoolteacher, not a pro-

fessional chemist. What else can I

do?”

“It’s because you’re a teacher—

a sort of jack-of-all-trades in scien-

tific matters, without being an ex-

pert at any of them—that we think

you can help us. I mentioned that

there seemed to be production trou-

bles with the drug.

“Certainly the producers would

like to increase volume. They would
like, of course, to get a first-rate pro-

duction engineer. You know as well

as I that they could never do it
;
no

such person could be involved se-

cretly in such a matter. Every com-
petent engineer is well employed

since velio was discovered, and it

would to be too easy for us to trace

one who was approached for such a

purpose.

“You, however, are a compara-
tively inconspicuous person

;
you are

on vacation, and will be for another

year
;
no one will miss you—we ex-

pect these people to think. That’s

why we took such extreme precau-

tions in arranging this interview.”

“But you’ll have to publicize me
some way, or they would never know
I existed, either,” Ken pointed out.

“That can be done—in fact, has

already started. I trust you’ll for-

ICEWORLD 11



give us for that
;
but the job is impor-

tant. The whisper has already

started in criminal circles that you

are the manufacturer of the bomb
that wrecked the Storrn plant. We
can give you quite a reputation—”

“Which will prevent my ever get-

ting an honest job again.”

“Which will never be heard of by

your present employers, or by any

respectable person not associated

with the police.”

Ken was not yet sure why he had

accepted. Maybe the occupation of

policeman still carried a little sub-

conscious glamour, though cer-

tainly it was now mostly laboratory

work. This looked like an excep-

tion—or did it ? He had, as Rade ex-

pected, been hired by an extreme-

ly short-spoken, individual, who
claimed to represent a trading con-

cern. The understanding had been

that his knowledge was to be placed

at the disposal of his employers. Per-

haps they would simply stick him in

a lab with the outline of a produc-

tion problem, and tell him to solve

it. In that case, he would be out of a

job very quickly, and if he were

lucky might be able to offer his apol-

ogies to Rade.

For he certainly had learned

nothing so far. Even the narcotics

man had admitted that his people

knew no one at all certainly con-

nected with the ring, and it was very

possible that he might be hired by

comparatively respectable people-

compared, of course, to drug run-

ners. For all Ken could tell at the

12

moment, that might have happened.

He had been shepherded aboard

the Karelia at the North Island

spaceport, and for twenty-two days

had seen nothing at all.

He knew, of course, that the drug

came from off the planet. Rade had

become sufficiently specific to admit

that the original rush had been

checked by examining incoming

refrigeration apparatus. He did not

know, however, that it came from

outside the Sarrian planetary sys-

tem. Twenty-two days was a long

journey—if it had been made in a

straight line.

Certainly the world that hung

now beyond the ]x>rt did not look

as though it could produce any-

thing. Only a thin crescent of it was

visible, for it lay nearly between the

ship and a remarkably feeble sun.

The dark remainder of the sphere

blotted out the Milky Way in a fash-

ion that showed the planet to be

airless. It was mountainous, inhos-

pitable, and cold. Ken knew that

last fact because of the appearance

of the sun. It was dim enough to

view directly without protection to

the eyes ; to Ken’s color sense, red-

dish in shade and shrunken in as-

pect. No world this far from such a

star could be anything but cold.

Of course, Rade’s drug needed

low temperature—well, if it were

made here, Ken was going to resign,

regardless. Merely looking at the

planet made him shiver.

He wished someone would tell

him what was going on. There was a

speaker over the door of his- room,

ASTOUNDING SCIENCE-FICTION



but so far the only times it had been

used was to tell him that there was
food outside his room and the door

was unlocked for the moment.
For he had not been allowed to

leave his room. That suggested ille-

gal proceedings of some sort
;
unfor-

tunately it did not limit them to the

sort he was seeking. With the trad-

ing regulations what they were, a

mercantile explorer who found an

inhabited system more often than

not kept the find strictly for his own
exploitation. The precaution of con-

cealing its whereabouts from a new
employee was natural.

.
At a venture, he spoke aloud. Af-

ter all, the fact that they were hang-

ing so long beside this world must
mean something.

“Is this where I’m expected to

work? You’ll pardon my saying that

it looks extremely unpleasant.” A
little to his surprise there was an an-

swer, in a voice different from the

one that had announced his meals.

“I agree. I have never landed

there myself, but it certainly looks

bad. As far as we know at present,

your job will not require you to visit

that world.”

“Just what is my job? Or don’t

you want to tell me yet?”

“There is no harm in telling you
more, anyway, since we have ar-

rived at the proper planetary sys-

tem.”

Ken cast an uneasy eye at the fee-

ble sun as he heard these words, but

continued to listen without com-
ment.

“You will find the door unlocked.

Turn to your right in the corridor

outside, and proceed for about for-

ty yards—as far as you can. That
will take you to the control room,

where I am. It will be more com-
fortable to talk face to face.” The
speaker’s rumble ceased, and Ken
did as he was told.

The Karelia- seemed to be a fair-

ly common type of interstellar

flier, somewhere between one hun-

dred fifty and two hundred feet in

length, and about one third that

diameter. It would be shaped like a

cylinder with slightly rounded ends.

Plenty of bulk—usable for passen-

gers, cargo, or anything else her

owner cared.

The control room contained

nothing worthy of comment, except

its occupants. One of these was ob-

viously the pilot
;
he was strapped

to his rack in front of the main con-

trol panel. The other was floating

free in the middle of the room, ob-

viously awaiting Ken’s arrival since

he had both eyes on the door. He
spoke at once, in a voice recogniz-

able as the one which had invited

the scientist forward.

“I was a little hesitant about let-

ting you see any of us personally be-

fore having your final acceptance

of our offer; but I don’t see that it

can do much harm, after all. I

scarcely ever visit Sarr nowadays,

and the chance of your encounter-

ing me if we fail to reach a final

agreement is small.”

“Then you are engaged in some-

thing illegal?” Ken felt that there
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could be little harm in mentioning

a fact the other’s speech had made
so obvious. After all, they would not

expect him to be stupid.

‘Illegal, yes, if the law be inter-

preted—strictly. I feel, however, and

many agree with me, that if some-

one finds an inhabited planet, in-

vestigates it at his own expense,

and opens relations with the inhabi-

tants, that he has a moral right to

profit from the fact. That, bluntly,,

is our situation.” .

Ken's heart sank. It began to look

as though he had stumbled on the

very sort of petty violation he had

feared, and was not going to be very

useful to Rade.

“There is certainly some justice

in that viewpoint,” he said cautious-

ly. “If that is the case, what can I do

for you? I’m certainly no linguist,

and know next to nothing of eco-

nomic theory, if you’re hitting trad-

ing difficulties.”

“We are having difficulties, but

not in that way. They stem from the

fact that the planet in question is

so different from Sarr that personal

visits are impossible. We have had

the greatest difficulty in establish-

ing contact of a sort with even one

group of natives—or perhaps a sin-

gle individual ; we can’t tell.”

“Can’t tell ? Can’t you send a tor-

pedo down with television appara-

tus, at least ?”

“You’ll see.” The still nameless

individual gave a rather unpleasant

smile. “At any rate, we have man-
aged to do a little trading with this

native or natives, and found that

they have something we can use. We
get it, as you can well imagine, in

trickles and driblets. Basically, your
problem is—how do we get more of

it? You can try to figure out some
way of landing in person if you
like, but I know you’re not an engi-

neer. What I thought you could do
was get a good enough analysis of

the planet’s conditions—atmosphere,

temperature, light, and so on—so

that we could reproduce them in a

more convenient location and grow
our own product. That way, we
wouldn’t be forced to pay the price

the native asks, too.”

“That sounds simple enough. I

notice you don't seem to want me to

know 'what the product is—except

that it seems to be of vegetable na-

ture—but that doesn’t bother me. I

had a friend in the perfume business

once, and the way he tried to keep

secrets in elementary chemistry was

a scandal. I’m certainly willing to

try—but 1 warn you I’m not the best

chemist by a long shot, and I’ve

brought no apparatus with me, since

I didn't know what you wanted me
to do. Have you anything here in

the ship?”

“Not in the ship. We discovered

this place around twenty years ago,

and have built a fairly comfortable

base on the innermost planet of this

system. It keeps the same hemi-

sphere facing the sun all the time,

and we've been able to concentrate

enough sunlight in a small valley to

make the temperature quite bear-

able. There’s a fairly respectable

laboratory and shop there, with a
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very good mechanic named Feth
Allmer

;
and if you find yourself in

need of something we don't have,

we can probably afford to get it for

you. How does that sound?”

“Very good indeed. I'll take your

job, and do what I can.”

Ken was a little happier at this

point, partly because the job seemed

interesting in itself and partly

because of some of the other's state-

ments. If this product were a plant,

as seemed to be the case, there was

at least a slight possibility that he

was not on a blind run after all. The
matter of the need for refrigeration,

of course, had not come up specifi-

cally—for all that had been said so

far, the planet was as likely to be

too hot as too cold for comfort ; but

what he had seen of this system’s

sun made that seem doubtful. Then
there was the reference to warm-
ing the innermost planet—no, the

place was cold. Definitely. Chances

improved again. He switched his at-

tention from these thoughts, as he

realized that his employer—if this

was really the head of the concern

—was speaking again.

“I was sure you would. You can

give orders for anything you need,

starting now. You may use this ship

as you please, subject only to Ordon
Lee’s veto if he considers the vessel

in danger.” The pilot was indicated

by the wave of a supple tentacle as

the name was pronounced. “Inciden-

tally, I am Laj Drai. You are work-

ing for me, and I am sure we will

both be more comfortable if that

fact is borne in mind. What do you
think should be done first ?”

Ken decided to ignore Drai’s sub-

tle implication of superiority, and
answered the question with an-

other.

“Do you have any samples of the

atmosphere or soil of this planet?”

“Of the first, no. We have never

been able to keep a sample
;
proba-

bly we did not collect it properly.

One cylinder that was collected

'leaked and burned in our air, for

what that may be worth. We do have

bits of soil, but they were all ex-

posed to our own air at one time or

another, and may have been changed

by that., You will have to decide that

for yourself. All that I really know is

that their atmosphere has a pres-

sure around two thirds of Sarr-nor-

mal, and at its base the temperature

is low enough to freeze most of the

regular gases out of our own air—

I

believe it would even freeze potas-

sium. Our mechanic claimed that

was what happened to one device

that failed to work.”

“How about size ?”

“Bigger than Saar—the figures

are all at the base on Planet One

;

it would be easier to look them over

there. I don’t pretend to remember
any of them at all precisely—as a

matter of fact, we don’t have any of

them too precisely. You’re the

scientist, as far as we are concerned
;

my people are just eyes and tenta-

cles for you.

“We do have remote-controlled

torpedoes, as you suggested. It

might be well to tell me before you
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use them; we lost nineteen of the

first twenty to reach the planet’s sur-

face. We planted a permanent trans-

mitter at the point where the twen-

tieth landed, and we always home
down on it now. Just what hap-

pened to the others we don’t exactly

know, though we have a pretty good

guess. I’ll tell you the whole story at

the same time that you look over

the other material. Is there anything

you’d care to do before we leave the

vicinity of the planet and go over to

'

One?”
“Leave the vicinity? I thought

you said that world was not the one

in question.” Ken waved a tentacle

at the cratered crescent.

“That one isn’t—that’s a satellite

of Three, the one we’re interested

in.”

A chill came back to Ken’s skin.

The satellite had been frightening;

the planet itself could be little if

any warmer since it must be about

the same distance from the sun. An
atmosphere would help a little, of

course ; but still—cold enough to

freeze potassium, and lead, and tin

!

He had not given real thought to

that. His imagination was good—
perhaps a little too good

;
and it be-

gan conjuring up out of nothing in

particular an image of a world

chilled to the core. It was rough, and
an icy blizzard played over it, and
nothing moved in the dim reddish

light*—a planet of death.

But that couldn’t be right
;
there

were natives; Ken tried to imagine

the sort of life that could exist under
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such hideous conditions, and failed

completely. Maybe Laj Drai was
wrong about the temperature

;
after

all, he hadn’t been sure. It was just

a mechanic’s opinion.

“Let’s see this place, since we’re

so close to it. 1 might as well learn

the worst,” he said at this point in

his imagining.

Laj Drai gestured to the pilot,

and the hull of the Karelia rotated

slowly. The airless satellite slid out

of sight, and stars followed it across

the field of view. The ship must
have spun a full hundred and eighty

degrees before Planet Three itself

hung in the apparent center of the

port. They must be floating directly

between planet and satellite, Ken
thought. Xot wise if the inhabitants

had telescopes.

Since the sun was now behind

them, the disk of the great world was
fully illuminated. Unlike the bare

moon, a fuzziness of outline showed
that it possessed an extensive atmos-

phere, though Ken could not im-

agine what gases might be present.

In spite of the definitely reddish

sunlight, most of the surface had a

decided blue tint. Details were im-

possible to make out
;

the atmos-

phere was extremely hazy. There
were definite patches of white, and

green, and brown, but there was no
way of telling what any of them rep-

resented.

And yet, foggy as it was, there was
something about the sight of the

world which caused the shiver to ca-

ress the scientist’s skin once more.

Perhaps it was the things he had
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been told, and the things he had de-

duced from the appearance of the

sun; perhaps it was nothing objec-

tive at all. Whatever it was, the very

sight of the world made him shud-

der, and he turned away abruptly.

“Let’s go to One, and look over

that data,” he said, striving to con-

trol his voice diaphragm.

The pilot obeyed without com-
ment.

Earth, really, is not as bad as all

that. Some people are even quite

fond of it. Ken, of course, was preju-

diced, as anyone is likely to be

Roger Wing, for example, would
probably have been slightly shocked

at Ken’s attitude. He was strongly in

favor of Earth, at least the rather

small portion which he knew. He
had some justification, for the coun-

try around Lake Pend’ Oreille is

very much worth knowing, particu-

larly in spring and summer. The
first glimpse of the lake each June
was something to look forward to;

all the way up the highway from
Hayden Lake the children main-

tained shrill rivalry over who would

be the first to sight the Ear Drop.

Even with only four of them this
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year, the noise was nearly as great as

usual
;

for the absent Donald had

never contributed too much to the

racket. Roger, left the senior mem-
ber by his older brother’s absence,

was determined to make the most of

the opportunity ;
the more so since it

was to last only another forty miles

or so. Don was expected to fly to

Sandpoint with a friend and meet

the family there.

It was, all in all, a hilarious group

;

and the parents in the front seat had

only moderate success in maintain-

ing order. However, the north-

bound highway from Coeur d’Alene

is a good one, and the disturbance in

the rear was never really dangerous.

The principal interruption occurred

when the right rear tire of the

station wagon went flat near Coco-

lalla. John Wing was a little slow in

stopping the heavily loaded vehicle,

and Roger got the first whiff of the

sulfurous odor of burning rubber.

He was to become much more famil-

iar with sulfur during the course

of the summer.
The children were a little quieter

after that—the expression on their

father’s face suggested that his pa-

tience might not have much farther

to go
;
but the journey was never

really silent. The causeway across

the tip of Pend’ Oreille was greeted

with ringing cheers, which ceased

only momentarily while Mr. Wing
purchased a new tire in Sandpoint.

Then they proceeded to the small

airport at the edge of the town, and
the noise increased again as the

youngsters caught sight of their old-
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est brother standing beside a Cub
on the grass parking area.

He was tall, and rather slim, with

dark hair and eyes and a narrow face

like his father’s. Roger, who had

grown considerably since the last

September, discovered to his cha-

grin that Donald still overtopped

him by half a head ; but he did not

let the annoyance lessen the exuber-

ance of his greeting. Don shook

hands with his father and Roger,

kissed his mother and sisters, and

swung six-year-old Billy to his

shoulder. No, the flight from Mis-

soula had not been eventful. Yes, his

final grades had been good, if not

outstanding. No, he had no luggage

except the little handbag beside him
—a Cub has sharp load limitations.

They might as well continue their

journey, and he could answer ques-

tions on the way. He tossed the bag

at Roger and moved toward the sta-

tion wagon, Billy still on his shoul-

der
;
and with the crowd settled

more or less comfortably, they

rolled on.

North from Sandpoint ; east fork

to Kootenai : around the north end

of the question-mark-shaped lake to

Hope, and on to Clark Fork. There

the car was left, in a building that

partook of the characteristics of

storehouse and garage.

Don and Roger disappeared, and

returned with an imposing array of

pack and saddle horses. These were

accoutered with a speed which sug-

gested the maneuver was not a new
one to the family

;
and the Wings,

waving farewell to their acquaint-
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ances who had gathered to see them

off, headed northward into the

woods.

Donald grinned at his father as

the town vanished behind them.

“How many campers do you sup-

pose we’ll have this year ?”

“It’s hard to say. Most of the folks

who know us have come to mind

their own business pretty well, and I

didn’t notice any strangers in the

town
; but prospectors seem to turn

up when least expected. I don’t

mind honest prospecting— it lends

protective coloration. It’s the ones

who expect to benefit from our

‘strike’ that bother me. You boys

will have to scout as usual—though

I may want Don with me this time.

If you’ve really got something out of

freshman chemistry, Son, you may
be able to help solve a problem or

two. If lie does go with me, Roger,

you’ll have a bigger responsibility

than usual.” The boy nodded, eyes

shining.

He had only gradually come to

-realize the tremendous difference

between the way his family and

those of his schoolmates spent their

summers. At first, the tales of trips

to ranches, seashores, and mountains

had aroused his envy
;
then he had

begun to boast of his own mountain

trips. When he finally realized the at-

mosphere of secrecy that surrounded

certain aspects of those trips, his

pride had exceeded his powers of

restraint—until he had realized that

his schoolmates simply didn’t be-

lieve that his father had a “secret

mine in the mountains.” Pique had

silenced his boasts for a while and

by the time he had developed a con-

vincing argument he had realized

that silence might be better for all

concerned.

That had been the spring when
he was ten years old. His father had

somehow heard about the whole

story, and seemed pleased for some

reason
;

that summer he had ex-

tended to Roger the responsibility

which Don had been carrying alone,

of scouting the territory around

their summer home before and dur-

ing Mr. Wing’s trips into the moun-
tains. The find, their father had told

him, was his own secret
;
and for

reasons he wotdd explain later it

must be kept that way.

That summer and the two follow-

ing he had continued to make his

trips alone
;
now it looked as though

there might be a change. Don,

Roger knew, had been told a little

just before leaving for college the

preceding fall
;
his courses had been

partly selected on the basis of that

information—chemistry, astronomy

and mathematics. The first seemed
logical, but Roger failed to see the

point of the others. Certainly as-

tronomy seemed of doubtful value

in anything connected with mining.

Still, he would find that out in due

course
;
perhaps sooner than Don

had, since their father seemed to be

letting down the bars. His problem

for the moment was to figure out a

way by which one boy could keep

himself informed about every per-

son who came within a mile of the
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summer house in any direction—

and farther than that in some direc-

tions. Roger, of course, knew the

topography of the neighborhood

quite well; but he began right then

planning a series of exploration

jaunts to make more certain of some

points. He was a young man who
took things seriously, if they were

presented to him in that light.

Like anyone else of his own age,

however, he tended even more
strongly to fly off on the interests of

the moment
;

and he was easily

aroused from his reverie when Edie

caught him in the face with a fir

cone slyly tossed over her shoulder.

She burst into laughter as he looked

around fruitlessly for a means of re-

taliation—there seemed to be no

more cones within reach, and the

trail at this point was too narrow for

the horses to travel side by side. The
pack horse the girl was leading

formed, for the time being, an im-

passable barrier.

“Why don’t you wake up and join

the party ?” Edith finally gurgled out

between spasms of laughter. “You
looked as though you’d just remem-
bered leaving your favorite fishpole

in Spokane!” Roger assumed a
mantle of superiority.

“Of course, you girls have noth-

ing to do between now and Septem-
ber,” he said. “There’s a certain

amount of men’s work to be done,

though, and I was deciding how to

go about it.”

“Men’s work?” The girl raised

her eyebrows in mock surprise. “I
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know Dad will be busy, but what’s

that to you?” She knew perfectly

well what Roger’s summer duties

were, but had reasons of her own for

speaking as she did. “Does it take a

man to stroll around the house on
sentry-go a couple of times a day?”

Roger stiffened.

“It takes more than a girl to do a

good job of it,” he retorted. The
words were hardly out when he re-

gretted them
;
but he had no time to

think of a way out of the corner into

which he had talked himself.

“Evidence!” Edith responded

quietly, and Roger mentally kicked

himself. She had been playing for

just that. Family rules required that

any statement made by a member of

the family be backed up with evi-

dence if another member required

it—a rule the elder Wing had insti-

tuted, with considerable foresight.

He was seldom caught by it himself,

being a thoughtful man by nature.

“You’ll have to let me try, now,”

Edith remarked, “and you’ll have to

give me a fair amount of teaching.

To be really fair, you’ll have to let

Margie try, too—” The last was an

afterthought, uttered principally for

its explosive effect.

Roger almost left his saddle, but

before he succeeded in expressing

himself a thought struck him. After

all, why couldn’t the girls help? He
could show them what he and Don
had done in the past, and they

might very well have ideas of their

own. Roger’s masculine pride did

not blind him to the fact that girls

in general, and his sisters in particu-
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lar, did have brains. Edie and Marge
could both ride, neither was afraid

of the woods, and all things consid-

ered would probably make extremely

useful assistants. Edith was so near

to his own age that he could not dis-

miss her as too young for the work,

and- even the eight-year-old had at

least sense enough to keep quiet

when silence was needed and obey
orders when argument would be in-

judicious.

“All right. You can both try it.”

Roger brought his cogitation to an

end. “Dad won’t mind, I guess, and

Mother won’t care if the work gets

done. We'll have a conference to-

night.”

The conversation shifted to other

matters, and the caravan wound on

up the river. Two or three hours

out of Clark Fork they crossed the

stream and headed eastward toward

the Montana border
;

and there

were still several hours of daylight

remaining when they reached the

“summer cottage.”

It was hardly a cottage. Built up
on a steep hillside, though still be-

low the timber line, it boasted

enough rooms to house the Wing
family without any fear whatever of

crowding. It possessed a gasoline-

powered electric plant, a more or

less limited supply of running water

piped from a spring farther up the

hili, and in general bore witness to

Mr. Wing’s luck or skill in the pros-

pecting which was supposed to be

the source of his income.

A short distance downhill from

the dwelling was another building,

which combined the functions of

storehouse and stable. Both struc-

tures were solidly built, and had

never suffered serious damage from

the northwest winters. The founda-

tion of the house was part of the

bedrock core of the mountain, and

its walls were well insulated. The
family could easily have lived there

the year round, and the parents had

vague plans of doing so once the

children had all finished school.

The first floor consisted of a big

room which did duty as dining room
and parlor, with a kitchen at one

end and bedroom at the other. An
open stair well by the kitchen door

went down to a basement, contain-

ing workbenches cluttered with

woodworking and radio parapher-

nalia as well as the wherewithal for

various games. The stair to the

second floor was at the other end

;

this was divided into six much
smaller rooms, one serving as bed-

room for each of the children and the

remaining one filled with the various

odd articles of furniture and bric-a-

brac which are apt to find their way
into a spare room over a period of

years.

The Wings dismounted by the

porch which ran along the front of

the dwelling, and promptly dis-

persed to their various duties. Mrs.
Wing and the girls unlocked the

front door and disappeared inside.

Billy began unscrewing and remov-
ing the shutters on the more acces-

sible windows—those along the
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porch, and the first-floor ones on the

uphill side of the dwelling. Mr.

Wing and Donald began unloading

the pack animals, while Roger took

the other horses down to the stable,

unsaddled, and fed them.

By sunset, the house had assumed

an inhabited air. Everyone had eat-

en, dishes had been washed, Billy

and Marjorie were in bed, and the

remaining members of the family

had settled down for a few minutes

of relaxation in the main room.

There had been some debate as to

whether the fireplace should be

used, which had been won by the

affirmatives—not so much because

of the temperature, though even a

June night can be chilly in the Cab-
inets, buF simply because they liked

to sit around a fire.

The parents were ensconced in

their respective seats on each side of

the stone fireplace. Donald, Roger
and Edith sprawled on rugs be-

tween
;
Roger had just put forth

the suggestion that the girls help in

the scouting job. His father thought

for a minute or two.

“Do you know your way around
well enough, in directions other

than toward town ?” he finally asked

Edith.

“Not as well as the boys, I sup-

pose, but they had to learn some-
time or other,” she countered.

“True enough. I wouldn’t want
you to turn up missing, and your

mother can’t be expected to do all

the housework herself. Well, Roger
seems to have let himself in for prov-

ing a point, so let’s put it this way.
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It will be a week or ten days before

I go out for the first time. In

that time the two of you, working to-

gether, will turn in a satisfactory

map of the territory within three

miles of this house, and a patrol

schedule that will permit Edie’s

housework to be done at times satis-

factory to your mother. Margie may
go with yon, but is not to go beyond

the half-mile marks alone—the old

rules hold for the younger people,

still. That is subject to any additions

or alterations your mother may see

fit to make.” He looked across at his

wife, with a half smile on his face.

She returned the smile, and nodded.

“That seems all right. Roger has

a few duties of his own, I believe

;

hadn’t they better be included in

the last item ?”

“Fair enough. Does that suit you,

Rog? Edie? All right,” as the two

nodded, “time for beck You seem to

have the time for the next few days

pretty well filled.”

The two youngsters grimaced hut

obeyed
;
Don and his parents re-

mained. They talked seriously in

low tones far into the night. The
four youngest children had been

asleep for several hours when Don-

ald finally climbed the stairs to his

room, but the fact did not lessen

his caution. He had no desire to

spend the rest of the night ducking

Roger’s questions about what had

gone on downstairs.

In spite of the rather strenuous

day just finished, the entire family

was up early the next morning. As
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a “special favor” to his younger

brother, Donald volunteered to take

the surplus horses back to town—
they kept only a few at the summer
house, as fodder was a little difficult

to obtain. That left the younger

boy free, once the shutters were re-

moved from the upstairs windows,

to get out on the mapping job, as far

as his own work was concerned.

Edith was delayed for a while dust-

ing off china and washing cooking

utensils—they had cleaned only

enough for a sketchy meal the night

before—but Roger conquered any

slight distaste he may have had for

women’s work and helped out. The
sun was not yet very high when they

emerged onto the porch, consylted

briefly, and started uphill around

the house.

The boy carried a small Scout

compass and a steel tape which had
turned up in the basement workshop

;

his sister had a paper-covered note-

book, a school relic still possessed of

a few blank pages. Between his

father’s teaching and a year in a

Scout troop, Roger was sure he

could produce a readable map of

the stipulated area with no further

equipment. He had not considered

at all carefully the problem of con-

tours.

High as the Wing house was lo-

cated, there was still a long climb

above it
; and both youngsters were

quite willing to rest by the time they

reached the top. They were willing,

too, to sit and look at the view
around them, though neither was a

stranger to it.
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The peaks of the Cabinets ex-

tended in all directions except the

west. The elevation on which they

were located was not high enough

to permit them to see very far
;
but

bits of Pend’ Oreille were visible to

the southwest and the easily recog-

nized tip of Snowshoe Peak rose be-

tween east and south. Strictly speak-

ing, there was no definite timber

line ; but most of the peaks managed
to thrust bare rock through the soil

for at least a few hundred feet. The
lower slopes were covered with for-

est, principally the Douglas fir

which is so prevalent in the Pacific

Northwest. One or two relatively

clear areas, relics of forest fires of

the last few years, were visible from

the children’s point of vantage.

There were a number of points

visible within the distance specified

by Mr. Wing which looked as

though they might serve as refer-

ence stations, and presently Roger
took out the compass and began tak-

ing bearings on as many of these as

he could. Edith was already making
a free-hand sketch map of their sur-

roundings, and the bearings were
entered on this. Distances would
come later ; Roger knew neither his

own altitude nor those of the points

he was measuring, and could not

have used the information had he

possessed it. He knew no trigonome-

try and had no means of measuring

angles of depression.

Details began to crowd the rough

chart even before they left the hill-

top ; and presently the two were

completely absorbed in their task.
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Mrs. Wing was not particularly sur-

prised when they came in late for

dinner.

III.

The station on Planet One was a

decidedly primitive installation,

though a good deal of engineering

had obviously been needed to make
it habitable at all. It was located in

the bottom of a deep valley near the

center of the planet’s sunward hem-
isphere, where the temperature was
normally around four hundred de-

grees Centigrade. This would still

have been cold enough to liquefy

the sulfur which formed the prin-

cipal constituent of the atmosphere

Ken’s people needed
;
but the addi-

tional hundred degrees had been ob-

tained by terracing the valley walls,

cutting the faces of the terraces to

the appropriate slope, and plating

them with iron. The dark-colored

metal dome of the station was, in ef-

fect, at the focus of a gigantic con-

cave mirror; and between the an-

gular size of the sun and the actual

size of the dome, solar libration

never moved the focus to a serious

extent.

The interstellar flier settled onto

a smooth sheet of bare rock beside

the dome. There were no cradling

facilities, and Ken had to don
vacuum armor to leave the vessel.

Several other spacesuited figures

gathered in the air lock with him,

and he suspected that most, if not

all, of the ship’s crew were “going

ashore” at the same time though, of
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course, they might not be crew
;
one

operator could handle a vessel of the

Karelia’s class. He wondered wheth-

er or not this was considered safe

practice on a foreign planet; but a

careful look around as he walked

the short distance from ship to dome
revealed no defensive armament,

and suggested that those manning
the station had no anxiety about at-

tack. If, as had been suggested, the

post had been here for twenty years,

they probably should know.

The interior of the dome was

comfortable enough, though Ken’s

conductor made constant apology

for the lack of facilities. They had a

meal for which no apology was re-

quired, and Ken was shown private

quarters at least as good as were pro-

vided by the average Sarrian hotel,

Laj Drai took him on a brief tour of

the station, and made clear the fa-

cilities which the scientist could use

in his assigrfld job.

With his “real” job usually in

mind, Ken kept constant watch for

any scrap of evidence that might

suggest the presence of the narcotic

he sought. He was reasonably- cer-

tain, after the tour, that there was

no complex chemical processing

plant anywhere around
;
but if the

drug were a natural product, there

might not have to be. He could name
more than one such substance that

was horribly effective in the form in

which it was found in nature—

a

vegetable product some primitive

tribes on his own world still used to

poison their arrows, for example.

The “trading” equipment, how-
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ever, proved more promising, as

might have been foreseen by anyone

who had considered the planet with

which the trading was done. There

were many remote-control torpe-

does, each divided into two main sec-

tions. One of these contained the

driving and control machinery and

was equipped with temperature con-

rol apparatus designed to keep it

near normal ; the other was mostly

storage space and refrigeration

nachinery. Neither section was par-

ticularly well insulated, either from

each other or the surrounding

medium.

Ken examined one of the ma-

;hines minutely for some time, and

hen began asking questions.

“I don’t see any vision transmit-

ter ;
how do you see to control the

thing on the planet’s surface?”

“There is none,” a technician

vho had been assisting
’ 'no in the

exposition replied. “They all orig-

nally had them, of course, but none

lias survived the trip to Three yet.

We took them out, finally—it was

too expensive. The optical appara-

tus has to be exposed to the planet’s

conditions at least partly, which

means we must either run the whole

machine at that temperature or

have a terrific temperature differ-

ence between the optical and elec-

trical elements. We have not been

able to devise a system that would
stand either situation—something

s,oes completely haywire in the elec-

trical part under those freezing con-

ditions, or else the optical section

shatters between the hot and cold

sections.”

“But how do you see to control?”

“We don’t. There is a reflection

altimeter installed, and a homing
transmitter that was set up long ago

on the planet. We simply send the

torpedo down, land it, and let the

natives come to it.”

“And you have never brought any

physical samples from the surface

of the planet?”

“We can’t see to pick up anything.

The torpedo doesn’t stay air-tight at

that temperature, so we never get a

significant amount of the atmos-

phere back ; and nothing seems to

stick to the outer hull. Maybe it

lands on a solid metal or rock sur-

face—we wouldn’t know.”

“Surely you could make the thing

hold air, even below the freezing

point of sulfur ?”

“Yes, I guess so. It’s never seemed

to be worth the trouble. If you
want a sample, it would be easier to

send a smaller container down, any-

way—you can work with it better

afterwards.”

A thought suddenly struck Ken.

“How about the stuff you get

from the natives? Doesn’t that give

any clue? Could I work with some
of 'it?”

Laj Drai cut in at this point.

“You said you were not a special-

ist. We have tried to get the stuff

analyzed by people who were, with-

out success. After all, if it were pos-

sible to synthesize the material, do
you think we’d be going to all this

trouble to trade for it? That’s why
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we want you to get the planetary

conditions for us—when you’ve done

that, we’ll -figure out a means of get-

ting seeds from the natives and

.

growing our own.”

“I see,” Ken replied. The state-

ment was certainly reasonable

enough, and did not necessarily im-

ply anything about the nature of

the material they were discussing.

It did not refute anything, either.

Ken thought that one over for a

time, letting his eyes wander over

the exposed machinery as he did so.

He had a few more questions in

mind, but he wanted to dodge any-

thing that might be interpreted as

unhealthy curiosity, if these people

actually were drug runners.

“What do these natives get from

you for this product ?” he asked final-

ly. “Is it a manufactured article they

can’t make, or a substance they don':

have? In the latter case, I might be

able to draw some conclusions abou

-the planet.”

Drai sent a ripple down his ten-

tacles, in a gesture equivalent to i

human shrug.

“It’s material—heavy metals that

don’t sulfide easily. We’ve been

giving them platinum-group nug-

gets most of the time—they’re easiest

to come by; there’s an outcropping

of the stuff only a short distance

from this station, and it’s easy to

send a man out to blast off a fee

pieces. I don’t know what they use

them for—for all I know they may

worship the torpedo, and use the

nuggets as priests’ insignia. I car’t

say that I care, as long as they keep

filling their end of the bargain.”

Ken made the gesture of agree-

ment, and spoke of something
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which had caught his attention dur-

ing the last speech.

“What is a loud-speaker and mi-

crophone doing in that thing? Sure-

ly they don’t work at the tempera-

tures you mentioned—and you can’t

be speaking to these natives!”

The technician answered the first

question.

“It wc l<s, all right. It’s a crystal

outfit without vacuum tubes, and
should work in liquid hydrogen.”

Drai supplemented the other an-

swer. “We don’t exactly talk to

trier i, but they can apparently hear

and produce sounds more or less

similar to those of our speech.”

“But how could you ever have

worked out a common language, or

even a code, without visual contact ?

Maybe, unless you think it’s none of

my business and will not be any help

in what is, you’d better give me the

whole story from the beginning.”

"Maybe I had,” Laj Drai said

slowly, draping his pliant form over

a convenient rack. “I have already

mentioned that contact was made
some twenty years ago—our years,

that is ; it would be nearer thirty

for the natives of Planet Three.

“The Karelia was simply cruis-

ing, without any particular object

in view, when her previous owner
happened to notice the rather pecu-

liar color of Planet Three. You must

have remarked that bluish tint your-

self. He put the ship into an orbit at

a safe distance beyond the atmos-

phere, and began sending down tor-

pedoes. He knew better than to go
down himself—there was never any

doubt about the ghastly temperature

conditions of the place.

“Well, he lost five projectiles in a

row. Every one lost its vision con-

nection in the upper atmosphere,

since no one had bothered to think

of the effect of the temperature on
hot glass. Being a stubborn charac-

ter, he sent them on down on long-

wave instruments, and every one

went out sooner or later
;
he was

never sure even whether they had
reached the surface. He had some
fair engineers and plenty of tor-

pedoes, though, and kept making
changes and sending the results

down. It finally became evident that

most of them were reaching the sur-

face—and going out of action the

instant they did so. Something was
either smashing them mechanically

or playing the deuce with their elec-

trical components.

"Up to then, the attempts had all

been to make the landings on one of

the relatively smooth, bluish areas

;

they seemed the least complicated.

Plowever, someone got the idea that

this steady loss of machines could

not be due to chance
;
somewhere

there was intelligent intervention.

To test the idea, a torpedo was sent

down with every sort of detecting

and protecting device that could be

stuffed aboard—including a silver

mesh over the entire surface, con-

nected to the generators and capable

of blocking any outside frequency
which might be employed to inter-

fere with control. A constantly

changing control frequency was
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used from our end. It had automatic

heat control—I tell you, it had

everything. Nothing natural and

darned little that was artificial

should have been able to interfere

with that machine; but it went out

like the others,'just as the reflection

altimeter reported it as almost

touching the surface.

“That was enough for the boss.

He accepted as a working theory the

idea that a race lived on the flatter

parts of the planet
;
a race that did

not want visitors. The next torpedo

was sent to one of the darker, rough-

er areas that could be seen from

space, the idea being that these

beings might avoid such areas. He
seems to have been right, for this

time the landing was successful.

At any rate, the instruments said

the machine was down, it proved

impossible to drive it lower, and it

stayed put with power off.

“That was encouraging, but then

no one could think of what to do.

We still couldn’t see, and were not

certain for some time whether or not

the microphone was working. It was
decided not to use the loud-speaker

for a while. There was a faint hum-
ming sound being picked up whose

intensity varied without apparent

system, which we finally decided

might be wind rather than electrical

trouble, and once or twice some
brief, harsh, quite indescribable

noises which have not yet been iden-

tified
;
the best guess is that they may

have been the voices of living crea-

tures.

“We kept listening for a full rota-

tion of the planet—nearly two of

our days—and heard nothing else

except a very faint buzzing, equally

faint scratching sounds, and an ir-

regular tapping that might or might

not have been the footsteps of a

hoofed creature on a hard surface.

You may listen to the records we
made, if you like, but you’d better

have company around when you do.

There’s something weird and un-

nerving about those noises out of

nothing.

“I forgot to mention that the car-

go port of the torpedo had been

opened on landing, and micro-

phones and weight detectors set to

tell us if anything went in. Nothing

did, however—a little surprising if

there were small forms of wild life;

the opening would have made a nat-

ural-looking shelter for them.

“Nothing even remotely sugges-

tive of intelligence was heard dur-

ing that rotation
;
and it was finally

decided to use the loud-speaker.

Someone worked out a schedule-

starting at minimum power, re-

peating a tape for one rotation of

the planet, then repeating with

doubled output and so on until we
reached the maximum which could

be attained with that equipment.

The program was followed, except

that the boss was getting impatient

and arranged to make the step-up

each quarter rotation instead of the

suggested time. Some humorist re-

corded a poem on the tape, and we
started broadcasting.

‘H’he first result was a complete

cessation of the sounds we had tenta-
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tively associated with life forms. Pre-

sumably they were small animals,

and were scared away by the noise.

The wind, if that’s what it was, con-

tinued as expected. The first time

we increased the noise, after a quar-

ter rotation of the planet, we began

to get a faint echo. That suggested

that the sound was at least not being

muffled very close to the speaker,

and if any intelligent beings came
within a considerable radius they

would hear it.

“To make a long story short, we
got a response after the fourth in-

crease of power. We thought it was
a distorted echo at first, but it got

louder while our power remained

constant, and finally we could tell

that the sounds were different.

They formed a tremendously com-

plex noise pattern, and every one of

us who heard them was sure from

the beginning that they represented

intelligent speech.

“Eventually we began to hear

more footstep-sounds between the

bursts of alien language, and we cut

off our own broadcast. It became
evident that the creature was close

enough to detect the torpedo by
other means than hearing, for the

footsteps continued to approach. At
first they were interrupted every few
seconds by a loud call

;
but presently

the thing must have actually reached

the machine, for the sounds sug-

gested that it was walking around at

a nearly constant distance, and the

calls were replaced by much less

powerful but longer and more com-

plex speech-noises. Probably the

creatures can see much as we do,

though the light is so much weaker
on that planet.

“Presently the photocell inside

the cargo department indicated

that something had cut off much
of the light. One of the operators

moved to close the door, and the

boss knocked him clean out of the

control room. He took the torpedo

controls himself, and began at-

tempting to imitate the voice sounds

of the creature we couldn't see.

That produced results, all right ! If

noise means anything’ the native

got wildly excited for a minute or

two; then he buckled down to pro-

ducing apparently as wide a variety

of sounds as his vocal apparatus

would permit. Certainly we couldn’t

imitate them all.

“That lasted for some time, with

nobody making any real progress.

Nobody had any way of telling what
any of the other fellow’s noises

meant, of course. It began to look as

though we’d gone as far as we could,

in learning about the planet, and
that the knowledge was not going to

do anyone any good.

“Then someone remembered the

old swap-boxes. I don’t know wheth-
er you’ve heard of them

;
they were

used, I guess, before our race ever

left the home planet, when people

who didn’t speak each other’s lan-

guage wanted to trade. They are

simply two trays, hinged together,

each divided into a number of small

compartments. One side is empty,
while the compartments of the
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other are filled with the various ar-

ticles that are for sale. A glass lid

covers each of the full compart-

ments, and cannot be removed un-

til something has been placed in the

corresponding compartment of the

other tray. It takes a pretty stupid

savage not to get the idea in fairly

short order.

“We didn’t have any such gadget,

of course, but it was not difficult to

rig one up. The trouble was that we
could not tell what had been put in

the empty tray until the box came

back to us. Since we were more in-

terested in talking than trading, that

didn’t matter too much at the time.

We sent the box down in another

torpedo, homing it on the location

signal of the first and hoping the

flatland people wouldn’t detect it,

opened the thing up, and waited.

“The native promptly investi-

gated ; he was apparently intelligent

enough to put curiosity ahead of

fear, even though he must have seen

the second torpedo in flight. He be-

haved exactly as expected with the

box, though of course we couldn’t

watch him—he put something in

every compartment of the empty

section, and presumably cleaned out

the other ;
but he put most of the

stuff back. One of the things he gave

us proved useful—the stuff we still

trade for—so we sent the box back

with only the compartment corre-

sponding to the one he had put that

stuff in full. He got the idea, and

we’ve been on fine terms ever since.”

“But about the language?”

“Well, we know his words for

‘yes’ and ‘no,’ his names for a few

metals and his name for the stuff he

sells us. I can give you either a tape

of his pronunciation or a written

record, if you want to talk to him.”

“Thanks a lot. That makes the

whole situation a good deal clearer.

I take it you have had no more trou-

ble from these flatlanders ?”

“None. We have carefully avoided

contacting any other part of the

planet. As I said, our interests are

now, commercial rather than scien-

tific. Still, it you want to send down
machines on your own, I suppose we
shouldn’t interfere with you. Please

be careful, though; we’d hate to

have contact cut off before we were

in a position to do our own produc-

ing.”

Ken gave the equivalent of a grin.

“I notice you are still carefully re-

fraining from telling me what the

stuff is. Well, I won’t butt in. That’s

none of my business, and I don’t see

how knowing it could help me out.

Right now, I guess, it would be

best for you to give me all the physi-

cal data you have on the planet.

Then I can make a guess at its at-

mosphere, and send a torpedo down
with equipment to confirm or deny

the guess. That will be easier than

trying to bring back samples for

analysis, I imagine.”

Drai pulled himself together from

the rack on which he was sprawled,

and gave the equivalent of an affirm-

ative nod. “I’m not saying you

shouldn’t know what we get from

the planet,” he said. “But I shall
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most certainly make a hammock
from the skin of the first member of

this organization who lets you find

out !”

The technician, who had been lis-

tening irl the background, turned

back to the mechanism of another

torpedo, and spoke for the first time

without looking up.

“That won’t be difficult ; there’s

little to tell. The planet is about

three-tenths larger than ours in di-

ameter, making its volume rather

over twice as great as that of Sarr.

Its mass is also over twice ours,

though its average density is a shade

less. Surface gravity is one and a

quarter Sarr normal. Mean temper-

ature is a little below the freezing

point of potassium. Atmospheric

pressure uncertain, composition

unknown. Period of rotation, one

point eight four Sarr days.”

“I see. You could duplicate tem-

perature readily enough on this

planet, by choosing a point far

enough around toward the dark side
;

and if necessary, there wouldn’t be

too much trouble in reproducing

the periodicity of night and day.

Your problem is atmosphere. I’ll

spend some time thinking out ways
and means of getting that, then.”

Sallman Ken moved slowly away
in the direction of his assigned quar-

ters. His thoughts were not exclu-

sively occupied with the problem of

atmosphere analysis
;
he was think-

ing more of a mysterious race inhab-

iting the flat, bleak plains of Planet

Three and the possibility of cutting

off trade with the planet—always, of
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course, assuming that its mysterious

product was what he feared:

He was also wondering if he had

overdone his disclaimer of interest

in the planet’s chief export.

IV.

A circle of three-mile radius has

an area of slightly over twenty-eight

square miles, or roughly eighteen

thousand acres. It follows that the

map prepared by Roger and Edith

Wing was not as detailed as it might

have been. On the other hand, as

their father was forced to admit, a

tree-covered mountain side does not

offer too many details to put on a

map; and the effort the children

turned in did show every creek and

trail of which Mr. Wing had knowl-

edge. Still more to the point, it

showed clearly that they had actual-

ly traveled over the area in question.

This was the defect in the girl’s ex-

perience which he had wanted cor-

rected before she was released from

the “stick-to-the-trail” rule.

He looked up presently from the

tattered notebook. The family was
gathered around the fireplace again,

and the two cartographers were
ensconced on either arm of his

chair. Don was on the floor between
the seats with Billy draped across

his neck
;
Marjorie was in her moth-

er’s lap. All were listening for the

verdict.

“You seem to have done a pretty

good job here,” Mr. Wing said at

last. “Certainly anyone xould find

his way around the area with the aid
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of this' map. Edie, how do you think

you could do without it ?”

“All right. Dad, I’m sure,” the girl

replied in a slightly surprised tone.

“Do I have to?”

Her father shrugged. “You know
best whether you want to carry this

with you all the time. No, you don’t

have to, as far as I’m concerned.

How have the two of you made out

on the patrol schedule?”

Roger took over the conversation,

curling a little closer to his father’s

shoulder and using the map to illus-

trate his points.

“There are eight trails leading in-

to the three-mile circle at different

points. Don and I used to go around

the circle each day, going along each

one far enough to be sure no one

had been using it. There are spots

on each which it’s practically impos-

sible to go through without leaving

some sort of trail. Going from one

trail to another we’d try to cut across

places of the same sort—where we
could tell if people had been through.

“This time we’re working it a lit-

tle differently. I’m still checking the

ends of those trails, but we’ve been

listing places from which people

could watch anyone bound away
from here—there aren’t nearly so

many of those. Edie can cover near-

ly all of them in two hour-and-

a-half walks morning and afternoon

—we’ve tried it: and I can do the

rest when I take the outer trails.

That’s a lot like the way you’ve al-

ways worked it when you were go-

ing out, anyway; you took a zigzag

path, and had us checking for
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watchers, so that one of us could cut

across and warn you if we saw any-

one—we never have, that I can re-

member, but I don’t suppose that

proves anything.”

Mr. Wing smiled briefly. “I may
be stretching the precautions a, lit-

tle too far,” he said. “Still I have cer-

tain reasons for not wanting the

place I get the metal to become
known. Half a dozen of the reasons

are in this room with me. Besides, I

think you get fun out of it, and I

know it keeps *you outdoors where
you ought to be this time of year. If

two or three more of you grow up

to be scientists, we may be able to do

some work together that will let us

forget about secrecy.”

The younger girl, who had been

displaying increasing signs of indig-

nation during her brother’s talk, cut

in the instant she thought her fa-

ther had finished.

“Dadd)-, I thought I was sup-

posed to be helping with this. I

heard Roger say so yesterday, and

you said it the first night.”

“Oil ? And how did you hear what

I said that night? As I recall, the

matter was not discussed until af-

ter you were in bed. What I said

then goes—you can go with either

Roger or Edie on their walks, but

you still observe the limits when
you’re by yourself. Billy, you too

!

There’ll be plenty of long trips for

all of you, without your having to

go off on your own, and there’s al-

ways been plenty to keep you occu-

pied around here. I’ve been promis-
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ing for five or six years to get a load

of cement up here if you folks

would get enough loose rock togeth-

er to make a dam out here—I’d

like a swimming pool myself, Don
doesn’t think we need cement for it,

but that’s something he’ll have to

prove. I’ll be glad if he can do with-

out it, of course.” He leaned back

and stretched his legs. Billy prompt-

ly transferred his perch from Don’s

shoulders to his father’s shirrs, and

put his own oar into the conversa-

tion. He wanted one of the trips be-

fore his father went prospecting,

and expressed himself at consider-

able length-on the subject. Mr. Wing
remained noncommittal until the

striking of the clock brought relief.

He pulled in his legs abruptly, de-

positing the youngster on the floor.

“Small fry to bed !” he pro-

nounced solemnly.

“Story!” yelled Margie. “You
haven’t read since we got here !” Her
father pursed his lips.

“How long do you suppose it

would take them to be ready for

bed?” he asked, as though to himself.

There was a flurry of departing legs.

Mr. Wing turned to the bookcase

beside the fireplace, and encountered

the grinning face of his second son.

“All right, young man, we need

some fun—but some of us need disci-

pline, too. Suppose you and Edie

save time by popping upstairs and

imitating the excellent example of

your juniors !” Still chuckling, the

two did so.

For some reason, the story lasted

until quite late. The beginning was

vastly exciting, but the pace calmed

down later, and Billy and Margie

were both carried up to bed at the

end—though they refused to believe

the fact in the morning.

Roger tried at breakfast to make
the small boy tell the end of the

story and was surprised when Billy

refused to accept his inability to do

so as evidence that he had been

asleep. The older boy gave up at

last and went to saddle the horses

;

he was constitutionally unfitted to

hold his own in an argument where
the opponent’s only words were “I

was not either
!”

It was shopping day, and Roger’s

turn to go down to Clark Fork with

his mother to obtain the necessities

for the next week. They left as soon

after breakfast as the animals could

be readied. Edie and the younger

children went off on their own
;
as

soon as everyone was away from the

house Mr. Wing and Don dressed

themselves in hiking clothes and
headed east. Roger would have giv-

en much to see them go.

The trails were good, and for a

couple of hours the two made very

satisfactory progress. For the most
part they followed the creeks, but

once or twice the older man led the

way over open spurs of rock which
involved considerable climbing.

“This is about the quickest way to

the transmitter, Don,” he said at

one point. “It’s a lot closer to the

house than even your mother real-

izes—though goodness knows I

wouldn’t hide it from her if she
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cared to come on one of these hikes.

On the regular trips, I follow a very

roundabout path I worked out years

ago when I was really afraid of be-

ing followed. That was just after the

first World War, long before I’d

even met your mother. There were a

number of people around this part

of the country then who would

cheerfully have tossed me off a hill-

top for a fraction of the value I

brought back from the first trip. I

tell you, I did some pretty serious

thinking on the way in from that

trip. You’ll see why very shortly.”

Don made no immediate answer

to this. His attention seemed to be

fully taken up with negotiating the

slope of loose rock they were travers-

ing at the moment. It was a section

practically impossible to cross with-

out leaving prominent traces, and

he had been a little puzzled at his

father’s going this way until he real-

ized that the idea was probably to

permit a check on any trailers as

they returned. Once across the

treacherous stuff and angling back

down the slope, he finally spoke.

“You said a while back, Dad, that

we were the reasons you didn’t make
public this source of metal. It seems

to me that even that shouldn’t have

carried weight while the war was
on—it might have been better to let

the government develop the find

and use it. I don’t mean that I don’t

appreciate getting a college educa-

tion, but . . . well—” he paused a

little uncomfortably.

“You have a point, Son, and that

was another matter for thought
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when the war started, with you in

high school and Billy just learning

to walk. I think I might have done
as you suggest, except for the fact

that the most probable result of pub-
licity would be to remove the source

of metal. Just be patient a little

longer—we'll be there in a few min-
utes, and you will see for yourself.”

Donald nodded acceptance of

this, and they proceeded in silence

for a short time. The course Mr.
Wing was following had led them
into a narrow gully after crossing

the scree
;
now he turned up this,

making his way easily along the

bank of the tiny brook which flowed

down its center. After some ten min-

utes’ climb the trees began to thin

out, and a few more rods found

them on practically bare rock. This

extended for some distance above

them, but the older man seemed to

have no desire to get to the top of

the hill.

Instead, he turned again, moving
quickly across the bare rock as

though a path were plainly marked
before him

;
and in a few steps

reached the edge of a shallow de-

clivity which appeared to have acted

as a catch basin for rocks which

had rolled from farther up the hill.

Winding his way among these, with

Donald close at his heels, he finally

stopped and moved to one side, per-

mitting his son to see what lay be-

fore them.

It was an almost featureless struc-

ture of metal, roughly cubical in

shape and a little less than a yard on
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each edge. There was a small open-

ing on one side, containing a single

projection which had the appear-

ance of a toggle switch. Several bolt

heads of quite conventional appear-

ance were also visible on different

parts of the surface.

After allowing his son to look the

object over for a few moments, Mr.

Wing took a small screwdriver from

his pocket and set to work on the

bolts, which seemed very loose. Don,

lacking tools, tried a few of the pro-

jecting heads with his fingers and

had little difficulty with them
;

in

two or three minutes, the older man
was able to remove several metal

plates and expose the interior of the

block to view. Don looked, and
whistled.

“What is it, Dad? Not an ordinary

radio, certainly!”

“No. It seems to be a radio of

some sort, however. I don’t know
what sort of wave it uses, or its

range, or its power source—though I

have some ideas about the last two.

There’s nothing to using it
;
I imag-

ine the makers wanted that to be

easy, and there is only the single con-

trol switch. I’m not so sure that the

interior was meant to be so accessi-

ble.”

“But where did it come from?

Who made it ? How did you get hold

of it?”

“That’s a rather long story, and

happened, as I said, before you were

born.

“I was just out of college, and had

got interested in this part of the

country
;
so I decided to see some of

it first hand, and eventually found

myself here in the hills. I started at

Helena, and went on foot up to

Flathead, through Glacier Park,

west along the border to the Koo-
tenai, and back along the river past

Bonner’s Ferry into the Cabinets.

It wasn’t a very exciting jaunt, but

I saw a lot and had a pretty good

time.

“I was crossing the brook we just

followed up here, just after I had

got under way one morning, when
I heard the weirdest racket from up

the hill. I really didn’t know too

much about the neighborhood, and

was a bit on the uneasy side; but I

had a rifle, and managed to convince

myself that I was out to satisfy my
curiosity, so I headed up toward the

noise.

“When I got out from among the

trees, the noise began to sound more

and more like spoken language; so

I yelled a few words myself, though

I couldn’t understand a word of it.

There was no answer at first—just

this tremendous, roaring voice Mat-

ting out the strangely regular

sounds. Finally, a little way up the

hill from here, on a rather open

spot, I saw the source
;
and at almost

the same instant the noise stopped.

“Lying out in the open, where it

could be seen from any direction,

was a thing that looked like a per-

fectly good submarine torpedo—

everyone was familiar with those at

the time, as they played a very prom-
inent part in the first World War.
Science-fiction had not come into

style then, and Heaven knows I
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wasn’t much of a physical scientist,

but even so I found it hard to

believe that the thing had been car-

ried there. I examined it as thor-

oughly as I could, and found a few

discrepancies in the torpedo theory.

“In the first place, it had neither

propellers nor any type of steering

fin. It was about twenty feet long and

three in diameter, which was reason-

able for a torpedo as far as I knew,

but the only break in the surface was
a section of the side, near what I sup-

posed to be the front, which was
open rather like a bomb bay. I looked

in, though I didn’t take a chance

on sticking an arm or my head
inside, and saw a chamber that oc-

cupied most of the interior of the

nose section. It was empty, except

for a noticeable smell of burning

sulfur.

“I nearly had a heart attack when
the thing began talking again, this

time in a much lower tone—at any
rate I jumped two feet. Then I

cussed it out in every language I

knew for startling me so. It took me
a minute or two to get command of

myself, and then I realized that the

sounds it was making were rather

clumsy imitations of my own words.

To make sure, I tried some others,

one word at a time
;
and most of

them were repeated with fair ac-

curacy. Whoever was speaking

couldn’t pronounce ‘P’ ot; ‘B,’ but

got on fairly well with the rest.

“Obviously there was either some-
one trapped in the rear of the torpe-

do, or it contained a radio and some-
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one was calling from a distance. I

doubted the first, because of the tre-

mendous volume behind the origi-

nal sounds
;
and presently there was

further evidence.

“I had determined to set up camp
right there, early as it was. I was go-

ing about the business, saying an oc-

casional word to the torpedo and be-

ing boomed at in return, when an-

other of the things appeared over-

head. It spoke, rather softly, when
it was still some distance up—ap-
parently the controllers didn’t want
to scare me away ! It settled beside

l he first, trailing a thin cloud of blue

smoke which I thought at first must
have to do with driving rockets.

However, it proved to be leaking

around the edges of a door similar

to that in the first torpedo, and then

a big cloud of it puffed out as the

door opened. That made me a little

cautious, which was just as well—

the metal turned out to be hot

enough to feel the radiation five feet

away. How much hotter it had been

before I can’t guess. The sulfur

smell was strong for a while after the

second torpedo landed, but gradual-

ly faded out again.

“I had to wait a while before the

thing was cool enough to approach

with comfort. When I did, I found

that the nose compartment this time

was not empty. There was an affair

rather like a fishing-box inside, with

the compartments of one side full of

junk and those on the other empty.

I finally took a chance on reaching

in for it, once it was cool enough
to touch.

“When I got it out in the sunlight,

I found that the full compartments

were covered with little glassy lids,

which were latched shut
;
and there

was a tricky connection between the

two sides which made it necessary

to put something in an empty com-

partment and close its lid before

you could open the corresponding

one on the other side. There were

only half a dozen spaces, so I fished

out some junk of my own—a wad of

paper from my notebook, a chunk
of granite, a cigarette, some lichen

from the rocks around, and so on—
and cleaned out the full compart-

ments. One of the things was a lump
of platinum and related metals that

must have weighed two pounds.

“Right then I settled down to

some serious thinking. In the first

place, the torpedo came from off

this planet. The only spaceship I’d

ever heard of was the projectile in

Jules Verne’s story, but people of

this planet don’t send flying torpe-

does with no visible means of pro-

pulsion carrying nuggets of what I

knew even then was a valuable met-

al
;
and if they do, they don’t call at-

tention to the practice by broadcast-

ing weird languages loudly enough
to be heard a mile away.

“Granting that the torpedo came
from outer space, its behavior

seemed to indicate only one thing—

its senders wanted to trade. At any
rate, that was the theory I decided to

act on. I put all the junk except the

platinum nugget back where it came
from, and put the box back in the

nose of the torpedo. I don’t yet
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know if they could see me or not—I

rather doubt it, for a number of rea-

sons—but the door closed almost at

once and the thing took off-

straight up, out of sight. I was sorry

I hadn’t had much of value to stuff

in my side of the box. 1 had thought

of sending them a rifle cartridge to

indicate we had a mechanical indus-

try, hut remembered the tempera-

ture at which the thing had arrived

and decided against it.

“It took two or three hours for the

torpedo to make its round trip. I

had set up nty tent and rounded up
some firewood and water by the time

it came back, and I found out my
guess was right. This time they had

put another platinum nugget in one

compartment, leaving the others

empty
;
and I was able to remember

what I had put in the corresponding

space on the previous visit.

“That about tells the story.” Mr.
Wing grinned at his son. “I’ve been

swapping cigarettes for platinum

and iridium nuggets for 'about thirty

years now—and you can see why I

wanted you to study some astron-

omy !”

Don whistled gently. “I guess I

do, at that. But you haven’t ex-

plained this,” he indicated the metal

cube on which his father was sitting.

“That came down a "Tittle later,

grappled to a torpedo, and the origi-

nal one took off immediately after-

wards. I have always supposed they

use it to find this spot again. We’ve
sort of fallen into a schedule over

the years. I’m never here in the

winter any more, and they seem to

realize that; but from two to three

days after I snap this switch off and

on a few times, like this”—he dem-

onstrated—“the exchequer gets a

•shot in the arm.”

Don frowned thoughtfully, and

was silent for a time.

“I still don’t see why you keep it

a secret,” he said at last. “If the af-

fair is really interplanetary, it’s tre-

mendously important.”

“That’s true, of course. However,

if these people wanted contact with

mankind in general, they could cer-

tainly establish it without any diffi-

culty. It has always seemed to me
that their maintaining contact in

this fashion was evidence that they

did not want their -presence general-

ly known
; so that if experts began

taking their transmitter apart, for

example, or sending literature and

machinery out to them in an effort

to show our state of civilization, they

would simply leave.”

“That seems a little farfetched.”

“Perhaps
; but can you offer a bet-

ter suggestion why they don’t land

one of these things in a city? They’re

paying tremendous prices for darned

small quantities of tobacco—and

a corner drugstore could stock them

for years at their rate of consump-

tion.

“Don’t get me wrong, Son
;

I cer-

tainly appreciate the importance of

all this, and want very much to find

out all I can about these things and

their machines
;
but I want the in-

vestigating done by people whom I

can trust to be careful not to upset
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the apple cart. I wish the whole fam-

ily were seven or eight years older

;

we’d have a good research team

right here, -For the moment, though,

you and I—principally you—are go-

ing to have to do the investigating,

while Roger and Edie do the scout-

ing. I expect they’ll sneak over to

watch us, of course; Roger’s curi-

osity is starting to keep him awake
nights, and he has the makings of a

man of action. I’m wondering

whether we don’t find his tracks or

Edie’s on the way back—he might

have persuaded her to go to town
for him. There’s nothing more to be

done here, unless you want to look

this communicator over more close-

ly; we might as well head back, and

find out how enterprising the young-

er generation is.”

“There’s no hurry, Dad. I’d like

to look this thing over for a while.

It has some of the earmarks of a

short-wave transmitter, but there

are a lot of things I’d like to get

straight.”

“Me, too. I’ve learned a good deal

about radios in the last twenty years,

but it’s a bit beyond me. Of course,

I've never dared take off more than

the outer casing
;
there are parts too

deeply stowed to be visible, which

might be highly informative if we
could see them.”

“Exactly what I was thinking.

There should be some way to look

into, it—we oughj^to dig up one of

those dentist’s mirrors.”

“You don’t catch me sticking any-

thing made of metal into a gadget

that almost certainly uses astronom-

ical voltages.”

“Well ... I suppose not. We
could turn it off first, if we were sure

which position of that switch were

‘off.’ We don’t really know whether

you’re calling them with a short

transmission when you move it, or

whether you’re breaking a continu-

ous one. If they use it for homing, it

w-Q^ild be the latter
;
but we can’t be

sure.”

“Even if we were, turning it off

wouldn’t be enough. Condensers can

hold a nasty bite for a long time.”

Don admitted the justice of this

point, and spent only a few minutes

peering through the openings left

by the removal of the plates.

“Most of the inside seems to be

blocks of bakelite anyway,” he said

at last. “I suppose they have every-

thing sealed in for permanence. I

wonder how they expect to service

it? I guess you’re right—we may as

well go home until the torpedo

comes.” He slung the pack that had

contained their lunch—or rather,

the sandwiches they had eaten en

route—over his shoulder, and
straightened up. His father nodded
in agreement, and they began to re-

trace their steps down the hillside.

Don was wrapped in thought, and
his father forbore to interrupt. He
knew how he had reacted to the

events' he had just described, when
he had been very little older than his

son was now
;

also, he had a high

opinion of his children’s intelli-

gence, and believed firmly in letting

them solve problems for themselves
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as much as was safe. He reflected

somewhat ruefully that nothing he

could say would be too much help,

in any case.

There was no trace of anyone’s

having followed them at any point

on the trail home, though they split

up to take opposite sides of the scree

they had deliberately crossed on
the way out. Neither found this very

surprising, for it turned out i^iat

Edith had made her scheduled pa-

trols and spent the rest of the day

with the younger children, while

Roger had gone to town as expected.

If he had thought of finding a sub-

stitute and following his father,

nothing had come of it. Mr. Wing
was not sure whether he ought

to be pleased or disappointed.

V.

Laj Drai found his hired school-

teacher beside one of the torpedoes,

checking off its contents with loops

of one tentacle. The mechanic was
listening as he named off the items.

“Magnesium cell ; titanium cell

;

sodium . . . oh, hello, Drai. Any-
thing going on ?”

“Hard to say. You are setting up
a research project, I take it?”

“Just checking some hypotheses.

I’ve listed all the elements that

would be gaseous under the condi-

tions of Planet Three, and as many
compounds as I could find in the

Tables. Some are a little doubtful,

since I have no pressure data; they

might be liquid. Still, if they

are there in any quantity, their va-
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pors should be present.

“Then I eliminated as many as

possible on theoretical grounds,

since I can’t test for everything at

once.”

“Theoretical grounds ?”

“Yes. For example, while fluo-

rine is still gaseous under those con-

ditions, it’s much too active to be ex-

pected in the free state. The same
is true of chlorine—which may he

liquid—and oxygen. On the other

hand, hydrogen seems very likely,

along with hydrogen sulfide and

other volatile compounds of both

these elements. Nitrogen should he

present, and the inert gases—though

I don’t know how I can test tor

those.

“I’ve built little cells containing

various materials, along with built-

in heaters
;
and I’m going to warm

them up one at a time after landing

this torpedo and opening it to the

atmosphere. Then I’ll bring it back

and see what the air did to my sam-

ples. I have magnesium and tita-

nium, which should detect the nitro-

gen, and sodium, and a couple of sul-

fides which should be reduced if

there’s much hydrogen, and so on.

The report may not be complete,

but we should learn something.”

“So I should say, from what little

I know about it. Were you planning

to send the torpedo out right

away ?”

“Yes; everything seems to be

ready, unless there are complica-

tions from your department.”

“Nothing much. We w*e just go- .

ing to send one out ourselves ;
our
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native signaled a short time ago.”

“Can you control two torpedoes

at once ?”

“Yes, easily. It occurs to me,

however, that it might be best for

you to keep a mile or two away from

our homing station, and make your

descent when that part of the planet

is in darkness. The natives are diur-

nal, we are sure
;
and it would be a

pity to scare them off if any of your

chemical reactions are bright or

noisy or smelly.”

“Or affect some sense we don’t

know about. All right, you have a

good point. Do you want me
to wait until you have finished your

trading, or go ahead of you if the

chance occurs ?”

“I don’t see that it matters much.

I don’t remember whether it will be

night or day there when the torpe-

does arrive overhead
;
there’s a table

for figuring it up in the office, and

we’ll check before arrival time. I’d

say if it was day, we’d go right down
while you waited, and if it’s night

you get first shot.”

“All right with me.”

“You’ll have to control from
down here—there’s only one unit

up in the observatory. It won’t mat-

ter, since you’ll be working blind

anyway. I’ll go up and tell them that

you’re operating too—we have a re-

lay unit with detection apparatus cir-

cling the planet now, and there’s no

point in having the observers think

the flatlanders are out in space.”

“Have you been getting activity

from them?”

“Not much. Within the last three

or four years we have picked up
some radiation suspiciously like ra-

dar, but it’s all been constant fre-

quency so far. We put quarter-wave

coatings of plastic with a half-re-

flecting film of metal on all the tor-

pedoes, and haven’t had any trouble.

They only use a dozen different fre-

quencies, and we’re set up for all of

them—when they change, we sim-

ply use another drone. I suppose

they’ll start using two or more wave
lengths in one area or maybe fre-

quency modulation eventually, and

We’ll have to get a non-reflective

coating. That would be simpler

anyway—only it’s more expensive.

I learned that when I had the Karel-

ia coated. I wonder how we’ll get

around it if they learn to pick up in-

frared? The torps are enough hot-

ter than the planet to show up like

novae, when we happen to start

them from the ship just outside the

atmosphere.”

“Let ’em hang in space until they

cool off,” Ken and the mechanic re-

plied in chorus. “Or send them all

from here, as we’ve been doing,”

added the latter.

Laj Drai left without further re-

mark.

“That fellow needs a whole sci-

entific college,” the mechanic re-

marked as the door closed. “He’s so

darned suspicious he’ll hire only

one man at a time, and usually fires

them before long.”

“Then I’m not the first?”

“You’re the first to get this far.

There were a couple of others, and
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he got the idea they were poking

into his business, so I never even

found out what ideas they had. I’m

no scientist, but I’m curious—let’s

get his iron crate into space before

he changes his mind about letting

it go.”

Ken gestured agreement, but

hung back as the mechanic cut the

test controller into the main outside

beam circuit—two multiphase sig-

nals could be handled as easily as

one on the beam, and both tor-

pedoes would be close enough to-

gether so that one beam would suf-

fice. The mechanic’s information

was interesting
;

it had never oc-

curred to him that others might

have preceded him on this job. In

a way, that was good—the others

had presumably not been narcotics

agents, or Rade would have told

him. Therefore he had better pro-

tective coloration than he had sup-

posed. Drai might even be getting

used to having outsiders connected

with his project.

But just what did this mechanic

know? After all, he had apparently

been around for some time, and

Drai was certainly not afraid to talk

in his presence. Perhaps he might

be worked up into a really effective

source of information ; on the other

hand, it might be dangerous to try

—quite conceivably one of his

minor duties was keeping a watch-

ful eye on Sallman Ken’s behavior.

He was a rather taciturn individual

and Ken had not given him much
attention so far.

At the moment he was all tech-

nician. He was draped over the rack

in front of the control board, his

tentacles resting on the various tog-

gles and verniers, and a rising hum
indicated that the tubes were warm-
ing. After a moment, he twisted a

vernier knob slightly, and the tor-

pedo on which Ken had been work-

ing lifted gently from the cradle. He
spoke without turning his eyes back-

ward :

“If you’ll go to the far end of the

room, I’ll run it down there and we
can test the microphone and

speaker. I know you don’t plan to

use them, but we might as well have

them serviceable.”

Ken followed the suggestion, test-

ing first the sound apparatus and

then the various recorders and

other instruments in the cargo

chamber which were intended to

tell whether or not any violent

chemical reactions took place-

photocells and pyrometers, and gas

pumps connected to sample tlasks

and precipitators. Everything ap-

peared in working order and was
firmly clamped in place.

Assured of this, the operator

guided the little vessel to a tunnel-

like air lock in one wall of the room,

maneuvered it in, pumped back the

air, and drove the torpedo out into

the vacuum of Mercury’s surface.

Without further ado he sent it hur-

tling away from the planet, its con-

trol keyed in with a master achronic

beam running from the station to

the relay unit near Earth. No fur-

ther attention would be needed un-

til it approached the planet.
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The mechanic rose from in front

of the panel, and turned to Ken.

“I’m going to sleep for a while,”

he said. “I’ll be back before arrival

time. In case you care, you’ll be

making the first landing. It takes

one and a half revolutions of Planet

Three, more or less, to get the tor-

pedo there when the planets are in

their present relative positions—we
can’t use overdrive on the drones—

and the signal must have come dur-

ing the local daytime. I’ll see you.

Have me paged if you want me for

anything.”

Ken gave the equivalent of an af-

firmative nod. .

“All right—and thanks. Your
name is Allmer, isn’t it?”

“Right-Feth Allmer.”

Without further speech the me-
chanic disappeared through the

door, moving with the fluid ease of

a person well accustomed to Mer-
cury’s feeble gravity, and leaving

Sallman Ken in a very thoughtful

mood behind him.

Almost unconsciously the investi-

gator settled onto the rack deserted

by Allmer, and stared blankly at the

indicators in front of him. One of

his troubles, he reflected ruefully,

was his tendency to get interested in

two problems at once. In one way,

that might be good, of course ; the

genuine absorption in the problem

of Planet Three was the best possi-

ble guard against suspicion of his

other job; but it didn’t help him to

concentrate on that other. For
hours now he had thought of practi-

cally nothing but his test project,

until Allmer’s parting remarks had

jarred him back to duty.

Pie had assumed Allmer was a

competent technician, but somehow
he had not expected the acuity the

elderly fellow had just displayed.

Ken himself had missed the implica-

tion of Drai’s statement concerning

the habits of the natives of the third

planet
; apparently Drai had not

even thought of doing his own rea-

soning.

But could he be that stupid? He,
unlike Ken, knew the distances in-

volved in a flight to that world, and
the speed of the torpedoes

; he had,

on his own word, been trading here

for years. What purpose could he
have in trying to appear nlore

stupid than he really was?
One possibility certainly existed.

Ken might already be under suspi-

cion, and facing a conspiracy to

make him betray himself by over-

confidence. Still, why in that case

had the mechanic betrayed his own
intelligence? Perhaps he was build-

ing himself up as a possible confi-

dant, in case Ken were to grow com-
municative. If that were so, Feth
was his greatest danger, since he was
most in Ken’s company and in best

position to serve as a spy. On the

other hand, the fellow might be

completely innocent even if the

group as a whole were engaged in

smuggling, -and his recent words
might have been motivated by a sin-

cere desire to be helpful. There
seemed no way of telling at the mo-
ment which of these possibilities was
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the more likely
;
Ken gave the prob-

lem up for the moment as insoluble

with the data on hand.

The other problem was demand-

ing his attention, anyway. Some of

the indicators on the board in front

of him were fluctuating. He had

learned the panel fairly well in the

last day or two, and was able to in-

terpret the readings himself. It

seemed, he noted, that pressure and

temperature were both going down
in the cargo chamber of the projec-

tile. Well, that was reasonable.

There were no heaters working, and

the pressure would naturally drop

as the gas cooled. Then it occurred

to him that the temperature of

Planet Three was low enough to

freeze sulfur, and his test units

would be covered with a crust of the

stuff. Something should be done

about that.

As a matter of fact, most of the

pressure drop was due to leakage

;

the cargo door had cooled and con-

tracted sufficiently to let air escape

slowly around its edges. Ken, how-
ever, did not think of that

;
he found

the appropriate switch and tripped

it, watching the pressure drop in-

stantly to zero as the door opened.

The temperature was almost unaf-

fected—if anything, it dropped

more slowly, for the recording py-

rometers were now insulated by a

vacuum and the expansion of the

gaseous sulfur into empty space had

had no cooling effect to speak of.

A touch on some of the switches

which were designed to heat the test
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substances showed that the little

furnaces were still in working order,

and after a moment’s thought Ken
allowed the magnesium and tita-

nium specimens to come up to melt-

ing temperature. Then, sure that

they were as free of contaminating

gases as could be managed, he

watched the recorders as the sam-
pies cooled again. Through all this,

the torpedo hurtled on, unaffected

by the extra drain on its power.

For some minutes Ken continued

to wait, one eye roving over the dials

and the other glancing casually

about the great room
;
but finally

he decided that Allmer had picked

a good time to go off duty. He did

not feel tired himself, but gradually

he became convinced that there

must be something a little more con-

structive to do. He suspected that,

even if there were to be any drugs

around the station, they would not

have arrived yet, so there was no use

making a search for them
;
but prep-

arations might be made to see just

what came back in the other tor-

pedo.

As a first step, it might be well to

go up to the observatory to find out

just who was guiding that missile.

If it were Drai himself, it would be

a point in favor of Rade
;

if not, it

would be another person from
whom information might be ob-

tained. There seemed little doubt

that no one would be allowed to run

the trading torpedo who did not

know exactly what was being ob-

tained on the third planet—the

Planet of Ice, as Ken was coming to
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think of it—not that he thought of

ice as a substance
;
he had never seen

the material and would have

thought of it as hydrogen oxide in

any case. Planet of Solid Sulfur

comes closer to the way he would
have expressed the thought.

Ken was basing his supposition

on his memory of how Drai had re-

frained from naming the substance

obtained from the planet
;
and, de-

termined to find at least one small

brick of data to add to his edifice of

information, the investigator headed

up the spiral ramp toward the obser-

vatory at the station’s highest level.

No one attempted to stop him on

the way, though he met a couple of

workers who flipped tentacles in

casual recognition. The door of the

observatory was not locked, as a

trial push showed, and he entered,

still without opposition. He was
braced for a prompt request to de-

part, and was a little surprised when
nothing at all was said. A moment
later, when his eyes had become ac-
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customed to the dimness of the big

room, he realized to his chagrin that

no one was there.

“No business secrets loose so far,”

he muttered.

He was about to return the way
he had come, when it occurred to

him that he might as well make sure

of that fact. There were not many
places where paper work of any sort

could be kept, at least at first glance

;

and these he rapidly covered. They
were mostly cabinets built under in-

strument panels, and seemed to con-

tain nothing but tables of the mo-
tions of the planets of this system.

These seemed rather valueless

;

their most probable use would be

in navigation, and Ken could not

imagine anyone’s wanting to navi-

gate anywhere in this system except

to the World of Ice. They could also

be used to direct the instruments, if

anyone wanted to look at the

planets in question
;

but that

seemed even less helpful.

Under the beam-setting controls

was a small drawer which also con-

tained two sets of numbers—again,
spatial co-ordinates

;
but this time

Ken froze to attention as he realized

that one set at least did not refer to

planets—they contained no cyclic

term. The set was short, consisting

of six groups of numbers containing

_ from six to ten digits each
;
but he

recognized them. The first identi-

fied by spectrum a beacon star
;
the

next three were direction cosines,

giving the three-dimensional bear-

ing to another sun
;
the fifth gave a
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distance. Normally he might not

have recognized or remembered the

lengthy figures
;
but those were the

co-ordinates of the blazing A-class

sun which warmed Sarr, his home
planet. The final number was an-

other range
;
and beyond question

(

it represented the distance from the

present point of observation to the

listed star. Ken knew enough of the

standard navigational notations to

be sure of that.

The other set of numbers, then,

must give the direction of the same
sun relative to some local set of co-

ordinates
;
and not only was he ig-

norant of the co-ordinates, but the

numbers were too long to remem-
ber. To copy them would be suicide,

if anything more than commercial

secrecy were involved. For long

minutes Sallman Ken stood frozen

in thought
;

then, abruptly, he

slipped the sheet back into the

drawer, closed the latter, and as

quickly as was. compatible with cau-

tion left the observatory.

Since ‘the information was there,

it would not do for anyone to get

the idea he had been there for any

great length of time. It would be

better if no one knew he had been

there at all, but he had been seen on

the way up the ramp. He proceeded

to get back to his own quarters and

assume an attitude of repose,

though his mind still raced furi-

ously.

Fie knew his distance from home.

Evidently the twenty-two days of the

journey to this system had not been

spent in straight-line flight
;
the dis-
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tance was only two hundred twelve

parsecs. Score one for Rade
;
that

would be an expensive business pre-

caution, but a normal criminal one.

The direction home from this sys-

tem he did not know. It did not mat-

ter -too much anyway
;
what the Nar-

cotics Bureau would want would be

the opposite direction, on Galactic

co-ordinates, and there would be

no mathematical connection be-

tween the two except a purely arbi-

trary formula which would be

harder to memorize than the direc-

tion itself.

Of course, the beacon listed in

the stellar co-ordinates was proba-

bly visible from here
;
but could he

recognize it with any certainty with-

out instruments? The instruments

were available ,
of course, but it

might not be wise to be caught using

them. No, orientation was definitely

the last job to be accomplished in

his present location.

At any rate, one fact had been

learned and one point of probabil-

ity had been added to the Rade
theory. Sallman Ken. decided that

made a good day’s work, and al-

lowed himself to relax on the

strength of it.

VI.

Nearly three of Sarr’s thirteen-

hour days passed uneventfully be-

fore the relay station circling Earth

picked up the approaching torpe-

does. As Feth Allmer had predicted

—and Laj Drai had confirmed,' after

checking with his tables—the sig-

nals from the planted homing unit

were coming from the dark side of

the planet. Drai phoned down from

the observatory to the shop, where

Ken and Allmer were engaged in

decelerating their missile.

"You may as well drop straight

down as soon as you swing around

to the dark side,” he said. "You will

pick up the beacon if you spiral in,

keeping between forty and fifty-five

degrees above the plane of the

planet’s orbit, measured from the

planet’s center. The beam can be

picked up by your torpedo more
than forty diameters out, j so you

can’t possibly miss it. You’d better

ride the beam down automatically

until you’re into atmosphere, then

go manual and move off a couple of

miles if you plan to go all the way to

the ground. If the natives are camp-

ing near the beam transmitter, it

would be a pity to touch off your

chemicals right in their midst.”

“True enough,” Ken replied.

"Feth is swinging around into the

shadows now, still about five diame-

ters out. I wish there were a vision

transmitter in that machine. Some
time I’m going down close enough

to use a telescope, unless someone

builds a TV that will stand winter

weather.”

“You’ll get worse than frostbite,”

Drai responded sincerely. "The
time you were really looking at that

world, you didn’t seem quite so anx-

ious to get close to it.”

"I hadn’t got curious then,” re-

sponded Ken.

The conversation lapsed for a
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while, as Feth Allmer slowly spun

the verniers controlling the direc-

tion of thrust from the torpedo’s

drivers. The machine was, as Ken
had said, cutting around into the

shadow of the big planet, still jvith

a relative speed of several miles per

second to overcome. Allmer was

navigating with the aid of a

response-timer and directional loop

in the relay station, whose readings

were being reproduced on his own
board ; the torpedo was still too far

from Earth for its reflection altime-

ter to be effective.

For some minutes Ken watched

silently, interpreting as best he

could the motions of the flickering

needles and deft tentacles. A grunt

of satisfaction from the operator fi-

nally told him more clearly than the

instruments that the beam had been

reached ; a snaky arm promptly

twistdd one of the verniers as far as

it would go.

“I don’t see why they couldn’t

power these things for decent ac-

celeration.” Feth’s voice came in an

undertone. “Flow much do you

want to bet that we don’t run all the

way through the beam before I can

match the planet’s rotation? With
nine-tenths of their space free for

drivers and accumulators, you’d

think they could pile up speed even

without overdrive. These cheap—

’

r

his voice trailed off again.

Ken made no reply, not being

sure whether one was expected.

Anyway, Allmer was too bright for

his utterances to be spontaneous,

and any answer should be carefully

considered purely from motives of

caution.

Apparently the mechanic had

been unduly pessimistic
;

for in a

matter of minutes he had succeeded

in fighting the torpedo into a verti-

cal descent. Even Ken was able to

read this from the indicators
;
and

before long the reflection altimeter

began to register. This device was
effective at a distance equal to Sarr’s

diameter—a trifle over six thousand

miles—and Ken settled himself be-

side the operator as soon as he noted

its reaction. There was not far to go.

Flis own particular bank of in-

struments, installed on a makeshift

panel of their own by Allmer, were

still idle. The pressures indicated

zero, and the temperatures were low

—even the sodium had frozen, ap-

parently. There had been little

change for many hours—apparently
the whole projectile was nearly in

radiative equilibrium with the dis-

tant sun. Ken watched tensely as the

altimeter reading dropped, wonder-

ing slightly whether atmosphere

would first make itself apparent

through temperature or pressure

readings.

As a matter of fact, he did not find

out. Feth reported pressure first, be-

fore any of Ken’s indicators had re-

sponded
;

and the investigator

remembered that the door was shut.

It had leaked before, of course, but

that had been under a considerably

greater pressure differential
;
appar-

ently the space around the door was
fairly tight, even at the temperature
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now indicated.

“Open the cargo door, please,”-

Ken responded to the report. “We
might as well find out if anything is

going to react spontaneously.”

“Just a minute; I’m still descend-

ing pretty fast. If the air is very

dense, I could tear the doors off at

this speed.”

“Can’t you decelerate faster?”

“Yes, now. Just a moment.
I didn’t want to take all night on the

drop, but there’s only about twenty

miles to go now. You're the boss

from here in.”

The needle of the altimeter

obediently slowed in its march
around the dial. Ken began warm-
ing up the titanium sample— it had

the highest melting point of all. In

addition, he was reasonably sure

that there would be free nitrogen

in the atmosphere; and at least one

of the tests ought to work.

At five miles above the ground,

the little furnace was glowing white

hot, judging from the amount of

light striking the photocell inside

the nose compartment. Atmos-
pheric pressure was quite measura-

ble, though far from sufficient front

the Sarrian point of view, if the

Bourdon gauge could be trusted
;

and Feth claimed to have worked
out a correction table by calibrating

several of them on the dark side of

Planet One.

“Can you hold it at this height

for a while?” Ken asked. “I’m going

to let this titanium act up hc*e, if I

possibly can. There’s atmosphere,

and we’re high enough not to be

visible, I should think.” Allmer ges-

tured to the reading of the photo-

cell.

“The door is open, and that fur-

nace is shining pretty brightly.

You’d do better to shut the door,

only that would keep air pretty well

out. A light like that so far from the

ground must show for scores of

miles.”

“I never thought of that.” Ken
was a trifle startled. He thought for

a moment, then, “Well, let’s close

the door anyway. We have a pres-

sure reading. If that drops, we’ll

know that some sort of action is tak-

ing place.”

“True enough.” Allmer snapped

the toggle closing the door and wait-

ed silently while Ken manipulated

his controls.

Deprived of the opening through

which a good deal of heat had been

radiating, the compartment temper-

ature began to climb. By rights, the

pressure should have done the same ;

but to Ken’s intense satisfaction, it

did not— it fell, instead. At his re-

quest, the door was opened for an

instant and promptly closed again ;

results were consistent. The pres-

sure popped back to its former val-

ue, then fell off once more. Appar-
ently the titanium was combining
with some gaseous component of the

surrounding atmosphere, though

not violently enough for the reac-

tion to be called combustion.

“If you’re far enough to one side

of the beam, let’s go down to the sur-

face,” the investigator finally said.
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“I’d like to find out what percent-

age of the air will react this way, and

for any sort of accuracy I’ll need all

the atmospheric pressure I can get

to start with.”

Feth Allmer gave the equivalent

of a nod.

“We’re a couple of miles to one

side,” he said. “I can drop straight

down whenever you want. Do you

want the door open or closed ?”

,
“Closed. I’ll let the sample cool a

little, so we can get normal pressure

after landing without using it all up.

Then I'll warm it up again, and see

how much of the air in the compart-

ment is used up.”

Feth gestured agreement, and a

faint whistling became audible as

the torpedo began to fall without

power—like the others, it had

speaker and sound pickups, which

Allmer had not bothered to remove.

Four miles—three—two—one—with
deceptive casualness, the mechanic

checked the plunge with a reading

of one hundred fifty feet on the al-

timeter, and eased it very cautiously

downward. As he did so, he ges-

tured with one tentacle at another

dial
;
and Ken, after a moment, un-

derstood. The projectile was already

below the level of the homing sta-

tion.

“I suppose the transmitter is on

a mountain, and we’re letting down
into a valley,” Feth elaborated, with-

out taking his eyes from his work.

“Reasonable enough—this was
always supposed to be a rough sec-

tion of the planet,” agreed Ken.

“It’s good—there’s that much less

chance of being visible from a dis-

tance. What’s the matter—aren’t

you down, after all ?”

The altimeter had reached zero,

but nothing had checked the de-

scent. Faint rustlings had become
audible in the last few seconds, and

now these were supplemented by

louder snappings and cracklings.

Descent ceased for a moment. Ap-
parently an obstacle sufficient to re-

flect radar waves and take the ma-
chine’s weight had been encoun-

tered
;

but when a little down-
ward drive was applied, the crackling

progress continued for some dis-

tance. Finally, however, it ceased—

noise and motion alike—even when
Allmer doubled and quadrupled the

power for several seconds. He
opened his drive switches and turned

to Ken with a gesture equivalent to

a shrug.

“We seem to be down, though I

can’t guarantee it’s grouhd as

we know it. It seems to be as low as

we can get, though. There’s the door

switch, in case you didn’t know.

You’re on your own, unless you

don’t mind my hanging around to

watch. I suppose the boss will be

here soon, too; he should have his

machine in an orbit by this time.”

“Sure—stick around. I’ll be glad

to have you. Maybe we’ll have to

move the thing around, for all I can

tell at the moment.” He had opened

the door as he spoke, and watched

with interest as the pressure gauge

snapped up to a value about two
thirds of Sarr normal. At the same

instant, the temperature dial of the
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still hot titanium furnace began to

rise spontaneously—apparently the

greater atmospheric density was
.more than able to offset the slight

amount of cooling that had taken

place: the metal was actually burn-

ing. Ken hastily shut the door.

The temperature continued to

rise a short distance, while the light

intensity in the cargo compartment

of the torpedo held at a value that

would have been intense even to

eyes accustomed to Sarr’s fervent

sun. The most interesting informa-

tion, however, came from the pres-

sure gauge ; and it was on this that

Ken kept his attention glued.

For perhaps twenty seconds the

reaction continued unabated
;
then

it began to die out, and in ten more
the temperature began once more
to drop. The reason was evident

;

pressure had dropped to less than

two per cent of its former value.

There was literally nothing left to

carry on the reaction.

Ken emitted the booming drone

from his sound-diaphragm that was
the Sarrian equivalent of a whistle

of surprise.

“I knew molten titanium would
react to completion in our atmos-

phere, but I didn’t think it would
possibly do it here. I guess I was
wrong—I was rather expecting a

mixture of compounds, whose heats

of formation would prevent any such

reaction. Still, I suppose at this plan-

et’s temperature, they wouldn’t

have to be very stable from our

point of view—” his voice trailed off.

“Means nothing to me, but it cer-

tainly burned,” Feth Allrner re-

marked. “How about your other

samples ? Are you going to run them
off right away, or wait for things to

cool down again to planet-normal ?”

Another dial caught Ken’s eye before

he could answer.

“Hey—who lit the sodium?” he

asked, heedless of Allmer’s query.

“It’s cooling now, but it must have

been burning, too, for a while when
there was air.”

“Let more in and see.”
>

The toggle

snapped over, and there was a dis-

tinct popping sound as air rushed

into the rear-vacuum. The sodium
continued to cool.

“Maybe a spark from the titani-

um pot lighted it up.” Without an-

swering, Ken closed the door once

more and began to warm up the so-

dium container. Apparently Feth’s

suggestion was not too far from the

mark
;
very little additional heat was

needed to ignite the metal. This

time the reaction stopped after pres-

sure had dropped about a sixth.

Then the door was opened again,

and another touch of artificial heat

caused the reaction to resume. This

time it continued, presumably, un-

til the sodium was consumed.

“I want enough material to work
on when we get it back,” Ken ex-

plained. “I’m not the best analytical

chemist.”

The crucible of carbon dust gave

decidedly peculiar results. Some-
thing certainly happened, for the

material not only maintained but

even increased its temperature for
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some time after the heating current

was cut off; but there was' no evi-

dence either of consumption or pro-

duction of gas in the closed cham-

ber. Both Ken and Feth were slight-

ly startled. The former, in response

to the mechanic’s quizzical expres-

sion, admitted the fact was probably

significant but could offer no ex-

planation.

Samples of iron, tin, lead, and

gold followed in due course. None
of these seemed greatly affected by

the peculiar atmosphere at any tem-

perature, with the possible excep-

tion of the iron
;
there the pressure

drop was too small to be certain,

since in each of these cases the heat-

ing had caused an increase in pres-

sure which had to be allowed for.

Magnesium behaved remarkably

like sodium, except that it burned

even more brightly than the titani-

um.
Here again Ken decided to finish

off the metal by relighting it with

the door open
;
and here the testing

program received a sudden inter-

ruption.

Both Sarrians were perfectly

aware that with the door open a

beam of light must be stabbing out

into the darkness. Both had ceased

to worry about the fact
;

it had been

equally true, though perhaps the ra-

diance was fainter, with the blazing

sodium and almost as much so when
the sheer heat of the samples of iron

and gold had been exposed. They
had completely ceased to worry

about being seen ; a full hour had al-

ready passed since they had landed
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the torpedo, owing to the cooling

periods necessary between tests, and

there had been no sign that any at-

tention had been attracted. Ken
should have remembered the diffi-

culty that had been encountered in

reaching the ground.

The possibility was brought back

to their attention with the relight-

ing of the magnesium sample. As
the photocell reported the re-estab-

lishment of combustion, a shrill

sound erupted from the speaker

above the control board and echoed

through the shop. Neither had to be

told what it was
;
both had heard the

recordings of the voice of the Third

Planet native who had found the

original torpedo.

For an instant both remained fro-

zen on their tracks, exploring men-
tally the possibilities of the situa-

tion. Feth made a tentative gesture

toward the power switches, only to

be checked by an imperious snap of

Ken’s tentacles.

“Wait! Is our speaker on?” The
words were whispered.

“Yes.” Feth pulled a microphone
down to chest level and retreated a

step. He wanted no part in what
Ken seemed about to do.

Sallman himself, however, had

once more become completely ab-

sorbed in the mystery of the World
of Ice, to the exclusion of all other

matters
;
he saw no reason for leav-

ing the site where his activities had

been discovered. It never occurred

to him not to answer the native who
appeared to have made the discov-
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ery. With his speaking diaphragm

close to the microphone, he emu-
lated the “boss” of so many years be-

fore, and tried to imitate the sounds

coming from the speaker.

The result was utter silence.

At first neither listener worried;

the native would naturally be sur-

prised. Gradually, however, an ex-

pression of mild anxiety began to

appear on Ken’s features, while an

“I-told-you-so” air became manifest

about Feth.

“You’ve scared him away,” the

latter finally said. “If his tribe stam-

pedes with him, Drai won’t be very

happy about it.”

A faint crackling which had pre-

ceded the alien’s call, and which his

concentration of chemical problems

had prevented reaching Ken’s con-

scious mind, suddenly ballooned in-

to recollection, and he snatched at

the straw.

“But we heard him coming—the
same sort of noise the torpedo made
landing—and we haven’t heard him
leave. He must still be waiting.”

“Heard him coming? Oh . . .

that ? How do you know that’s what
it was ? Neither of us was paying any
attention.”

“What else could it have been?”

This was a decidedly unfair ques-

tion, to which Feth attempted no di-

rect answer. He simply countered

with another.

“What’s he waiting for, then?”

Fate was unkind to him
;
Ken was

spared the necessity of answering.

The human voice came again,

less shrill this time ; history seemed

to be repeating itself. Ken. listened

intently; Feth seemed to have for-

gotten his intention of dissociating

himself from the proceedings and
was crowded as close as the detec-

tive to the speaker. The voice went
on, in short bursts which required

little imagination to interpret as

questions. Not a word was under-

standable, though both thought

they recognized the human “no” on

several occasions. Certainly the crea-

ture did not utter any of the names
that the Sarrians had come to asso-

ciate with trade items—Feth, who
knew them all, was writing them on

a scrap of paper. Ken finally grew
impatient, took the list from the me-
chanic, and began to pronounce

them as well as he could, pausing af-

ter each.

“Iridium—Flatinum—Gold—Osmi-
um—

”

“Gold!” the unseen speaker cut

in.

“Gold!” responded Ken intelli-

gently, into the microphone, and
“Which one is that ?” in a hasty aside

to Feth. The mechanic told him, al-

so in a whisper. “There’s a sample

in the torpedo. We can’t trade it off

—I want to analyze it for traces of

corrosion. Anyway it was melted a

little while ago, and he’ll never get

it out of the crucible. What’s the

name for the stuff you get from
them ?”

“Tofacco.” Feth answered with-

out thinking—but he started think-

ing immediately afterward. He re-

membered Drai’s promise of the

fate of anyone who gave Ken infor-
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mation about “the stuff” obtained

from Earth, and knew rather better

than Sallman just how jocular Laj

was likely to be. The memory made
him itch, as though his hide were

already coming loose. He wondered
how he could keep news of his slip

from reaching the higher levels, but

had no time to get a really construc-

tive idea. The speaker interrupted

him again.

If the previous calls had been

loud, this was explosive. The crea-

ture must have had his vocal appa-

ratus within inches of the torpedo’s

microphone, and been using full

voice power to boot. The roar

echoed for seconds through the shop

and almost drowned out the clanking

which followed—a sound which sug-

gested something hard striking the

hull of the torpedo. The native, for

some reason, seemed to have be-

come wildly excited.

At almost the same instant, Ken
also gave an exclamation. The ther-

mometer dial for the gold sample

had ceased to register.

“The blasted savage is stealing my
sample !” he howled, and snapped
over the switch closing the car-

go door. The switch moved, but the

door apparently didn’t—at least, it

failed to indicate “locked.” There
was no way of telling whether or not

it had stopped at some partly-clos-

ed position.

The native was still jabbering—

more than ever, if that were possible.

Ken switched back to “open” posi-

tion, waited a moment, and tried to

close again. This time it worked.
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The Sarrians wondered whether the

relatively feeble motor which closed

the portal had been able to cause

any injury. There seemed little

doubt about the cause of the first

failure
;

if there had been any, the

noise would have removed it.

“I don’t think he was trying to

steal,” Feth said mildly. “After all,

you repeated the name of the stuff

more than once. He probably

thought you were offering it to him.”

“I suppose you may be right.”

Ken turned back to the micro-

phone. “I’ll try to make clear that

it’s market day, not a wedding
feast.” He gave a chirruping whis-

tle, then “Tofacco! tofacco! Gold—
tofacco

!”

Feth shriveled, internally. If he

could only learn to keep his big dia-

phragm frozen—

“Tofacco ! Gold—tofacco ! I won-
der whether that will mean any-
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thing to him?” Ken turned a little

away from the microphone. “This

may not be one of the creatures

you’ve been trading with—after all,

we’re not in the usual place.”

“That’s not the principal ques-

tion !”

Feth’s tentacles coiled tightly

around his torso, as though he were
expecting a thunderbolt to strike

somewhere in the neighborhood.

The voice which had made the last

statement was that of Laj Drai.

VII.

Roger Wing, at thirteen years of

age, was far from stupid. He had
very little doubt where his father

and brother had been, and he found

the fact of considerable interest. A
few minutes’ talk with Edie gave
him a fairly accurate idea of how

long they had been gone
;
and with-

in ten minutes of the time he and
his mother returned from Clark

Fork he had sharply modified his

older ideas about the location of the

“secret mine.” Hitherto, his father

had always been away several days

on his visits to it.

“You know, Edie, that mine can’t

be more than eight or ten miles

from here, at the outside.” The two
were feeding the horses, and Roger
had made sure the younger children

were occupied elsewhere. “I talked

to Don for about two minutes, and
I know darn well Dad was showing
him the mine. I’m going to see it,

too, before the summer’s out. I’ll

take bets on it.”

“Do you think you ought to?

After all, if Dad wanted us to know,
he’d tell us.”

“I don’t care. I have a right to

know anything I can find out.
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Besides, we can do a better job of

scouting if we know the place we’re

supposed to be protecting.”

“Well . . . maybe.”

“Besides, you know Dad some-

times sets things up just so we’ll find

things out for ourselves. After it’s all

over he just says that’s what we
have brains for. Remember he never

actually said we weren’t to go look-

ing for the mine—he just said he’d

tell us when the time came. How
about that?”

“Well . . . maybe. What are you

going to do about it? If you try to

follow Dad you'll be picked up like a

dime in a schoolroom.”

“That’s what you think. Anyway,
I’m not going to follow him. I’ll

lead him. I’ll go out the first thing

tomorrow morning and look for any

traces they may have left. Then the

next time they go, I’ll be waiting

for them at the farthest trace I could

find, and go on from there. That’ll

work, for sure
!”

“Who does the patrolling?”

“Oh, we both do, same as before.

This won’t take long. Anyway, like

I said, since I’ll be watching the trail

they take, it’ll be even better than

the regular patrol. Don’t you think?”

Edie looked a little dubious as she

latched the door of the feed bin.

“You’ll probably get away with it,

but I bet you'll have to talk fast,”

was her verdict as they headed for

the house.

Twenty-four hours later Roger
was wondering whether any excuses

would be needed at all. Things had

not gone according to his sweeping-

ly simple forecast.

In the first place, he had not had
time to check any trail his father

and Don might have left
;
for the two

started out at daybreak the next

morning. They did not follow the

previous day’s route, but the one

Mr. Wing had always taken in years

past—the admittedly zigzag path

specifically designed to permit his

scouts to take short cuts to warn
him, in the event that anyone fol-

lowed. Roger and Edith were given

stations which were to be watched

for one hour after the two men had

passed
;
each was then to intercept

the trail and make a report, whether

or not anyone had been seen. Roger
looked suspiciously at his sister for

an instant when those orders were

received, but decided she would

never have told his plans. His father

was simply one jump ahead, as usual.

A good fraction of the morning
had passed by the time he had made
his report, and watched his father

and brother disappear to the north.

This was not the direction they had

gone the day before, according to

Edith
;
now the question was wheth-

er or not they had bothered to lay a

false trail on that occasion, too. The
only way to settle that appeared to

be a straightforward search for

traces. That was not too hopeless

;

as Roger had said while telling his

father about the new patrol arrange-

ments, there were places practically

impossible to cross without leaving

some sort of track, and the mere act

of avoiding all those places would
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narrow down considerably the

routes a person could take.

In spite of this, the boy had de-

cided by dinner time that either he

knew less about tracking than he had

supposed or else the two he sought

had spent the day in the attic. Cer-

tainly he had found nothing to

which he could point with confi-

dence as being evidence of their pas-

sage.

After the meal he had abandoned

that line of research, and simply

headed eastward. His sister had said

they had taken this direction, and

there was the remote chance that

they might have abandoned precau-

tions just that once. He traveled

without pause for nearly half the

afternoon, following what seemed to

be natural trails, and finally stopped

some eight miles from home.

He found himself in a valley, its

center marked as usual by a noisy

brook. The hills on either side were

high, though by no means as high as

some of their neighbors—six to

seven thousand feet was a common
height in this part of the range. He
had not been here before, either

alone or with his father, but still felt

lie had a good idea of his location.

His principal worry was the fact that

he had as yet seen no sign of his

father or brother.

His intention was to work back

toward the house from this point,

zigzagging to cover as much terri-

tory as possible before dark. The
first zig, he decided, should take

him straight up the side of the hill

to the south, thus crossing any pos-

sible trails cutting around this side

of the mountain. After reaching the

top, he could decide whether to go

down the other side at once, or head

west a short distance before sweep-

ing back to the north. As it turned

out, he never had to make that de-

cision.

Roger Wing was not, of course, as

competent a tracker as he liked to

believe. As a matter of fact, he had

crossed the trail he was so diligently

seeking four times since leaving the

house. His present location was at

the foot of the hill bearing the open

slope which the “miners” had

crossed the day before, and within

a mile of the Sarrian homing station.

The course he now took uphill

would have led him within a few

rods of the transmitter.

However, he didn’t get that far.

Donald had been perfectly correct

in concluding that no one could

cross that slope of loose rock with-

out leaving traces. Roger failed to

recognize the marks left by the two

on the way out, but he did find

where his brother had forced his

way through an unusually thick

patch of brush at the top of the scree

on the way back. It was careless-

ness on the older boy’s part, of

course
;

his attention at the time

had been mainly taken up with the

search for tracks left by the hypo-

thetical followers, and had paid no

attention to those he himself was

leaving.

While the broken bushes gave

Roger no clue to the traveler’s iden-
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tity, they indicated his direction

very clearly
;
and the boy promptly

turned westward. Had he stopped

to think, it would have occurred to

him that a trail in this direction

hardly jibed with the assumption

that his father and brother were go-

ing straight to the “mine”
;
hut he

was not thinking at the moment. He
was tracking, as he would have told

anyone who might have asked.

Once out of the patch of brush,

the trail was neither more nor less

obvious than it had been all along

;

but Roger was able to follow it.

Probably the assurance that there

was a trail to follow had something

to do with that. He still did not

know whether the traces had been

left by his father, his brother, or

both. Pie also failed to recognize the

point where the two had come to-

gether after covering both sides of

the scree. He simply went on, pick-

ing out the occasional scuff in the

carpet of fir needles or snapped

twigs where the bushes were thicker.

He descended the west side of the

hill, after following it around from
the point where the first traces had
appeared. Pie crossed the narrow
valley on this side, leaping the in-

evitable brook with little difficulty.

Here he found the only assurance

that he was actually following two
people, in the indentations where
they had landed on the bank after

a similar leap. The marks were just

dents, for the needles did not retain

any definite shoe patterns, but there

were four of them. They were in two
pairs, one of each deeper than its
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fellow, as though the jumper had

taken the shock of landing princi-

pally on one foot.

Up the side of the next hill the

boy went. It was darker now under
the trees, for the sun was already

concealed by the peak ahead of him
;

and presently he began to wonder
whether he were really on the right

trail. Pie stopped, looking about,

and saw first to one side and then the

other marks of the sort he had been

following. He could not, he found,

convince himself that those ahead

of him were the right ones.

He tried to go on, then hesitated

again. Then he began to backtrack

—and reached the brook many
yards from the spot at which he had
jumped it. Pie spent some minutes

searching for the marks, and when
he had found them realized that he

had not even followed his own back

trail with any accuracy.

He should, of course, have head-

ed for home right then. Equally of

course, he did nothing of the sort.

While the gloom on the mountain’s

eastward face grew ever deeper, he

cast about for tracks. Every few

minutes he found something, and

spent long seconds over it before

deciding to make sure—and then he

always found something else. Grad-

ually he worked his way up the

mountain side, finally reaching open

rock
;
and after deep thought, he

moved around to the other side

where it was lighter, and resumed

his search. After all, the men had

been heading westward.
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He had crossed another valley—

this time its central watercourse was
dry, and there was no sign of any-

one’s jumping over—and was near

the top of the unusually low hill on
its farther side when he finally rea-

lized the time. He had been search-

ing with a single-mindedness which

had prevented even hunger from
forcing itself on his attention. The
sheer impossibility of seeing details

on the shadowed ground was all that

finally compelled him to consider

other matters. He had no flash-

light, as he had not contemplated

remaining out this late. Worse, he

had neither food, water, nor a blan-

ket. The first two were serious omis-

sions, or would-be if his father heard

of his venturing any distance into

the woods without them.

It was quite suddenly borne in

upon Roger Wing, as he saw the first

stars glimmering in the deepening

blue between the tree tops, that he

was not another Daniel Boone or

Kit Carson. He was a thirteen-year-

old boy whose carelessness had got

him into a situation that was cer-

tainly going to be uncomfortable

and might even bet serious.

Though rash, Roger was not stu-

pid. His first action upon realizing

the situation was not a wild break

for home. Instead he sensibly stood

where he was and proceeded to plan

a course of action.

He was certainly going to be cold

that night. There was no help for

that, though a shelter of fir branches

would make some difference. Also,

there was no food, or at least none

that he would be able to find in the

dark. Water, however, should be

findable
;
and, after all, it was the

greatest necessity. Remembering
that the valley he had just crossed

lacked a stream, the boy started on

again over the low top in front of

him and began to pick his way down
the other side. He was forced to rely

almost entirely on touch before he

reached the bottom, for the linger-

ing twilight made little impression

on the gloom beneath the firs. He
found a brook, as he had hoped,

partly by sound and partly by almost

falling over the bank.

He did have a knife, and with this

he cut enough fir branches to make
a bed near the stream, and to lean

against a fallen log beside it as a

crude roof—he knew that anything

at all to break air circulation imme-
diately over his body would be a

help. He then drank, loosened his

belt, and crawled under the rude

shelter. All things considered, he

was not too long in going to sleep.

He was a healthy youngster, and
the night was- not particularly cold.

He slept soundly enough so that the

crackling and crashing of branches

in the forest roof failed to awaken
him, and even the louder crunching

as Ken’s torpedo settled through the

underbrush forty yards away only

caused him to mutter sleepily and
turn over.

But he was awakened at last, by
the stimulus which sends any forest

resident into furious activity. The
cargo door of the torpedo faced the

boy’s shelter. The light from btirn-
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ing sodium and glowing gold and
iron did not disturb him—perhaps
they only gave him bad dreams, or

perhaps he was facing the other way
at the time. The blazing radiance of

the burning magnesium, however,

blasted directly onto his closed eye-

lids, and enough of it got through

to ring an alarm. He was on his feet

yelling “Fire,” before he was fully

awake.

He had seen the aftermath of

more than one forest fire—there had

been a seventy-five hundred acre

blaze the summer before north

of Bonner’s Ferry, and a smaller

but much closer one near Troy.

He knew what such a catastrophe

meant for life in its path, and for

several seconds was completely pan-

ic-stricken. He even made a leap

away from the direction of the ra-

diance, and was brought to his

senses by the shock of falling over

the tree trunk beside which he had

been sleeping.

Coming to his feet more slowly, he

realized that the light was not the

flickering, ruddy glow of wood
flames, that there was none of the

crackling roar he had heard de-

scribed more than once, and that

there was no smell of smoke. He had

never seen magnesium burn, but the

mere fact that this was not an ordi-

nary forest fire allowed his curiosity

to come once more into the fore-

ground.

The light was sufficient to permit

him to clear the little stream with-

out difficulty, and in a matter of sec-
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onds he had crashed through the

underbrush to its source, calling as

he went, “Hello ! Who’s that ?

What’s that light ?”

The booming grumble of Sail-

man Ken’s answer startled him out

of his wits. The drumlike speaking

diaphragm on the Sarrian torso can

be made to imitate most human
speech sounds, but there is a distor-

tion that is readily apparent to any

human ear
;
and the attempt to im-

itate his words in those weird tones

sent prickling chills down the boy’s

spine. The fact that he could recog-

nize his own words in the booming
utterance made it, if anything, rath-

er worse.

He stopped two yards from the

torpedo, wondering. The blue-

white glare from the rectangular

opening had died away abruptly as

he approached, and had been re-

placed by a fading yellow-white

glow as the crucible which had con-

tained the magnesium slowly cooled.

He could just see into the door.

The chamber beyond seemed to oc-

cupy most of the interior of that end
of the structure, as nearly as he

could tell from his inadequate view
of the outside, and its floor was cov-

ered with roughly cylindrical objects

a trifle larger than his fist. One of

these was the source of the white-hot

glow, and at least two others still

radiated a dull red. He had noticed

only this much when Ken began to

go through his precious-metals list.

Roger knew, of course, what plat-

inum and iridium were, even when
the first suffered from the peculiari-
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ties of the Sarrian vocal apparatus

;

but like many other human beings,

it was the mention of gold that really

excited him. He repeated the word
instantly.

“Gold !”

“Gold.” The booming voice from

the torpedo responded, and Roger
found the courage to approach the

still radiant doorway, and look in.

As he had guessed, the little

cylindrical crucibles were every-

where. The chamber was covered

with white dust, the oxides of ti-

tanium and magnesium which had
sprayed from the containers during

the energetic reactions which had
produced them. Tiny yellowish glob-

ules of sodium peroxide were

spread almost as widely. 4* noticea-

ble wave of heat could still be felt

coming from the chamber along

with a faint sulfurous smell, but

when Roger laid a cautious hand in

the dust of its floor the temperature

proved to be bearable. He thought

he saw what he supposed the hidden

speaker to have been talking about

—one of the crucibles seemed to re-

flect the yellow glint of the prized

metal. The light was already too

faint to be sure, however, and for a

moment the boy stood undecided.

Not for a great deal would he have

stuck his head into that portal
;

it

looked a little too much like a trap,

and he couldn’t see what controlled

its opening and closing. After a mo-
ment’s thought, however, he picked

up a dead branch and used it to

prop the little door open.

The light was even fainter now,
however

;
and with some idea of

making sure of what he saw* Roger
unstrapped his wrist watch and

brought its luminous diaRdose to

the crucible he suspected. The im-

provement in illumination was neg-

ligible, but wishful thinking sup-

plied what his eyes could not; satis-

fied as to its identity, he made a grab

for the pot of gold.

He did not see the wires which
connected its heater to the power
sources of the torpedo. After touch-

ing the crucible, he did not even

look for them, though they were the

only reason he did not succeed in

getting the container out. He had

time for one good tug before the fact

that the metal had only recently

been melted made itself felt.

Roger, his face almost inside the

compartment, yelled even more
wholeheartedly than he had before,

released the crucible, delivered a

furious kick on the hull of the torpe-

do, and danced about, holding his

scorched hand and hurling abuse at

the unseen beings who had been re-

sponsible for the injury. He did not

notice the stick which he had used

as a prop suddenly snap as the door

started to close, or the thud as the

portal jammed against the frag-

ments of wood. The sudden cutting

off of nearly all the light, however,

did catch his attention, and he saw
what had happened when the - door

opened again. Without quite know-
ing why he did so, he swept the

pieces out of the way with his unin-

jured hand, and a moment later he
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was left in darkness as the door

closed completely. He had an un-

easy idea that he was being watched.

Again the voice boomed out. He
recogni^d the word “gold” again,

but the syllables which alternated

with it were too much distorted for

him to understand. He had, after

all, no tobacco on his person, and

there certainly was none in the tor-

pedo, so that there was nothing to

bring the substance to mind. He
made no attempt to imitate the

alien-sounding word, and after a

moment the utterance ceased.

It was replaced by fainter sounds,

which somehow did not seem to be

directed at him, although they had

the complexity of speech. Roger

would not, of course, have analyzed

them in just that way, but he got the

distinct impression that they repre-

sented a conversation he could not

understand.

This lasted for what seemed to the

boy a long time
;
then the earlier re-

frain broke out again. “Gold—to-

facco—gold—tofacco !” Eventually it

got on even Roger’s nerves, and he

yelled at the dark hulk.

“I don’t know what you’re saying,

darn you ! I won’t touch your gold

again, and I don’t know what the

other words are. Shut up !” He
kicked the hull again, to emphasize

his feelings, and was rather startled

when the voice fell silent. He backed

away a little farther, wondering

what this presaged. It was well he

did.

An instant later, without prelimi-

nary sound, the dark shape of the
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torpedo lunged upward, crashed

through the overhanging branches,

and vanished into the black sky with

a whistle of protesting air. For min-

utes the boy stood where he was,

gazing up through the gap smashed

in the limbs
;
but nothing rewarded

his efforts except the stars.

Roger Wing got very little sleep

that night
;
and the fact that he got

his feet wet finding his shelter was
only partly responsible.

VIII.

“No, that’s not the principal

question.” Laj Drai repeated the

statement rather thoughtfully, as he

glided into the shop and absently

closed the door behind him.

“Sir, I—” Feth got no farther with

his expostulation.

“Oh, don’t let me interrupt. Go
right ahead, Ken—you have a prob-

lem on your hands, I see. Get it out

of the way, and we’ll tackle the

other afterwards. There’ll be no in-

terruptions then.”

Rather puzzled, for he had com-

pletely forgotten Drai’s threat, Ken
turned back to his microphone and

resumed the apparently endless

chant. While he did not understand

the words with which Roger finally

interrupted, the thing had gone on
long enough so that he shared the

boy’s impatience to some extent. Al-

so, the clank as Roger kicked the tor-

pedo was at least suggestive.

It was Drai who drove the projec-

tile into the air, an instant later. He
(Continued on Page 151

)
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THINKING MACHINE

BY H. B. FYFE

There are various sorts oj analogue computers. The one

they had in the Lab was good — but the kind the stranger

had in mind was better. And much, much deadlier—
Illustrated by Cartier

Engineer Oscar Kleweski watched

the technicians preparing to blast the

world beyond recognition. The shin-

ing globe in the pit spun serenely on
its axis, causing the white shroud of

clouds to split into bands with dif-

fering rotational speeds.

“Look, you guys,” repeated Lane
from beside his camera battery, “are

you sure you quoted me the maxi-

mum speed?”

“Don’t worry,” answered Schultz.

"There won’t be any pieces shooting

back at you. Kleweski wouldn’t let

us.”

“You want it all on film, don’t

you ?”

“It’ll be all right,” said Kleweski,

and turned to the tech handling the

satellite. “Orbit double-checked?”

Plump Turino lifted dark eyes

briefly, curled an assenting lip, and
re-examined the controls of his force

beams.

“Then let’s tear it down !”

Kleweski retired with his clip-

board to a platform at the rear of

the observation balcony. The tech-

nicians were ranged along a row of

control panels before him. Over their

heads, he had a good view of the

twenty-foot sphere hanging in the

center of the experimental pit, which
was three hundred feet across and
the heart of the orbital space station

built around it. The balcony was
shielded'from the central vacuum by
a field of force easier, like gravity, to

manipulate out here in space.

Turino laid aside a half-eaten
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chocolate bar and hunched over his

instrument panel. From the right, lit

like the planet by artificial sun lamps,

glided a four-foot globe. It fell into

an orbit about the larger one, cir-

cled it three times for Lane’s record

ing lenses, then edged gradually

closer.

“Another one shot,” predicted

Schultz. “Took me three days to

build up the pseudocontinents on that

model.”

“It may not need complete dis-

mantling,” said Kleweski.

“Hope they don’t take apart the

core of the big one,” Schultz mut-

tered gloomily. “ Working those iron

wedges back into place is a job.”

“So is calculating their velocities

from the film.”

“There’s the 2.58 the real moon
has,” announced Turino.

The smaller globe had moved deli-

cately inward and speeded up in its

orbit. Tides in its seas and in the

cloudy atmosphere of the planet were

now marked. At regular intervals,

Turino called off the distance in

terms of planet radius. Kleweski

took down data without shifting his

eyes from the scene.

“Due pretty soon, ain’t she?”

asked Schultz, as the moon circled

within the 2.44 radii of Roche’s limit.

“Oh-oh! Here comes The John!”
Kleweski glanced over his shoul-

der. Through the extra door at the

end of the balcony came Charley

Johnson, the office politician of the

engineering department.

“What’s that with him?” gasped

Schultz.
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“Something from around Arc-
turus,” answered Kleweski. “He
came to make Doc Lawton an offer

for the lab.”

“No kiddin’?” Schultz thought
that over. “You have a piece of it

like the other engineers. You gonna
sell?”

“Got my doubts. Let’s get on with

this, and talk later.”

Johnson nodded to Kleweski, and
led his squat, squarely built guest

to a position of vantage at the end of

the balcony. The Arcturan was a

head shorter than Kleweski’s six

feet, but better than a yard wide. He
looked as if put together to stand

anything. Four stumpy legs sup-

ported a body sheathed in rubbery,

walnut-brown skin and sporting four

less muscular tentacles al>out waist-

high—if the Arcturan had had a

waist. Most of the features on the

broad head, save for two wide-set

.

eyes, were concealed by a breathing I

mask. Kleweski thought he saw a

vocal filter slung from the stranger’s

harness, indicating that the Arc-
(

turan’s range of speaking sounds was

unearthly.

“Showing signs,” warned Turino.

“A liquid satellite would be gone

before now,” Kleweski told Schultz.

He called, “Let’s squeeze out the last

millimeter
!”

“Out of my hands,” Turino re-

ported after another moment.

The satellite had achieved an im-

probable proximity to the larger

sphere. Lane’s cameras recorded the

surface disturbances. A chorus of
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exclamations arose as the moon be-

gan to break up. Most of the pieces

curved “down” to the major globe.

The white clouds became roiled by
tiny flames, and shot out wisps of

vapor as larger bits struck the sur-

face.

In the end, three small, irregular

moons circled the ruined planet. The
clouds had been dispersed or con-

densed, revealing Schultz’s surface

details to be a complete mess.

“And no rings, even!” he com-
plained. “Oughta be rings.”

“Look closer,” said Kleweski. “I

think there’s an irregular one form-

ing now. If we keep the setup long

enough, it’ll smooth out. It’s just

hard to see because most of the stuff

fell to the surface this time.”

“Some mess,” remarked Charley

Johnson. “The Altair job ?”

Kleweski nodded, gathering his

papers from a data desk.

“Altair VII, after a planetoid dis-

placed their satellite. When we ana-

lyze the film, we can tell them the

symptoms of critical approach—at-
mosphere tides ought to be easiest to

spot. I don’t think they’ll have to

move yet; but it won’t hurt them to

start hunting a place to colonize.”

“Well, if you’re finished, the

showdown’s going to get underway
in Lawton’s office.”

“I’ll be there,” said Kleweski.

He watched the crew begin to let

air into the pit as Johnson left the

chamber with the Arcturan.

“Showdown, huh?” commented
Schultz. “You guys don’t all want

to sell, I guess. But Lawton does?”

“Not much we can do,” admitted

Kleweski. “He practically built this

place from the pit out, and he owns
most of it.”

“What’s he wanna sell for?”

“He wants to build a bigger sta-

tion. With two or three pits and

extra observatories to lease to

astronomers.”

He tapped his clipboard moodily

against his thigh, and stared at the

“planet” Turino was maneuvering

with his force beams to the side of

the pit.

“It’ll cost plenty,” the engineer

added.

“Bet he’s been making plenty,”

said Schultz. “Done everythin’ from

proving ring formation or predictin’

planet formation for other stars to

estimating positions of lost space-

ships.”

“True, but he still needs a big

chunk of cash. Only—I’m not sure I

want to turn my part of this lab over

to some promoter from space with-

out knowing it’ll be used for the pub-

lic good.”

Leaving Schultz to supervise the

salvage of materials, he dropped his

notes at the cubby called his office

and took an elevator to the confer-

ence room. Most of the others were

already present, waiting for Dr.

Lawton, Johnson, and the Arcturan.

Kleweski slumped lankily into a

chair and stared at a schematic dia-

gram of the station framed on the

bulkhead.

Seen from top or bottom, the sta-

tion resembled a sphere. In effect, it
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was one, although an equatorial view

revealed it to be actually a squat cyl-

inder, with bulging observatory

domes above and below. The experi-

mental pit was at the center,

shielded, and surrounded by levels

of compartments for living, working,

and housing the mechanisms used to

manipulate the material in the pit.

Besides these levels, which were laid

out in octagonal bands about the pit

with safety doors at the angles, sup-

ply levels extended to the skin of

the station. Most of these, except for

the air-conditioning chambers and

elevator shafts, were kept airless.

They included two sally-ports, each

housing a pair of light rockets, which

were reached through air locks from

the working levels.

Then the door at the end of the

room opened and Dr. Lawton ush-

ered in the prospective purchaser.

“.
. . And so that’s the way it

went,” Kleweski told Schultz some
hours later. “His name is Ouayo,
from Arcturus V, and he has enough
in one of Terra’s main banks to

swing the deal.”

“But you didn’t go along?”

They were sitting on a table in

Schultz’s workshop, amid scattered"

heaps and boxes of materials the

technician used to simulate the outer

crusts of planet models.

“No,” said Kleweski, “I said I’d

rather keep an active interest, since

there would be no chance for similar

research until Lawton gets the new
station built.”

“So?”
“So Lawton finally smoothed

things over and got Ouayo to in-

clude me in the contract. They de-

cided my services would be vital,

anyway, because I know the place

inside out and the Arcturan will

need somebody to drop down to

Luna for supplies and gadgets from

time to time.”

“That’s right,” agreed Schultz.

“Running the station is no one-man
job, for all it’s loaded with automatic

gadgets. W ell, guess I might as well

start packing my stuff, huh?”

“Take your time,” said Kleweski.

“You have a whole week.”

Schutz’s eyebrows rose at that. He
uttered a low whistle.

“What’s his hurry?”

“I don’t know; he’s a close-

mouthed lump. But he must have

something queer on the fire. Schultz
ft

“Yeah?” encouraged the other as

the silence lengthened.

Kleweski, who had been staring

into emptiness as if at some un-

pleasant vision, shook himself

slightly.

“I was going to say that I’d like

to hear from you once in a while,

when you have time to send a light-

gram.”

“Sure.”

“I mean . . . well—”

“Sure,” repeated Schultz, looking

at him keenly. “I’ll expect you to

answer them, too.”

“That’s right,” said Kleweski.

The task of moving the personnel

from the station took most of the

week, but went smoothly enough ex-
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cept for a rush job on models Ouayo
insisted on having built.

Kleweski, detailed by Lawton for

a trip to Luna to arrange storage for

laboratory records of completed and

projected experiments, missed most

of the furor.

Upon his return at the end of the

week, the first person he encoun-

tered after reporting to Lawton was

photographer Lane.

“Say, you ought to see the pit

now !” Lane greeted him.

"What’s the matter?” asked

Kleweski.

“They've been driving the shop

men night an’ day to fill it up with

models. How many you think they

crammed in there?”

"How many?” demanded Klew-

eski.

"Sixteen 1”

"Huh?”
“That’s right! Four planet-size

with three moons apiece.”

“They’re crazy !” exclaimed Klew-

eski. "They’ll have them rattling

around like dice
!”

"It was runniri’ pretty good when

1 saw it. Look up Schultz; I think

maybe he has a key to the balcony.”

"Why? Have they got it locked?”

“Orders, from the Arcturan

Lump,” Lane nodded. “He must be

inventing something secret. Did you

see that stuff in an orbit around the

station when you came in ?”

“Six or eight big drums? They

his?”

“Yep,” said Lane. “Won’t load

them into the station till we're gone.

I’d almost like to stay to find out
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what they are, but that Ouayo gives

me the creeps.”

Kleweski left him thoughtfully

and sought out Schultz. He found

him snoring on a bench in his work-

shop.

“Oh, you’re back?” mumbled the

technician, sitting up and rubbing his

eyes. “What’s new ?”

“I hear tell there’s something new
in the pit.”

"Oh, that . . .
yeah. What a job to

do in a week! We worked three

shifts on those models. Everything

had to be just so, even to using a

special solution for the oceans.

Ouayo brought that in from his bag-

gage outside.”

."Lane says they have the place

locked.”

"Yeah, but I haven’t sealed all the

emergency hatches yet. Want to take

a look?”

Kleweski nodded. Schultz, yawn-

ing, led him out of the model shop

into the corridor, past two angles in

the octagonal floor plan, and down
to the machinery level.

This belt of mechanisms used to.

operate the pit and to generate pow-

er for the rest of the station was

about thirty feet high. A similar level

was immediately below, but deck to

deck, with the artificial gravity op-

posite in direction.

“Here’s the hatch across from the

control balcony,” said Schultz.

“That is, it’s down this ladder.”

He dropped headfirst down the

ladderway, like a good swimmer
nonchalantly diving from a low float.

Halfway through the thickened deck,
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he grabbed a rung of the ladder and

began to climb “down” as he passed

the plane of the space station’s

equator. Kleweski v followed, and

found Schultz swinging open a

small, thick hatch.

Having removed this like a cork

from the neck of a bottle, Schultz

led the way through a short tunnel

in the pit shielding. He opened a

similar cylindrical portal at tbe other

end, and they gazed out into the pit

from a niche that was recessed to be

outside the field of force that main-

tained the pit vacuum.

Kleweski exclaimed.

“What a scramble! How did you
get them all in?”

Four twenty-foot spheres hung in

l lie artificially lighted void. Around
each revolved two smaller ones, pro-

portioned as rather large moons.

Several others glided toward each

other near the center of the pit.

Kleweski thrust his head forward,

studying the glowing models in their

orbits. After a moment of silent

analysis, the pattern suddenly burst

upon him.

The four “planets” were spaced

equally around the pit, midway be-

tween center and the outer limits.

Two moons of each followed orbits

in the same general plane. The third

satellite in each case moved in an

elongated ellipse perpendicular to

this plane, each cutting down be-

tween its two mates at one end of the

journey and at the opposite extreme

coming almost to a junction with

the other o'dd moons at the center of

the pit.

“What’s he trying to do ?” grunted

Kleweski. “There never was such a

system. At least, the odos against it

are fantastic
!”

"Designing one of his own,” sug-

gested Schultz sarcastically. “Easy
to get around in as a subway. Each
planet has two locals, plus one ex-

press to all points past the center.”

Kleweski did not laugh. His eyes

widened.

“Maybe you’re not kidding,” he

muttered. “It’s made to order from

a viewpoint of economizing on space-

ship fuel.”

He eyed the setup for a few min-

utes, then thanked Schultz and

thoughtfully made his way to his

own compartment.

He had still not made up his mind
a few days later as he stood shiver-

ing in the poorly heated observation

dome atop the station’s north pole.

He had just turned away from
peering through a small telescope at

the last receding rocket trail of the

ships carrying away members of the

laboratory staff.

Which is now reduced to two, he

reflected. Ouayo and me!
He left the dome by the little car

that ran through a bulging “great

circle” tube on the station’s exterior,

and dropped down to the working
level and a narrow passage through

the supply compartments.

“I suppose Ouayo’s busy getting

in his secret equipment,” he mut-

tered. “Stuff like those language rec-

ords he gave me.”
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He wondered why the Arcturan

had not yet changed the air of the

station to whatever he breathed.

Still, he told himself, it was none of

his business and Ouayo’s preoccupa-

tion with other matters was saving

Kleweski the trouble of wearing a

breathing mask. He decided to have

a look into the pit before making
another inspection round of the

space station.

He found the entrance to the bal-

cony, and looked in upon a mystify-

ing sight. Ouayo stood blockily be-

fore a small television screen, the

center of a strange new assembly on

one of the data desks. Kleweski’s

first feeling was chagrin at having

been left out of whatever experiment

was underway. Then he noticed one

of the mysterious tanks Ouayo had

been keeping in an orbit about the

station.

The Arcturan was speaking. To
whom, Kleweski could not imagine,

but it gave him a moment to examine

the tank.

The end, of which he had an

oblique view, was open. Out Of it,

tiny sparks were being projected to-

ward the nearest model planet. The
engineer stared.

After a few minutes of feeling like

a spy, he coughed deliberately.

Ouayo looked around. Catching sight

of Kleweski at the top of the short

flight of steps, he beckoned with one,,

arm and returned his attention to the

screen.

Kleweski joined him, feeling un-

wanted. Then he saw what was on

the screen.

The scene was obviously the con-

trol room of a spaceship. A being

more weird in appearance than even

Ouayo was speaking to the latter. He
completed an announcement or re-

port and was replaced by a view of

a group of vessels in space. The
speaker came back on, said some-,

thing to which Ouayo made a brief

reply, and again the view changed.

It showed the surface of Terra,

from about four or five thousand

miles. There were islands, many of

them—
Kleweski’s jaw dropped.

“No, it’s not Terra!’’ he mur-

mured.

It definitely was not his home
planet but something else. However
he sought to disbelieve his eyes, the

views matched perfectly—one an im-

age in the screen, the other a model

in the pit before him with island

patterns arranged by Schultz’s lov-

ing care.

He turned to examine the open-

ended tank more closely

.

#Those little

sparks—they were rocket trails!

Ouayo spoke again. He made a

note of the answer, gave instruc-

tions too fast for Kleweski’s arti-

ficial memory of the language, and

waddled away from the screen.

“I did not expect you,” he said,

choosing to speak Kleweski’s lan-

guage despite the sessions the en-

gineer had put in to learn Arcturan

by means of hypno-records.

Kleweski wondered if the Arc-

turan were angry, or amused, or
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contemplating the extinction of a

prying Terran.

“Perhaps I can explain,” said

Ouayo slowly. “Like me, you have

inquiring mind . . . no? Is silent

knowledge more attractive than . , .

to . . . make oneself large with . . .

with half a story ?”

“I’m curious, yes,” admitted

Kleweski. “You mean you’ll explain

if I promise not to repeat .it?”

“Slower, please!” requested

Ouayo.

Kleweski said it again.

“Yes,” answered the other with

sample directness.

Kleweski tried to match him with

a quiet, “Go ahead !”

“Then,” said Ouayo, “these are

my . . . clients.”

Kleweski looked speculatively at

the tiny flame trails.

“How did they get so small?” he

asked.

“The Maker of All may answer

you that,” the Arcturan told him
dryly. “They were miniature plan-

etary system in my volume of space.

Their sun size your Luna, but

dying.”

“How did you find them ?” asked

Kleweski.

“Who shall determine at first hear

the magnification or distance of a

signal? I, also, astonished when
reached their system in the body.

However — was plain something

needed.”

“So they became your . . . cli-

ents?”

"Exactly, and more. Engaged me
to discover suitable new habitation.
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They will repay with . . . scientific

information . . . formulas, designs,

inventions for many purposes. Also

they undertake at my . . . request . . ,

to occupy ten per cent population

with my research calculations.”

Kleweski stared at him in awe.

Just like an electronic brain, he

thought.

The Arcturan had, to all intents,

acquired a super-computer, a think-

ing machine that could direct itself

by its own intelligence and build me-
chanical sub-computers to carry on

fantastic amounts of detail work.

“In spite of price I paid Dr. Law-
ton,” said Ouayo, “I expect make a

shameful profit . . . that is ... is

‘shameful’ right?”

Kleweski was about to say it was
all in how you looked at it, but it

occurred to him that there might be

another view.

“What about these . . . people?”

he asked. “Are they quite willing?”

Ouayo made a little gesture with

his tentacle tips.

“Are they to choose?” he asked

blandly. “They are in position to be

willing. Should they not—!”
He flipped a tentacle at the as-

sembly of model planets in a gesture

that left little doubt as to his inten-

tions.

Kleweski eyed the spinning mod-
els. There would already be a sort of

life on them
;
he now suspected the

nature of the special sprays Schultz

had been given to use. There would
be what a Terran might mistake for

molds or bacteria or some yet un-
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known form of microscopic life. The
tiny beings doubtless had animals

aboard their ships. Worlds made to

order

!

And all under the ruthless control

of Ouayo, a mere machine to be

worked -for his purposes

!

How did I ever get myself into

this

f

he asked himself.

Bewildered at the revelation, he

presently excused himself on a plea

of needing sleep, and retired to his

own quarters.

There, he stretched out on his

bunk and tried to view the situation

dispassionately.

“It’s beautiful, in a way,” he mur-

mured. “A limited population, to fit

into the ships and on the models, but

enough to do Ouayo’s calculations.

Why, it’s as if you had everybody on
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Terra supporting a huge effort

aimed at doing one scientist’s inci-

dental arithmetic! Or sorting out

possible answers to any question.

Organic cybernetics, you might say

—a setup that can not only solve

problems at a staggering rate but

also use judgment and initiative do-

ing it
!”

Yet he knew that was only part of

the situation. What of the inhabi-

tants of the artificial system in the

pit? Was there any name for them

but ‘slaves’?”

“Of course,” he reflected, “it’s

only fair that Ouayo be repaid for

what he’s done for tWCm
;
and the

only likely medium of exchange is

knoivledge. That isn’t curtailed by

differences in size or location.”

Behind this rationalizing, how-
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ever, was the memory of Ouayo’s

gesture at the mere suggestion of

disobedience.

Kleweski began to squirm out of

bis clothes for bed.

‘‘Not my problem,” he decided.

“They made the bargain with Ouayo.

1 don’t enter into it at all. I’m just a

sort of janitor here now. As long as

1 keep the station air-tight, warm,
and lighted, it’s none of my busi-

ness.”

Having lowered his thermostat,

he blew up the inflatable pillow is-

sued in the station, pulled up the

covers, and turned out the lights.

The next thing he did was spend

several hours wondering why he

could not get to sleep.

In the end, he sat bolt upright

with a curse.

“I wonder if he's still in the pit

chamber ?” he muttered.

He pulled on pants, shirt, and

moccasins, and padded softly down
the corridor. When he reached the

main door to the pit balcony, on the

next level, he hesitated. Somehow,
he could think of no good excuse for

intruding. Shrugging, he opened the

door to peek in.

The control balcony was deserted

and dark, save for a few discreetly

gleaming lights on the instrument

panels.

Kleweski entered quickly, not

pausing to admire the rotating

spheres in the pit, which looked the

more brilliant for the dark fore-

ground. He glanced about to make
sure Ouayo had not retired to a

seat to rest. He was alone.

He walked slowly down the few

steps to the controls. The Arcturan’s

telescreen was dark, but indicated

by its dials to be in operation. To it

was connected an attachment re-

minding Kleweski vaguely of a re-

lay device.

“I see,” he mused, considering the

arrangement. ‘‘He has another re-

ceiver in his quarters in case of a

call. Could I disconnect him a few

minutes, I wonder?”
Working gingerly lest he give an

alarm, he succeeded in doing so. As
an extra precaution, he padded back

up the steps to lock both doors be-

fore attempting to use the set.

Satisfied that he would not be

burst in upon without warning, he

considered the mechanism. His
knowledge of written Arcturan was
nonexistent, but there seemed to be

an automatic calling key. He de-

pressed it and waited.

In a moment, the screen glowed,

and a burly little monster came slow-

ly into focus.

. Where his flesh showed between

parts of his simple clothing, it was
covered by salmon-pink, iridescent

scales varying in size. Kleweski

noted a fishy mouth and four multi-

jointed arms, but no noticeable

shoulders or neck. As if to offset the

inflexible position of the head, there

were four mobile, wide-spaced eyes.

These immediately focused upon

Kleweski.

Somehow, the effect was so very

like an expression of astonishment

that Kleweski nearly laughed. He
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controlled himself to speak in the

simple Arcturau he had learned

from Ouayo’s records.

“Who are you?”

The four glittering black eyes

flickered to Kleweski’s lips as he

spoke. The creature then pivoted to

beckon an unseen companion, re-

vealing dorsal scales thickened into

armor.

“Are you of Ouayo?” came the

counter question when the first in-

dividual had been joined at the

screen by two others.

“Not exactly,” said Kleweski, un-

able to discover a memorized expres-

sion to define the relationship pre-

cisely. “I am from a near planet. I

am hired to work for Ouayo.”

The three examined him with an

intensity that suggested anger or

dislike. The speaker inquired what

was wanted “now,” using a term for

Ouayo that was unknown to Klew-
eski. Some linguistic instinct told

him it was synonymous with

“master.”

“Nothing,” he said. “I was curi-

ous. Who are you ?”

“We are the Skrenthi. We are

those rescued by—”
Again, Kleweski failed to under-

stand the title.

“You mean Ouayo, the Arc-

turan?” he asked.

“Ouayo, yes.”

“He tells me,” said Kleweski,

“that you have agreed to help him
in his researches.”

“What did he tell you ?”

Kleweski repated Ouayo’s story.

The Skrenthi eyed him.
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“He is kind to put it that way,”
said their spokesman.

The statement seemed subtly

“wrong” to Kleweski, like an out-

of-place note in a half-remembered

tune. He analyzed it in view of his

limited artificial knowledge of the

language.

Oh, I see! he thought sheepishly.

He’s being sarcastic.

“Are you not willing?” he asked

bluntly.

The eyes stared at him again.

“What will you tell him?” he was
asked.

Kleweski reiterated his denial of

any close connection with Ouayo ex-

cept for employment. Requested to

describe the surroundings, he la-

bored to deliver a word-picture of

the space station and_ Terra, about

which it circled. The Skrenthi ex-

changed significant looks, then of-

fered him some pithy advice.

“Return to your world, you of

Terra, before you, too, are in the

power of Ouayo 1”

Kleweski was startled.

“What do you mean?” he de-

manded.

“If you do not know his treacher-

ous greed, take warning! If you do

know, you will deserve whatever re-

sults from continuing your associa-

tion with him.”

I don’t blame them, thought

Kleweski. He has them in the bag

and there’s nothing they can do.

He opened his mouth to reply, but

hesitated. Was that a sound in the

corridor ?
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With silent haste, he flicked out a

hand for the connection he had loos-

ened. He replaced it, then bounded
up the short flight of stairs to un-

lock the main door at the head of

them.

He pressed an ear against the

panel. Yes, there was the padding

sound of the Arcturan’s short

strides approaching.

Kleweski slipped along the curv-

ing balcony toward the far door.

The Skrenthi, he saw from the cor-

ner of his eye, had taken the hint

and were fading from the screen.

If I get out before he gets all the

imy in, he thought, it’s only a few
steps to an angle in the corridor.

He made sure the end door was
unlocked, and waited by it until he

saw the handle of the other entrance

begin to move. He stepped into the

passage, easing the door shut behind

him.

Kleweski started back to his quar-

ters by another route through the

office level, but stopped halfway

there as a thought struck him.

Ouayo would probably be occupied

for some time. The engineer decided

it might be prudent to listen in on
any conversation between the Arc-
turan and his “clients.”

He did not enter Ouayo’s cabin

when he reached it, however, for he

discovered that the other had begun
converting it to suit his natural hab-

its of life.

“Air-tight 1” muttered Kleweski,

scanning the gauges beside the en-

trance. “I’d better not go in there

without a spacesuit.”

He walked slowly to his own com-
partment, wondering how foolish it

would be to confront Ouayo with the

story he had just heard and demand
an explanation.

And what if there is none

f

he

asked himself. Do I quit—give up a

good job for a chuckle-headed con-

science f

Just as he reached his door, be-

side a turn in the passage, he thought

he heard a noise. He looked over bis

shoulder — and ducked frantically

aside ! Ouayo had rounded a far

angle of the corridor and was aiming

some sort of weapon at him.

“Hey!” yelled Kleweski. “What’s

the-?”

His voice was drowned out by a

report that reverberated along the

passage like a roll of thunder. A bolt

of flaring energy seared a man-sized

blotch on the bulkhead beside Klew-
eski’s door. Even where he landed,

around the angle in the corridor, he

felt the heat.

No use arguing with him now, de-

cided the engineer, sprinting away.

That’s a hot jet he carries, whatever

it is!

He wondered what to say if Ouayo
called after him, but the Arcturan

wasted no time in such overtures.

Kleweski heard the clumping of four

thick feet in pursuit.

Either he knows I spoke to them,

he thought, or else he’d already de-

cided to get rid of me as soon as I

sazv the Skrenthi.

He skidded to a halt beside an

elevator shaft. The dial showed the
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car one level below. He jabbed the

button.

Before Ouayo rounded the corner,

the door slid open. Kleweski was in-

side in a flash, pushing a floor but-

ton at random. As the car descended,

he tried to catch his breath.

He slipped out at the first ma-
chinery level. Immediately, the car

started upward in response to

Ouayo’s persistent signal.

“I’ll be better off in the other

hemisphere,” muttered Kleweski,

making for a hatch. “Then I want a

word with them.”

Twenty minutes later, after a brisk

run through some of the lesser used

byways of the station, he climbed up

a ladder near the observation bal-

cony. To his cautious stare from
deck level, the passage looked clear.

“Still out looking for me,” he

murmured, climbing out.

As silently as possible, he crept

to the balcony door. Far from being

lockec,! according to Ouayo’s habit, it

was ajar. He peered in, prepared to

duck at the slightest sound, but the

place was unoccupied. Kleweski

locked the door behind him and

checked the other exit. Then he went

to the telescreen.

The three Skrenthi appeared as

soon as he pressed the key.

“We have waited for you,” said

their spokesman.

“Sure it was me you were waiting

for?” asked Kleweski.

“Yes, we are sure. The Other One
departed in a vengeful manner,
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aware, we think, that you communi-
cated with us.”

“Yes, I saw him,” replied

Kleweski.

“What did he say to you?”
“Bang—more or less. What I want

to know is what you said to him !”

The Skrenthi glanced at each

other with their mobile eyes.

“It was necessary that we admit

hearing a call,” said their spokes-

man. “We are not quite able to resist

him.”

“That’s fine !” growled Kleweski,

wondering in passing if the Arc-

turan translation would still be sar-

castic. “I Was hoping you could tell

me how to handle him.”

The Skrenthi considered that.

“We might possibly offer advice,”

Kleweski was told, "unless Ouayo
can hear.”

Automatically, Kleweski looked to

see if the Arcturan had left the relay

device connected. He had
;
but he

had also left something on top of it—

a small, ruggedly built radio. Klew-
eski held it up by the carrying strap

for the Skrenthi to see.

“Is this what he uses?” he asked.

“That is our design, yes. He has a

relay mechanism connected to the

communicator you see, with an aux-

iliary unit hooked up somewhere be-

yond the limits of this new cosmos—”
“Sssshl” Kleweski interrupted.

tie was sure he heard a noise out-

side the door. He picked up the little

radio and tiptoed up the steps.

Even through the metal, the re-

port of Ouayo’s weapon was star-
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tlingly loud. A spot around the han-

dle of the door glowed red before

Kleweski’s eyes. The door sagged an

inch.

No time to get out the other way.!

thought Kleweski.

A frantic leap carried him to the

control panels. He flipped a switch

at one of them with taut fingers, and

twisted a dial slightly. When he

reached over beyond the railing, the

insulating field had retreated about

a yard.

Kleweski vaulted over the rail, as

the door clanged open.

He’s through! he thought. Notv if

only he doesn’t look at the pit until I

reach that hatch across the way—
After dropping several feet on

the momentum of his jump, the en-

gineer felt himself sliding to a stop

against the curving metal. Artificial

gravity forces were practically non-

existent where he was. He began to

squirm and claw at the surface.

If he looks over the edge, he re-

flected, all he has to do is shift the

force field back to normal. He could

flatten me thin enough to make rings

for one of the planets!

Changing his tactics, he set his

back against the field and pushed

at the bulkhead with hands and feet,

bracing like a mountain climber

making his way by friction. He was
congratulating himself on making
good time when he heard voices re-

layed on his radio. He paused to

listen.

Though the speech was too rapid

for him, he gathered that the

Skrcnthi were denying having seen

THINKING MACHINE

the Terran.

Kleweski grinned and kept going.

After an effort that left him panting

and damp with sweat, he located the

niche from which Schultz had shown
him the pit arrangement. He pulled

himself into it, feeling weight again

as he moved outside the potential

limits of the pit.

“Terran!”

He started at the sound, then re-

alized that the Skrenthi were calling

through the relay. He hitched the

radio around, squinting past the

nightmarish, glowing spheres at the

balcony.

“Has he gone?” he asked.

“Yes. Have you escaped? He is

searching, we think.”

“I found a better hole,” said

Kleweski. “Now, what were you
about to tell me?”
“You requested advice. We have

long spent much effort on analyzing

Ouayo for faults and weaknesses.

What weapon have you ?”

“That’s a good one!” muttered

Kleweski mirthlessly.

“We did not hear you.”

“My two hands,” said the en-

gineer more plainly.

It created a pause. Then the

Skrenthi checked back.

“You are being ironic?”

“Exactly,” said Kleweski.

“We . . . understand. Ouayo has

been . . . difficult for us also. Perhaps
our estimate of his mentality would
interest you.”

“Perhaps,” said Kleweski.

“We think it will be quite hard to

fool him. However, any intelligent
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entity has some limit to the number
of actions he can consider or carry

on simultaneously. After long study,

we conclude that Quayo would prob-

ably be confused by more than four

simultaneous alternatives.”

“If I had five or six places to shoot

him from, and he saw them all at

once, he might forget to duck ?”

“That is one example,” agreed the

Skrenthi.

If I had something to shoot him
with, thought Kleweski.

“We advise you to set a trap for

him.”

“Thanks a lot,” retorted Kleweski.

i u better get out of here, he told

himself.

Cautiously, he pushed open the

hatch and traversed the short tun-

nel. Emerging from the other end,

he started for a ladder to the upper

levels but changed his mind.

“Come to think: of it,” he muttered,

“aren’t the main gravity controls in

one of these machine compart-

ments ?”

He walked along watchfully, and
presently spotted the control room
in question. It took him only a mo-
ment to step inside and cut the arti-

ficial gravity by half.

Now I can make some time, he

congratulated himself, bounding

along at a previously impossible

speed. Wonder what Ouayo thinks

of that f Maybe I ought to do as they

said. Some place like the hangar air

lock might do.

He saw no sign of Ouayo as he

sneaked “down” through the thick
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central deck and then “up” a ladder

to the section near the air lock.

After a few moments of thought,

during which he was annoyed to

catch himself peering frequently up
and down the corridor, Kleweski

went to work. He chose a spot where

two supply compartments opened on

the corridor near the air lock.

For safety, this section was

bounded by an extra air-tight emer-

gency door besides the one at the

nearby angle in the passage, making

a twenty-foot supplemental air lock.

Next to one of the compartment

exits was a ladder up the bulkhead

to a high hatch. Kleweski climbed

up, swung open the hatch, and

stepped into the air lock beyond

which the rocket was berthed.

He moved certain controls. Sec-

tions of bulkhead opposite him be-

gan to slide open. Air rushed out,

and the hatch started immediately to

close. Kleweski hastily dropped

through and let it snap shut above

his head. As it did so, the two big-

emergency doors ceased their clos-

ing motion and slid back into the

bulkheads.

Kleweski nodded in satisfaction.

Now to fix it so he’ll stick that

ugly head of his into the airless

chamber, he thought.

He opened the door beside the

ladder and bolted the one on the op-

posite side of the corridor. There

was no purpose in having it bolted,

and he hoped that Ouayo might won-

der momentarily why it was. Fie de-

cided that a loud noise of some kind

should help, and rummaged around
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a workshop down the line till he had

hooked up an electric bell. This he

planted some way beyond the stand-

ard safety door but led a loop of

wire with the switch back around

the angle. Several pipe lines ran

overhead, and Kleweski tied the wire

to one of these.

'He picked up the radio he still

carried with him, to ask the

Skrenthi their opinion of his setup.

When his call went unanswered,

however, he remembered the shield-

ing around the pit. Ouayo’s relay

auxiliary would be on the other side

of it.

There’s just one more thing, he

decided. If he doesn’t get sucked into

the air lock and pop a few blood ves-

sels in the vacuum, I’ll need a way
out of here fast! Maybe I’d better

shut off that safety door.

He found the switch in the bulk-

head at the corridor angle, and im-

mobilized the door.

“Now,” murmured Kleweski, "all

I need is to find a good, big monkey
wrench and go looking for Ouayo !”

As it turned out, he never had
time to choose a weapon. Returning

to the shop to search for one, he

heard the hum of a nearby elevator.

About thirty feet away, the door slid

open. Kleweski ducked into the

shop.

Too late! he thought. He saw me!
He heard a rapidly approaching

pad-pad-pad and ran for a connect-

ing door to the next compartment.

It was a half-empty storeroom. He
scrambled over light plastic bags of

various colors toward the corridor

exit. Something in the shop hit the

deck with a jingling crash. Small ob-

jects, sounding like nails or bolts,
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continued to bounce lingeringly in

the light gravity. »

“Stop where you are !” called

Ouayo.
Kleweski tore open the door and

set sail for the angle in the corridor.

Behind him, he heard a commotion

as the Arcturan drove after him
through the storeroom.

Panting, he bounced to a halt at

the intersection he had prepared for

the showdown. He leaped for the

handle of the hatch to the air lock

without bothering with the ladder.

The sound of Ouayo’s approach

became louder, then was drowned
out by the gush of air escaping into

the lock and through it to the rocket

cradles and space. Kleweski opened

the hatch as far as he pould and
dropped back to the deck.

The supply compartment doors

faced each other, one ajar and one
bolted. Electric motors hummed as

the extra emergency door and the

overhead hatch began to close in re-

sponse to the decreasing air pres-

sure. The gush of air was approach-

ing a moan.
The Terran, with the strap of the

radio clamped between his teeth, had
just pulled himself up among the

pipe lines along the upper pit-side

corner of the corridor when Ouayo
bounded through the inoperative

doorway. Kleweski pressed his but-

ton, sending the bell back down the

passage into strident life.

The Arcturan spread his four

stumpy legs as brakes. One tentacle

grabbed at the ladder. The bulky

blaster came up viciously to cover

the moving safety door ahead.

Ouayo dismissed that immediate-

ly. He side-stepped, slapped the left-

hand door wide open. He drove a

blast of heat across at the other door.

Kleweski saw the bolt area flare

white. The thunderclap deafened

him. Ouayo leaped for the overhead

hatch. Spatters of hot metal from
the blasted bolt pattered on the deck.

Ouayo shoved the half-closed hatch

back, bracing one tentacle on the lad-

der. Then he recoiled to drop back

to the deck.

I lose! despaired Kleweski. lie

didn’t make the mistake.

Something deep inside him
flinched in sheer terror as he released

his grip and kicked off from the

bulkhead to gain power for whipping
the radio straight at Ouayo’s broad

head and the eye that had just dis-

covered him. The Arcturan, twist-

ing awkwardly in midair, swung his

weapon around.

In the reduced gravity, the radio

snapped across the corridor like a

cannon shot. Just before Ouayo’s

thick feet slapped on the deck, while

Kleweski was still falling, it struck.

Ouayo spun off-balance and
thumped against the bulkhead, catch-

ing between it and his own bulky

body the blast already triggered for

Kleweski.

The report was soggily muffled.

Kleweski found himself on hands

and knees, staring wide-eyed at the

-queerly collapsed brown hulk that

had been knocked away from the

bulkhead to sprawl across the deck.

A two-foot length of tentacle with
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a seared end marking the amputation
lay a yard in front of Kleweski, but

it did not bother him—it just did not

look real.

The overhead hatch chunked shut.

Kleweski realized he could hear.

He never had time to even scream,

he thought, still dazed.

Smells began to reach him, now
that the air was no longer rushing

up through the hatchway. Ozone, a
pungent gas from Ouayo’s breathing

apparatus, scorched paint fumes
from the two glowing spots on the

bulkheads.

Mixed with all these, the smell of

Ouayo.

Not much different from . . . well,

if it had been . . . me, Kleweski
thought as he fumbled for the switch

to reactivate the door behind him.

He staggered through and along

the corridor, listening for the door to

close. With the thump, there re-

turned a memory he had not been

aw'are of—the sound of that tentacle

plopping on the deck in front of

him. He paused, leaned over to brace

both hands against the bulkhead, and
was sick.

By the time he reached the pit

balcony, the shock was wearing off.

He could even face the idea of going
back to clean up, but his first inten-

tion was to contact the Skrenthi.

He stopped short at the thought.

“Now they have nobody to run
the place but me,” he murmured.
There was no denying that Ouayo

had arranged the perfect setup. Mil-
lions to work his calculations and

tests for him — plus whatever elec-

tronic devices they built to make the

task speedier. And their whole ex-

istence was dependent upon whoever
controlled the station, the medium of

their survival.

“Nuts!” he growled, shaking his

head. “You’re still dizzy from the

shooting. That’s just what you were
against

!”

He opened the door and strode

down the short flight of steps to the

screen. The Skrenthi were already

on, waiting.

"What happened? We heard no
radio message.”

Kleweski explained, and described

what had occurred.

"I was lucky,” he concluded,

“even though he didn’t slip.”

The Skrenthi looked at. each other.

Kleweski decided that they were
considering the altered situation,

wondering how to deal with him.
He could see their problem. What
he ought to do, he realized, was to

reassure them that he would not ex-

pect too much—
Get that idea out of your head! he

told himself.

But he could not help thinking of

the staggering amount of research

that would be possible. He visualized

millions of Skrenthi hustling about,

feeding problems into thousands of

mechanical brains.

Well, that much seemed perfectly

legitimate, he decided. His manner
of controlling it was what bothered

him.

“It was not mere luck,” said the

. Skrenthi spokesman.
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“What ?”

“Not at all. Did we not tell you

Ouayo would make a mistake if

given too many alternatives to han-

dle in a brief instant ?’’

“Yes, but he handled them all,”

objected Kleweski. “I thought he’d

get caught in the empty air lock as

the hatch closed and never get out

again, but he pulled back. And he’d

already checked or blasted every

other way I could have gone.”

“But you had not gone.”

“No . . . but he found that out

quick enough!”

“Please!” said the other. “He was

not quick enough. Perhaps, had he

chosen to check the possibilities con-

fronting him in a slightly different

order—who shall say? But the ac-

tual result bears out our careful esti-

mate of Ouayo—mid of you!”

Kleweski started to answer, but

puffed out his cheeks as he caught

up to the last statement. He chose

to listen further.

“We are well satisfied,” he was

told. “We have succeeded in the

very' first of our planned attempts to

escape from a sort of tyranny that

was intolerable to us
;
and we have

every expectation that you will aid

us in the future, since our advice

has proved accurate in helping you

to save your own life.”

Kleweski discovered that he was

relieved more than he would have

expected, both at finding himself in

the good graces of the Skrentlii and

at having been distracted from mak-

ing a very possibly fatal decision.

They can be quite dangerous in

their own little zvay, he realized, de-

ciding that they would certainly have

found another tool with which to

deal with Ouayo had Kleweski not

been handy.

“You still want to make a busi-

ness of computation and research?”

he asked.

“It seems a likely way to earn our

. . . living.”

“Then I think,” said Kleweski,

“that I will just leave the terms to

you. I am sure we can trust each

other.”

After the screen had darkened

while the Skrentlii went to inform

their people, he remained to stare

speculatively at the gleaming spheres

hanging serenely in the pit.

“It’s the most marvelous research

tool I ever heard of,” he told him-

self at last. “I just wish I could be

sure of who’s the tool
!”

THE END
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THESE

RARE

EARTHS

BY

WILLIAM

OLCOTT

The rare earths aren’t so very rare—their primary rarity is due
to commonness—they have their chemical properties in common to

such an extent that they were almost inseparable. Generations of

PhD’s worked performing 10,000 fractional crystallizations to ex-

tract one quasi-pure crystal of an element practically indistinguish-

able from its near-twin. And today—they’re on mass production!

A group of elements which once

formed the pieces of an unsolved

chemical jig-saw puzzle have come
into their own in the family of use-

ful metals.

These are the rare earth elements,

which for many years were consid-

ered blots on the regularity of the

periodic table. Now in new re-

search, they have been rediscovered

and put to new uses worthy of the

highly individualistic elements they

are.

It all started back in 1794 when
a black rock was found near Ytter-

by, Sweden. Scientists, working with
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this rock, found a new oxide, which

they named yttria in honor of the

place where the rock was found. But

before too many years went by, they

found another oxide in the previous

one—this was named ceria. Ceria in

turn was divided to produce ceria

and lanthana, and so on until seven

oxides were found in what had been

thought to be the single oxide, ceria.

Meanwhile, the same sort of thing

was happening to yttria. Two more

substances were found in this, and

these were called erbia and terbia.

Some professional doubting Thom-
ases thought there was only one ox-

ide, and that terbia didn’t exist. So

then they called erbia terbia, and

later when it was proved that there

was a second oxide, this was now
called erbia, though it was original-

ly terbia. Then erbia—the original

terbia—was divided into three more

parts.

The result of this muddle was the

identification of fourteen rare earths

and a periodic homologue, yttrium.

The fourteen included all but one

of the rare earth series as we know it

today

:

At. No. At. Wt.

Lanthanum 57 138.9

Cerium 58 140.2

Praseodymium 59 140.9

Neodymium 60 144.3

( Prometheum 61 147. )

Samarium 62 150.4

Europium 63 152.0

Gadolinium 64 157.3

Terbium 65 159.2

Dysprosium 66 162.5

Holmium 67 163.5

Erbium 68 167.7

Thulium 69 169.4

Ytterbium 70 173.5

Lutecium 71 175.0

The “earth” in the name rare

earth comes from the fact that the

metallic oxides are strongly basic,

and are similar to such alkaline

earths as magnesia and lime. The
name rare earths refers to the ox-

ides, and the tag, rare earth metals,

to the elements themselves.

The fact that there was a large

group of chemically similar ele-

ments falling together was a puz-

zler, because, according to the peri-

odic charts of Mendeleef and Meyer,

only one element should have oc-

curred between barium in group two

and hafnium in group four. Because

of this, the rare earth elements were

cited for many years as an argument

against the periodicity of the ele-

ments, at least in the exact form

which had earlier been proposed.

Of course, the whole matter was
rather academic. Not many peo-

ple were worried about a group of

chemically monotonous, unpro-

nounceable elements like praseodym-

ium and dysprosium floating

around without a logical home in

the periodic chart of the elements.

As time wore on, work in theo-

retical physics and chemistry

showed the rare earths their atomic

niche. Moseley, in his work with

atomic numbers, showed that there

should be fifteen elements between

barium and hafnium. Niels Bohr’s
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Iowa State coed examines 11 gram sample of lutecium oxide, only sample of comparative

size and purity in the world. At present market price, this sample would bring $1,150,000, but

if it were put on sale it would undoubtedly break the market.

quantum theory of atomic structure

showed the reason that the elements

have similar properties—the out-

side shell, which determines such

characteristics as valence, is the

same for all of the rare earths. Only
difference is on the inside, in what

Bohr termed the “4-/” shell. The
number of electrons in this shell

ranges from zero up to fourteen,

with every number in between repre-

sented. Later workers have suggest-

ed that this may not be true, that

some of the numbers may be
skipped and others repeated.

But then comes another argu-

ment. Physicists, looking at the spec-

tra of the series, say that there are

only fourteen rare earths, since

lanthanum, with no electrons in

its 4-f shell, has a simple spectrum,

completely unlike the others.

Chemists, on the other hand, in.

looking for similarities in such mat-
ters as valence, crystallization or sol-

ubilities, say there is evidence for in-
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eluding lanthanum in the list of rare

earths.

But even of the fourteen or fif-

teen elements, scientists aren’t sure

whether or not one of these exists in

nature. This is element 61, which

scientists have tried to separate ever

since Moseley showed that such an

element should exist.

One of the difficulties in identify-

ing such an element comes from the

fact that the spectra of rare earths

—physicists’ definition—are rather

complicated. Some spectroscopists

say that the number of lines which

can be observed just depends on the

exposure that a photo plate is given

—the longer the exposure, the more
lines you can see.

For example, a change from one

configuration to another for a non-

ionized sample of the metal gadolin-

ium gives over twenty thousand

new lines in the spectrum. This

is true no matter how choosy one is

in selecting the lines which are real-

ly new. On the other hand, if

the lines are counted using only the

easy choice which spectroscopists

call the “J” selection rule, more
than eighteen million new lines can

be found.

In contrast cesium, which is lo-

cated only two notches down the

atomic scale from the rare earth

group, gives.only a pair of new lines

in a similar configuration change.

These complications in rare earth

spectroscopy demonstrate how there

could be quite a fuss over finding

the lines which should belong to a

new element.

The first rumbles of the ruckus

over element 61 were heard in 1917,

when a researcher photographed

the spectrum of element 60, sa-

marium, and found some lines he

believed belonged to the element

one notch up the scale. Some other

experimental evidence seemed to

support this statement, though

others who tested fifty different mix-

tures in which element 61 should

have been present failed to find any-

thing to back up this claim.

They suggested that possibly ele-

ment 61 might not be a rare earth af-

ter all. It might be a homologue of

manganese, instead. Other workers

started out to prove or disprove this,

but after working with several man-
ganese concentrates, couldn’t find

anything to indicate that this was
where element 61 was hiding.

Then came the year 1926, and

the fury began in earnest. Harris,

Yntema and Hopkins of the Univer-

sity of Illinois, claimed discovery of

the element, calling it illinium in

honor of their school. The source

material they used for their dis-

covery was a concentrate half-

way between elements 60 and 62,

where the new element should have

been found. The trio presented

three main points of evidence : new
lines in the arc spectra, new absorp-

tion bands and X-ray spectra lines,

with these X-ray lines closely corre-

Original setup of rare earth columns at Iowa State College where the first large-scale macro
separations were made. New laboratory equipment shown in other pictures.
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Amberlite resin columns used for rare earth separation and the tubing con-

necting them to switchboard interchange (shown in picture on Page 83) receive

final checking before rare earth solutions are put on columns. Large tanks in

rear contain ammonium citrate buffered citric acid used in the separation work.

sponding to the lines theoretically

predicted for element 61.

Following publication of this

work, the storm descended. First, a

group in Germany and another in

the United States reported they

had seen the lines of element 61

previously. Then came two Italian

scientists, who claimed discovery of

the element two years before. They
insisted that the element should be

named florenzium for their Univer-

sity of Florence.

According to how they told it.

their report of the discovery had
been kept safe and sound in a locked

vault since the year 1924, but they

didn’t explain why it had been kept

under wraps.

Other careful workers could not

find the lines reported, and both of

these major claims—as well as the

side ones—were looked upon by a
majority of scientists with slightly

raised eyebrows.

Element 61 is interesting from

the theoretical standpoint because

three rules concerning the possi-
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bility of stable isotopes coincide to

predict that none is possible. Excep-

tions to these rules aren’t considered

true exceptions, since scientists term

them radioactive substances with

exceedingly long half lives.

Recently, a radioactive element

61 was separated from among ura-

nium fission products. Because of

its origin, this element was called

prometheum, born of fire. It is not a

homologue of manganese, as once

had been postulated, but instead is a

true rare earth.

The reason there could be and

was such an argument over this rare

earth element stemmed from the fact

that it used to be well nigh impossi-

ble to separate the rare earths from

one another. This also was the rea-

son that so many elements had been

discovered as extra parts of previous

“elements.”

At the time of these discoveries,

the best known method for separa-

tion was fractional crystallization.

This method seldom gave more
than just an enrichment of an ele-

ment, and clean separations were
virtually impossible for most of the

rare earths.

Each element had its own specific

recipe for crystallization. Maybe the

bromate would best separate it from
its neighbor, or possibly the double

ammonium nitrate. For some, crys-

Attendant checks positions of bottles used to

store different rare earth fractions after they

have passed through amberlite columns. Bottles

on top store solutions previous to their pas-

sage through columns.
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tallization with one salt would be

followed by a switch to another for

the final separation.

This was a tedious process. Any-
where from one hundred fifty to fif-

teen thousand crystallizations were

needed for separation. Good yields

of relatively pure rare earths weren’t

obtained.

Next step in separation proce-

dures came when scientists found

that some of the elements had an ex-

tra valence in addition to the regu-

lar plus three. Cerium could be oxi-

dized to a valence of four, while eu-

ropium, samarium and ytterbium

could be pulled down to a divalent

state.

This helped, but fractional crys-

tallization was still the main crite-

rion for separation.

The first break in the search came
in 1936, when two German chemists

suggested separating the elements

using long columns of alumina,

which had been used in chromato-

graphic separations. The name
chromatographic separation came
from the first use for the alumina
columns, separating the different

plant coloring materials.

By using these botanical stand-

bys, the Germans were able to en-

rich their mixtures, but could do lit-

tle more. Finnish and then Italian

scientists repeated the experiments,

getting better results, though the

finished products were still nothing

to cheer about.

Alumina, used in these early ex-

periments, was one of a series of nat-
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urally occurring compounds which

could be used in these chromato-

graphic exchanges. In addition, sci-

ence was finding other natural com-
pounds which had these exchang-

ing properties. Fuller’s earth, for ex-

ample, has been used to purify gaso-

line and other petroleum products.

Compounds called zeolites found

use in softening water. These zeo-

lites were complex inorganic crys-

talline aluminosilicates of metals

like sodium, potassium, calcium or

barium. By charging these com-

pounds with brine, sodium ions

would replace the others, making
the zeolites ready for water soften-

ing use.

When water with the “hard” mag-
nesium and calcium ions would be

passed over these zeolites, they

would substitute the soft water so-

dium ions for the hard water ions.

The demand for these zeolites

grew tremendously, so chemists be-

gan to work towards synthesizing

them. This they did, but they went

even further by developing organic

resinous compounds which could

substitute almost any variety of posi-

tive ions. Negative ion exchangers

were also developed, but these don’t

concern rare earth processing.

The development of these ion ex-

changers came about near the start

of World War II, which brought

with it the start of the Manhattan
Project research on uranium fission

and adaptation of it to use in

weapons.

Manhattan workers found that in

atomic reactors utilizing slow neu-
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trons, when uranium fission occurs,

atoms usually split into two princi-

pal parts of uneven weight, both ra-

dioactive. Oftentimes rare earths

were included in these products,

which “poisoned” the reactor by ab-

sorbing neutrons needed to contin-

ue the fission process.

Thus one of the fields of project

research was the separation and

identification of these products be-

fore their radioactivity died out in

order to see just why they poisoned

the reactors.

Using fifty-foot zeolite columns

singly and in series, workers under

R. G. Russell and D. W. Pearce at

Chicago University came to the

conclusion that almost any element

found following fission could be sep-

arated. They further postulated that

the rare earths found as fission prod-

ucts could be isolated using this

method.

Groups under Waldo Cohn and

George Boyd at Chicago and later at

Oak Ridge* further developed this

fission product separation, using

synthetic resins. Their work made
possible the concentration of tracer

amounts of the rare earths.

Meanwhile, a group of scientists

under Frank Spedding at Iowa State

College, developed an ion exchange

process for the separation of gram

and later kilogram quantities of rare

earths. Their work was with the

nonradioactive rare earths, though

radioactive isotopes could be sepa-

rated by their processes. This

method used eight-foot columns of

synthetic resin exchanger, which are

loaded with a concentrated solution

of rare earths. Then the rare earth

ions, which have been “stuck” to

the resin granules, are eluted using

buffered citric acid solutions at spe-

cific acidities. This method gave the

first spectroscopically pure samples

of many of the rare earths. In addi-

tion, it was relatively quick, and

cheap for the purity obtained.

Starting with a separation of ce-

rium from rare earth homologue

yttrium, constants have been de-

rived for separations of the other

members of the group. No natural

element 61 has been found in their

work.

One of the latest elements to be

separated is thulium, considered

one of the least plentiful of the rare

earths. Because of this, workers at

Ames no longer eulogize the pro-

verbial day in June. Instead, their

quotation is : “What is so rare as a

rare rare earth.”

Actually, the term “rare” earth is

a misnomer. Cerium, the most

plentiful of the group, is more abun-

dant than tin, tungsten, cadmium or

antimony. In fact, “rare rare” thu-

lium is about as plentiful as iodine,

and three times as abundant as sil-

ver.

The term “rare” first was used

when the elements could be concen-

trated only by fractional crystalliza-

tion, and relatively pure com-
pounds were just expensive lab curi-

osities, available only in small quan-

tities.

Lutecium oxide, for example, has

been priced at about one hundred
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dollars per milligram, making an

11.5 gram sample prepared by the

Ames group worth about one mil-

lion one hundred fifty thousand dol-

lars. A recent newspaper story re-

viewing security measures at that

laboratory gave the impression that

this was one of the most heavily

guarded items there.

“It’s kept locked up,” commented
one official, “but it’s probably one of

the least guarded things we have

around here. Maybe it’s worth a mil-

i lion dollars on paper, but if we tried

to sell it, it would probably break

what market there is.”

Besides, a practical man might

ask, “what’s it good for?”

That, as the quizmaster woidd

say, is the sixty-four dollar question

about most of the rare earth family.

At present, the separate pure ele-

ments are too new to have a whole

string of uses, either as salts or as

metallic substances. But neverthe-

less, a picture of the uses of rare

earths can he presented without too

intent a glance into a crystal ball.

To begin with, let’s take that crys-

tal ball. There’s a chance that the

sphere itself might contain cerium

or neodymium, which have been

used to rid glass of unwanted yellow

color. In addition, ceric oxide or

mixed rare earths might have been

used to polish the glass. As such they

are better than iron oxide rouge.

If we had happened to want a

mysterious looking purple crystal

ball, we could have got it by adding

more neodymium to the glass mix,
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giving a distinctive amethyst color.

Lanthanum oxide has been added
to optical glass which is free of

silica to make lenses with a high in-

dex of refraction and a low disper-

sion, especially useful in aerial cam-
era lenses. But while the rare earths

can be used to promote better and
clearer lenses, they have also been

used as opacifiers in enamels or por-

celain glazes.

One of the largest uses of the

group in the past has been in the

mantles of gas lamps. A small por-

tion of cerium or rare earth mix-
tures added to thorium nitrate give

the luminous white glow of these

mantles. Cerium has found other

pyrotechnic uses—in star shells,

tracer bullets, and, more .familiarly,

in the flints of cigarette lighters.

Ceric salts have been used as oxi-

dizers, while cerium alloys will scav-

enge for oxygen in cast iron and can

be used as “getters” to remove trace

impurities inside radio tubes.

Rare earth oxides and fluorides

are used in the center of carbon arcs

to provide intense white light. The
chlorides have been used in water-

proofing textiles, and the oxalates

in a seasickness remedy.

A new use for samarium and eu-

ropium was found during the war
when it was discovered that they

would serve as activators of infrared

sensitive phosphors. Where stron-

tium salt crystals by themselves are

not sensitive to infrared, the addi-

tion of small quantities of either of

these rare earths makes it possible

for one to “see in the dark.” The so-
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called sniperscope and snooperscope

used these infrared sensitive phos-

phors in combination with a built-

in source of infrared light. Objects

in front of the scopes were flooded

with this radiation, and reflected

onto the phosphor.

Cerium as a metal, as well as a

mixture of rare earth metals called

“misch-metal,” have shown similar

tendencies when used in alloys.

When added to cast iron, they in-

crease yield strength, tensile strength

and elongation. Grain size in the me-
tallic structure can also be decreased

through their use.

An even more important use of

cerium or misch-metal will be in

high temperature, light-weight al-

loys. Magnesium alloys haven’t

been able to replace the heavier

aluminum materials in such appli-

cations as airplane engine parts be-

cause of some undesirable qualities

shown when operating tempera-

tures are reached.

One of the tendencies shown by

magnesium alloys has been that of

“creeping” at high temperatures.

Creep is a metallurgical term which

has to do with the stretching of met-

als over a relatively long period of

time. When a metal part is subjected

to a stress, it has a tendency to elon-

gate as the crystal planes in the

metal slide over one another.

It’s possible to minimize creep by

good designing, but a creep resistant

alloy is a good thing to have in any

case. Such an alloy has been ob-

tained by adding cerium or misch-

metal to magnesium, though this al-

loy works well only at high tempera-

tures. It doesn’t show good mechan-

ical tendencies at lower tempera-

tures. The addition of zirconium to

this alloy gives good characteristics

over a large temperature range.

The possibility of using either

cerium or a mixture of metals points

up one of the important features—

and to some “pure” scientists, dis-

couraging features—about the use

of rare earths : For many uses, it

doesn’t matter how pure any spe-

cific rare earth is. A metal or a com-
pound which is ninety per cent pure

works fully as well as one which is

ninety-nine point nine per cent pure

—or at least, it seems to. However,
when pure metals do become more
available, it’s possible that more spe-

cific and better alloys may be formu-

lated.

One of the few metals other than

the common and plentiful cerium

which has been separated in any
quantity in its pure form is gado-

linium. Gadolinium seems to be the

present golden-haired boy of the

rare earth series because of its nu-
clear properties. There is a good
chance that gadolinium may re-

place cadmium or boron steel as con-

trol for atomic reactors.

Cadmium has been used in past

control work because of what nu-
clear physicists call its high neutron

absorption cross section. The same
is true, to a lesser extent, about bo-

ron alloys. With high cross sections,

cadmium and boron absorb neu-

trons produced by fission, control-
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ling the level of neutrons in the re-

actor, thus regulating the rate at

which the reactor will operate.

Gadolinium, by comparison to

cadmium, appears to be twelve to

thirteen times as effective in absorb-

ing the neutrons used in sustaining

fission in reactors using thermal—

that is, slow moving—neutrons.
' Of course, there are a group of

unpredictable factors. First of all,

gadolinium and the rest of the rare

earth metals are rather reactive in air

—especially when there is moisture

present. If gadolinium were to be

used in reactors cooled by water,

some type of coating would be

needed around the metal to prevent

reaction with water. Selection of a

suitable coating would have to be

done before it could be used.

Another problem is what would

happen to the gadolinium when it

absorbs the neutrons. First of all,

would it remain an isotope of gado-

linium or would it be transmuted

into another element? Secondly,

would it remain a metal rod or bar,

or would it crumble? Possibly some

other sort of a physical change might

be experienced.

Chances are, if these variables

can be brought under control in test-

ing. gadolinium would be used as a

rough control for a reactor, keeping

cadmium for use as a fine control.

Samarium and europium, which

have somewhat high cross sections,

could possibly be put to a similar

use.

This use for some of the rare earth

metals demonstrates that it is
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through physical rather than chemi-

cal properties that rare earths ex-

hibit their principal variations.

Gadolinium, in addition to pos-

sible use in reactors, shows promise

of another valuable contribution to

technology. This metal is similar to

iron in its magnetic properties up
to about sixty degrees Fahrenheit. In

fact, it is more magnetic than iron at

low temperatures.

This hints that it ftiight be alloyed

with iron, nickel, cobalt or other

metals to produce a magnetic alloy

similar to Alnico or Cunifer. At
present gadolinium metal is rather

expensive, so it might not be prac-

tical to use it in a magnetic alloy

unless the alloy were definitely su-

perior to other available materials.

Of course, it" it were a better mag-
net, the cost would be worth it.

Development of other uses for

rare earth metals depends in part

on the development of ways to get

the pure metals themselves. The
heats of formation of the rare earth

oxides are considerably higher than

those of the common reduction

agents like carbon, iron or lead.

Pure rare earth metals have been

produced by this thermal reduction

process by heating a rare earth salt

with an active metal like calcium

or magnesium. These reactions, at

least in their present states, are small

scale operations, and not readily

adaptable to factory scale.

Not all of the rare earth met-

als have been prepared in their

pure forms using this method, and
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possibly the older electrolytic

method would have to be used on

any not obtainable with thermal re-

duction. Electrolysis with a fused

salt has tended to give metals not

quite the purity that' can be obtained

using the reduction method, despite

the fact that the calcium or other

metal used has to be separated out

after the reaction has taken place.

A new instrument has been de-

signed to check this removal. It

is a spectroscope which has a multi-

plier phototube attached so that it

can measure the relative intensity of

certain lines in the spectra of cal-

cium and rare earth metals.

The rare earth series, as the term

has been used in this article, refers

just to the elements from 57 through

71, though there is actually a second

rare earth series. Taking this into

consideration, it's better to call the

first series the lanthanides—for its

first member. The second series, sim-

ilarly, may be called the actinide se-

ries, since actinium, element 89, is

the first of this set. The actinides ex-

tend, at present, through thorium,

uranium and plutonium as well as

the other transuranic elements up

through number 98, californium. In

theory, any element made, up
through number 103, will also be an

actinide.

An element in either of these rare

earth series shows similarities to

other elements within its own series

and in the other series. Each series

appears in periodic chart group

IIIA, but there seem to be excep-

tions to some of the similarity rules
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among elements in the heavier

series.

Where all of the lanthanides show

a valence of three, the natural ele-

ments above actinium don’t show a

primary valence of three, and for

some such a valence is definitely un-

stable. Thorium, one above actin-

ium, shows a primary four valence,

while protoactinium shows a plus

five and uranium a primary hex-

avalent form. Each of these also

shows some similarities to elements

appearing beneath it in periodic

group four, five or six, rather than

to the rare earths in group three.

But with uranium, the exceptions

end. Neptunium, plutonium, ameri-

cium, curium and berkelium have

the expected three valence. This

very likely will be true of califor-

nium and any new productions far-

ther up the table,.

One of the relations between the

two series comes in a source of the

various elements. Monazite sand,

found in Brazil, India and Ceylon,

is the principal source of both tho-

rium and the rare earths.

Thorium, while it has played sec-

ond fiddle to uranium238 in work
with the atomic bomb, can be used

as a source material in breeding the

fissionable isotope uranium.233 This

is believed to be substitutable for

uranium235 or plutonium239 in

atomic bombs or reactors.

Investigations with thorium have

made for a speed-up of monazite

processing, making the now by-

product rare earths more readily
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available. Before the war, rare

earths were the main products, and

thorium was a by-product.

Monazite is a particularly good

source of the lighter of the rare

earths, while another mineral, gado-

linite, is the principal source of the

heavier rare earths. Principal source

^ of this mineral is certain mines in

Norway. If you order gadolinite, the

mine is opened, the required

amount of mineral is hand selected

and then the mine is closed again—

there isn’t much of a demand.

The demand might grow greater

in the future as a result of new re-

searches with these rare earth ele-

ments. Cold temperature research

is one of the fields in which they may
play a part.

Scientists, in examining how mat-

ter “ticks,” have been investigating

different materials at low tempera-

tures, with special interest centering

on what happens when materials ap-

proach absolute zero. At absolute

zero, all motion within atoms is sup-

posed to stop.

In reaching the low temperature

region, scientists began by liquefy-

ing gases like nitrogen and oxygen,

reaching farther and farther to-

wards absolute zero, about two hun-

dred seventy-three degrees below

zero on the centigrade scale.

Finally, researchers ' liquefied the

gas which boils at the lowest tem-

perature of any gas—helium. In this

manner they were able to reach

temperatures quite close to absolute

zero. Now the poser was how to get

any lower.
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In other research, it was noticed

that certain chemicals would get

warm when placed inside a mag-
netic field. When the field is re-

moved they cool off. This was re-

lated to the cold temperature

research and another notch in the

cold scale was reached. Chemicals

are cooled by a bath of liquid

helium while under a magnetic

field. Then they’re insulated from

the helium and the magnetic field is

taken away. This cools the chemical

material still further.

Here’s where rare earth com-

pounds have come into play. Gado-

linium sulfate octahydrate has been

used to produce a temperature only

two tenths of a degree above abso-

lute zero. Cerium sulfate, dyspro-

sium ethyl sulfate and cerium fluo-

ride have brought the record down
to 0.09 degree. However the lowest

temperature so far claimed by this

method is just 0.004 degree, but this

used a mixture of potassium and

chrome alum.

It’s impossible to find a material

to use in a thermometer which re-

cords this range of temperature, so

these figures are computed using

Curie’s law. This equation doesn't

hold all the way down to zero, so

these figures are based on an ex-

trapolation of the law, and might be

wrong.

By now, there’s a good chance

that a temperature closer to abso-

lute zero has been reached, but if it

hasn’t, possibly some pure rare

earth compound could accomplish

this task.
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Another research use of the rare

earths will be made by physical

chemists. For years, a group of equa-

tions which have been proposed as

laws have been built up to predict

such constants as disassociation or

ionization. The trouble has been

that there have had to be set up a set

of arbitrary constants in order to

get the equations to work.

Since the rare earths probably

differ from each other only in the

number of electrons in the 4-/ shell,

the availability of pure rare earth

compounds presents a fine oppor-

tunity of testing these equations

since only one variable is present,

rather than a whole fistful.

If this experimentation proves

the equations incorrect, then per-

haps measurements with the rare

earths will show how to determine

some actual laws, giving science a

better understanding of why atoms

and molecules behave as they do.

This is certainly one use for pure

rare earths for which none of the en-

riched mixtures of the past could be

used.

For those who work with botany,

biophysics or biochemistry, the fact

that all the rare earths except for

prometheum, holmium, terbium and
lutecium have been found in small

amounts in a number of plants may
hold considerable interest.

This hints that these elements

may play a part in the chemistry of

specialized enzymes or in other phys-

iological uses by the specific plants.

All in all, to the “pure” scientist,

the work with theoretical constants

and laws, and the compatriot in

investigating the structure of matter

—cold temperature research—show
the greatest promise for the future,

first in research and then in result-

ing practical applications, when
and if they can be found.

To the so-called “practical man,”
use of the rare earths in high tem-

perature light-weight alloys or mag-
netic alloys might seem to be the

principal horizon. The use in con-

trolling nuclear reactors might also

be listed here.

But for both the pure and the ap-

plied research of- the future, in the

finding of a separation of that

group of chemically monotonous
elements and the production of them
as pure metals, man has found new
cogs for the gears of his atomic age

technology.

THE END
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“THE YEARS DRAW NIGH'’

BY LESTER del RET

Ever felt a keen disappointment when you re set to go to a much

ilesired place

—

and find there is no place to go after all. . . ?

Illustrated by Cartier

Mars was harsh and old, worn
with the footsteps of two races that

had come and gone, leaving only

scant traces behind. Even the wind

was tired, and its thin wailing was a

monotonous mutter of memories

from its eroded past.

Zeke Lerner stared out from the

dust-covered observation port of the

hastily reconditioned little rocket,

across the scarred runways and
sand-filled pits for the starships, to-

ward the ruins of what had once

been the great Star Station. His face

was gray and dull as he watched a

figure coming across the pitted sand

of the field toward his ship.

Me sighed softly, a faint sound in

the tiny cabin, and his breath stirred

the dust that lay everywhere. In four

centuries, a man can learn not to

think, but feelings and emotions sur-

vive. I le was tired beyond any pow-
er of the rejuvenation treatments

to remedy. His shoulders sagged

slightly, confirming the age that the

gray in his hair implied. But his eyes

were older still as he swung about to

open the inner lock of the ship.

Stendal was a middle-aged man,
but some of the same age and fa-

tigue lay on his face when he

dropped his aspirator helmet and

slumped limply into a seat, and his

plain uniform as Assistant Co-or-

dinator of Terra was covered with

dirt and grime. He grinned faintly

at Zeke and pulled a thermo of

coffee out of its niche.

“So the Thirty-four is coming -

back?” Zeke asked quietly.

He had no need of the other’s

nod, though. When they’d finally lo-

cated him at the Rejuvenation Cen-
ter and rushed him to the rocket -

field, he’d suspected. Only a matter

of extreme urgency could interrupt

a man’s return to youth. The mes-
sengers had been uninformative, but

he had been sure, once they told

him Stendal was waiting on Mars.
They must have been keeping it re-
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stricted to the top administrators.

Zeke’s eyes went back to the dirt on

the man’s uniform.

“Top secret,” Stendal confirmed.

“So hush-hush that I came to do the

janitor work here. Now it’s all yours.

The robots and I managed to get it

into a reasonable facsimile of re-

paired condition. Oof! I could use a

week’s sleep, but I’ve got to get back

Earthside at once. Sorry to interrupt

the rejuvenation, Zeke.”

Zeke shrugged. Once, when the

rejuvenation was new and men
stood in line for days to keep their

appointment, it might have mat-

tered. Now there’d be a cancella-

tion he could replace. Over fifteen

per cent of the population was re-

fusing treatment—and some of the

canceling men were ones only reach-

ing their first touch of age. Each

year, less of the population seemed

to find life worth renewing.

“How’d you find out she was com-

ing?” he asked. “After all, she’s fifty

years overdue.”

Stendal tossed the thermo into a

disposal chute and reached for one

of Zeke’s cigarettes. “Centaurus’ au-

tomatic signal must still be working.

Nigel, at the Bureau, got a series of

pips showing something coming this

way faster than light. That’s the

only ship we have out, so it must be

her, or—”
He let it hang unfinished, but

Zeke knew what he was thinking. It

was either the Thirty-four or an-

other' race coming with a ship that

could exceed light speed. Sudden
adrenalin shot through him, and he
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straightened. After all, the ship was
long overdue. lie wished the ship

and the men no ill, but—
“No use getting up false hopes,”

Stendal cut into his thoughts. “The
captain was a pretty determined

sort, as I remember him. Maybe he

had trouble. And I'll have trouble

if I don’t get back. I’ll leave you a

robot, in case anything needs more
repairs. Think you can still run this

setup, Zeke?”
Zeke snorted. He’d spent time

enough at Marsport, first as head of

communications, and finally as di-

rector of the whole Star Ship proj-

ect, while they built the great ships

and sent them out as fast as they

could come off the ways. Forty ships

during half a century, each costing

over four billion dollars. And the

Thirty-four was the last orw out. All

the rest had come back report

failure in this final ducst for new
frontiers.

They buckled on their aspirator

helmets and went out through the

locks. Stendal waved curtly and

headed toward his own rocket, call-

ing three of the waiting rol>ots with

him and sending the fourth toward

the broken ruin of the adminis-

tration building. Zeke watched

Stendal’s rocket take off and disap-

pear. Then he turned for a final

look over the wrecked field.

Mars was already wiping out all

traces of this second race that had

come boiling out from Earth, bent

for the stars. Marsport had been

young and booming when Zeke had
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come there first; three and a hall

centuries ago. Two centuries later,

when the starships first began to

come straggling back, and they

shifted him to Earth to head

General Traffic, the sand was just

starting to creep over the outer

buildings.

Those structures were gone now,

vanished into the desert, with only

this single building maintained after

a fashion in faint hope the last

ship would return. The frame

shacks and hydroponic quonsets

that had hidden the ancient Mar-
tian ruins were rotted long before

;

there was only the hint of a founda-

tion here and there to show they

had ever existed. In a century or so

there would be no evidence that

Mars,had ever felt the marching feet

of men, except for the scraps of the

returned hips that might last a few

millennia 1 nger.

Zeke sighed again, and headed to-

ward the building.

Then his eyes went to the horizon,

where the piled stones and pitted

pylon of beryl steel still stood, mark-
ing what had been the unknown and

apparently unknowable race of

Mars, dead perhaps ten million

years before. Once that race must
have spread its structures across the

whole planet, but now there were
only such traces as this, useless to

even the archaeologists. All the

elaborate designs on them might

have held significance once, but no
man would ever decode them.

There was no hint as to their nature,

or where the race had vanished—or

why.

He entered the lock of the build-

ing, with the robot dutifully at his

heels, and surveyed it glumly. Only
the one room, housing the great

space-destroying ultrawave com-
municators, had been put in order.

But most of the sand and dust was
gone, and it was livable enough for

a while. He checked to see that the

communicator was working before

walking over to the single window
and staring out at the Martian ruins

again.

Beside him, the robot stirred un-

easily. “Orders?” it questioned.

Zeke turned back reluctantly

from the window. “No orders, Ozin.

We’re on Mars, where men have

given up dominion. You’re as free

as I am. Do what you like/’

Ozin stirred again, worn metal

protesting at its lack of usefulness,

its queer, almost intelligent mind
trying to resolve the problem pre-

sented by Zeke’s words. But even

this final robot, the last model be-

fore men abandoned the idea of ro-

bots, could not handle that.

“Orders?” it repeated.

Zeke gave up. “Take my ship up
and house it behind the building,

out of the way, then. After that, you
can cut off until I call you.”

The robot wasted no words in

acknowledgment, but turned slowly

and headed out, its metal body
clumping along as woodenly as

Zeke’s mind was working. The lock

hissed softly, and a trace of the stale,

dessicated air of Mars came in.
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Then Qzin appeared around the

arc of the wall, heading toward the

rocket. Zeke watched it enter, saw
the shiplock close, and shut his eyes

at the deep blue flame of the ex-

haust from the unbaffled tubes.

Sand kicked up, spurting out and

grating against the walls of the sta-

tion wing, swishing against the

pylon of the lost Martians. For a

minute, dust hung in the air. But it

settled back quickly now, to show
an unchanged scene. Zeke heard

the ship land again behind the

building.

He reached automatically for a

cigarette, wondering idly if the re-

paired building aspirators would

take even that much added load in

their labor of making a decent at-

mosphere out of Mars’ thin air. For

a second, he fiddled with the ultra-

wave set. The signal was coming

through from Earth, indicating that

they were already quietly beaming

it out to where the Thirty-jour

could pick it up. It was the same
dull, insipid news Zeke had heard

for too ' many decades, though it

might be interesting to men who
had been gone from Earth for over

two centuries. There was no other

signal to indicate that they were
within calling distance, however.

He went to the window again, to

watch the slow sinking of the sun

that was reddening a distant sand-

storm, until it finally crept below

the horizon. With an abruptness

that was typical of the planet, dark-

ness fell. The stars seemed to leap

into the sky. with Earth standing
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out among them. Fie frowned at

that, realizing that he was the only

man who would be seeing it. All the

others were home on the planet.

The skylight was filthy, but he

found a battered bench that would

stand his weight and began working

the dust and grime from the glass.

The stars were clearer through

that. A few hundred years hadn’t

changed them noticeably, and he

picked them out—hot points that

barely flickered in the thin air of

Mars. Jupiter was in view, and he

knew where all the other useless

planets should be, though he could

not see them.

He grimaced faintly at that, re-

membering his life as a boy when
men had dreamed that each new
world might contain some rare

treasure—or even intelligence to

meet and compete with man. None
had panned out, though. Mercury
was too hot, Venus was a roiling

dustbowl under foul, poisonous

layers of atmosphere, Mars worn be-

yond usefulness, and the other

planets too cold and forbidding, ex-

cept as possible stepping stones to

the stars that lay farther out.

Chenerv had found the trick to

beat light speed when Zeke was still

a callow thirty, and Marsport had

sprung into life ; the planet had

made an ideal take-off point for

ships which Earth could not permit

in her own atmosphere because of

the dangerous radiation of their ex-

hausts.

There'd been Centaurus and

Sirius, and the thousands of suns be-
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yotid, some with planets and some
without. There had even been the

high moment when a planet had

been found and colonized, a mere
thousand light-years away, before

men had discovered that something

in the star’s radiation was eventu-

ally lethal to all Earth forms. But

there had been no life beyond the

Solar System—and nothing that

even the most foolhardy could use

as a reason for man’s settlement.

It had proven to be a barren uni-

verse, except for Earth and the Mars
of perhaps ten million years ago.

Zeke looked at the ruins again, still

faintly visible in the light that sliced

out from his window. Whatever had

built them had reached a civiliza-

tion at least as high as man’s. What
had happened to them that had

made a culture capable of such

work come to a sudden and un-

marked end?

A meaningless crackle came from

the ultrawave set, and he moved to

it, touching up its sensitivity. For a

moment again, he hoped that it

would respond with only gibberish

that might mean another race com-
ing down the long starlanes toward

Earth, instead of the code he knew.

But he choked off the wish, even

before the speaker burped again.

There was a sudden sound of code

symbols a second later, followed by

the thin, wavering words and voice

at the limit of reception.

“Star-Ship Thirty-four coming in.

Can you get us? Thirty-four calling

Marsport, Landing in two hours
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maximum. Clear field for full splash

landing. Clear field for landing

without tube shields. Thirty-four

calling Marsport—”
Zeke had the great bank of ac-

cumulators working through the

transmitter, and the indicators

showed that the big tubes were

ready to throw their pulsed mega-

watts into subspace. He glanced at

the bandpass and saw that it was at

its maximum intelligibility level for

the distance.

“Land Marsport, Thirty-four, as

you will. All clear. Repeat.”

The voice came back, weaker. It

wavered, broke into a squeal, and

disappeared in a hash of static. Only
blind luck had given them clear sub-

space long enough for a complete

call. Zeke cut off the transmitter

;

there was no purpose in telling them

that the field had been clear for

decades. They’d find that soon

enough.

Mars had still been a colony

when they took off. It had remained

one while six more of the great ships

were built and sent out with orders

to proceed to the limit of range

before returning—or to return on
significant discovery. Zeke had

watched them all leave, filled with

bright young volunteers, sure that

they would be the ones to find a new
race of intelligent life or a world
that would be a paradise for men.
Now the last one out was returning,

and it was appropriate that he

should meet the space-weary men
who were coming home.
He tried to remember them, but
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there had been too many years and
too many ships. On impulse, he

knocked dust from the walls, scan-

ning the names that had been

scrawled there against regulations

—and left because he had counter-

manded those regulations. Surpris-

ingly, he found the one he was seek-

ing. Hugh Miffen, captain of the

Thirty-jour. Zeke remembered bim
now, a tow-headed boy with a ram-

rod back and the driving urge of

divine inspiration in his eyes. And
there had been “Preacher” Hook,
who swore he was going to memo-
rize the whole Bible in subspace.

Only the two stood out now, over

the long years.

Surely, if any group could have

found a home for man or a com-
panion intelligence, that group

should have done it. Something

must have happened during the

fifty years they had been overdue.

Their fuel would never have lasted,

otherwise.

The speaker gobbled at him,

finally, until he cut the power
down. The wash of static could only

mean that they were beginning the

struggle out of subspace, knocking

a hole for themselves in normal

space and crawling painfully into

it. It was taking the ship longer than

it should, and Zeke began to worry.

Then the blare of static decreased.

He knew she was down under light

speed.

The ship robot took his call this

time, indicating that all the men
aboard were fully occupied in the
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task of trimming her for normal
flight. The signal was clear, how-
ever, and he could hear faint sounds

of men’s voices in the background.

There was no undue worry in them,

as best he could tell.

.
“Sealed beam,” Zeke requested.

It took more power to maintain a

signal that could be handled on a

beam with the ultrawave, but she

was close enough now to risk it
;

it

wouldn’t do to have the message ac-

cidentally picked up by Earth until

he knew what the results of the trip

were. The robot acknowledged his

order, and the queer, clipped effect

of the sealing could be detected on

the signal.

Zeke grunted with satisfaction as

he made his own adjustment. “O.K.,

this is Zeke Lerner, code responsi-

bility 21-zy-18-obt-4-a. You can re-

port.”

“Digest of report,” the robot be-

gan tonelessly. “Visited suns, 3248;

examined planets, 2751. Checked

suns on automatic spotting, 9472

;

checked planets and found barren

on automatic spotting, 23,91 1

.

Maximum distance attained by di-

rect route, one hundred ten thou-

sand light-years, forty-three ship-

years
;
arc of coverage—”

“Cut it out. Did you find in-

habited worlds?”

The robot adjusted to the inter-

ruption slowly, humming into the

microphone as evidence that it was
still there. Zeke swore. Then a hu-

man voice suddenly took over,

weary even through the distortion

of the' sealed beam.
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“Lerner? You still on the spot?”

It was a deep bass voice that could

only belong to Hugh Miffen,

in spite of the years that had

roughened it. The ship had natu-

rally carried rejuvenation equip-

ment, but even the best treatment

never wiped out all traces of time.

“Sorry we had the robot on—it’s

about half shot, now. Anyhow, we’re

under light, and I’m free for a min-

ute. Leaving out the statistics, we
ran out too far and got short of fuel.

We’d spotted two planets that might

barely be habitable, so we back-

tracked and put down on one of

them. It took us about thirty-five

years to find and work fuel out of

the ores. Then we went on a bit be-

fore we turned home.”

Zeke’s eyebrows had shot up, and

he shook his head. He tried to pic-

ture what it would be like on some
barely livable planet, scouting for

ore, jury-rigging some kind of plant

to refine it—with almost no equip-

ment—and his old respect for

Miffen went up another notch. That

type of man seemed sadly lacking

nowadays. But lie made no com-
ment on it; it could wait for more
important things, and Miffen had

begun to describe the two planets.

One was too far from its sun in an

eccentric orbit, going from a brief

summer into a bitter winter equal

to three years of Earth time. It was
suitable otherwise, but no more so

than Antarctica. The other was a

waste land of little water and low
air pressure, though barely habita-

ble. It had been on that world that
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Miffen and his crew had stranded

themselves. Zeke frowned as he dis-

carded the planets. Both would

mean tremendous difficulties in

ferrying supplies out for at least a

century until they could somehow
he made self-supporting. Men
would work for a dream, but there

were limits. It would need more in-

centive than there seemed to be.

“Evidence of life anywhere?” he

asked reluctantly, as the other fin-

ished. But the question had to be

asked, although the answer could be

predicted, almost certainly. Even
over that distance, the possibility of

other races to study might drive the

scientists to set up an outpost, and

with that as a basis, another world

might be developed as a stepping

stone to still further exploration.

Miffen’s voice was hesitant as the

answer came. “The world we were

on—Outpost, we called it—had

some ruins that could only come
from intelligence. But there was

nothing living there. Maybe it had

been what we called it once—
Damn !”

A yell had sounded thinly over

the speaker. Miffen’s steps clattered

loudly, to fade out, and leave the

ultrawave dead. With the ship brak-

ing down for a landing, there was
probably more than enough work
for all the men. Zeke’s hand lin-

gered over the switch. Finally, he

depressed it, cutting off power.

Ruins that showed intelligence,

eighty million light-years across the

galaxy! In forty thousand explored
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worlds the starships had touched,

this was the first sign of even that

much chance. It wasn’t enough, of

course, but—
Slowly Zeke’s shoulders straight-

ened and his figure came erect.

They’d explored space to a distance

of a hundred million light-years on
a bare chance, without any reason

to hope. Out of all the previous re-

ports, there had been only three

habitable worlds, and no sign of life

beyond the Solar System. Now a

ship was returning with reports of

two barely possible worlds and evi-

dence that there was such life ! An
outpost—and somewhere beyond,

perhaps, the planet where that life

still existed.

With proper propaganda, with

enough build-up, and with evidence

that somewhere in the infinity of

stars life and livability must exist,

could man refuse to go on with his

questing ?

For a moment, he clutched at the

hope. It had to he. One world was
not enough for a race that had set

its heart on the stars, had always

found frontiers, and had geared its

soul to an eternal drive toward

something beyond. It could not be

cooped up and fenced in without

sickening in its own futility, as it

was sickening even now—as he was
sick within himself after four cen-

turies of following blind alleys.

With only a little spark to fan the

flames, men might be driven on.

And perhaps only a few light-years

away from the end of their explora-

tions—the arbitrary limits imposed
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by time and energy for the ships—

there might be fellow races to stir

the spark that was dying in man-
kind.

Then he grinned bitterly and

looked out through the window,

turning the single workable search-

light on the Martian ruins. Man
had found evidence of other life in

his own backyard, and it had carried

him for centuries. But it was not

enough to drive him onward for-

ever. There was nothing on Out-

post that couldn’t be had here—and

no colony had lasted on Mars.

Zeke squinted his eyes as he

studied the pylon again, noting the

queer, twisted decorations on it. He
had seen the report of the scientists,

and they had finally given up the

riddle. It would take more than this

to drive men further outwards. And
Miffen’s voice had sounded too

doubtful.

But some of the hope remained

faintly in him as he stood staring

into the Martian night. It would

have to wait until he heard more.

Now it was only another mystery,

like that of the lost race of Mars.

What had happened to them?

They had known how to cast tung-

sten, and there was evidence that

nuclear reactions had been used in

tempering the pylons. That was
high level science. Where had it

gone ? There had apparently been

no long period of high civilization,

since the pylons all over the planet

were about alike, with few advances

in the later ones. There hadn’t been

time enough for the race to become

decadent. Nor was there any evi-

dences of war carried on by a race

with advanced nuclear physics

;

there would have been enough signs

of that. They couldn’t have settled

Earth, of course—it wouldn’t have

been suitable. But they must have

had starships. What had kept them

from spreading outwards—had even

wasted them into nothingness in

such a brief period of culture on
their own planet?

His thoughts were interrupted by

a beep from the speaker, and he

switched on the automatic ultra-

wave beacons that would guide the

ship down. Overhead, a thin whine

thickened to a stuttering cough, the

unhealthy sound of gasping, un-

shielded rockets that had been used

too often and in too many futile

landings. It was coming down well

enough, though, half a mile away.

Zeke watched it land while he was

climbing into antiradiation armor.

The ground was still smoking, but

the counter showed the radiation

low enough for a quick passage

when he went out. He waited for

the outer lock to open, then made
a dash toward it, his breath remind-

ing him that he was old and had not

been rejuvenated. He crawled into

the lock and stopped to catch him-

self before removing the armor,

while the inner lock began to open.

Then he was facing four gaunt,

weary men. His eyes darted back for

the others of the thirty who had
gone out, but Miffen was shaking

his gray-bearded head. “Four of us,
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general. We had a few casualties.

But-”
His arm swept out toward the

field, now illuminated by the beams

of the great ship, and his eyes fixed

on the scene of the sand-filled pits

and bits of building foundations that

showed through the quartz of the

entrance port.

Zeke shrugged and reached for his

cigarettes. The sudden hunger in

their eyes hit him, then, reminding

him of stores now depleted in all

those long years. He passed the

package around, careful not to no-

tice the hands that shook as they

pulled out the cylinders.

“We’ve had some casualties, too,

you might say,” he told Miffen. He
lighted his own cigarette finally, and

his shoulders lifted and dropped at

the other’s expression. “And I’m not

a general now—not since Marsport

was abandoned. I came out only be-

cause we were expecting you back.

What about Outpost ?”

“In my cabin I’ve got it on micro-

film.” Miffen swung about, waving
the three crewmen off. For the first

time, Zeke noticed that one of them
had the flaming red hair that

had always distinguished Preacher

Hook.
He lifted an eyebrow and Hook

nodded, pulling out a worn Bible

and making a circle with his thumb
and finger. “All memorized,” he

stated. But the grin on his face was
uncertain, and the achievement no
longer seemed to be important to

him.

Zeke had forgotten the size of
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these starships as they went up the

handrails. The elevators were obvi-

ously not working. Miffen swung up
the last and turned into- a little

cabin, kicking the door farther

open. He dug into a worn chest and
came out with a small package and

a little viewer.

“I figured some things from what
we picked up of Earth’s broadcast,”

he remarked emotionlessly as he

threaded the film into the viewer.

“But I didn’t believe it. Not until I

saw Marsport. I guess . . . Well,

this will give you an idea of Out-
post. I explored all the suns around
I could reach, but I never learned

where the race originated.”

Zeke adjusted the lenses care-

fully, seeing the unfamiliar two-

dimensional flatness of non-stereo

for the first time in centuries. It

was awkward at first, but his eyes

soon relearned the trick of fooling

themselves.

There were several scenes, show-
ing a sky of dull green, with grayish

sand and something that looked like

jumbled blocks of granite. As he

stared, a pattern began to show it-

self. Something had been built there

once, and by intelligence. Closer

viewing showed that the stones had

been shaped geometrically, under

all their weathering.

He came to a list of statistics

and skimmed through it. Then he

reached the final scene.

Miffen’s voice suddenly sounded
behind him, awkward and too tense.

“What about the other ships?”

“They all got back—they’re piled
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up beside the field, beyond the

reach of your lights. No use to us

now. Thirty-nine hulks, and yours

makes the fortieth—all we ever

built.” He turned back to the film,

but again Miffen’s voice interrupted

him.

“All? I’d expect it—That bad,

eh?”

“Worse. I suppose you’re entitled

to know what you’ve come back to.

You’ll see it soon enough, though—
and better than 1 can tell you.” Zeke

clamped the viewer to bis eye firmly,

and turned to the light once more.

“There was purpose when you left.

Now that’s all past tense.”

“Yeah.” MilTen let the word

hang. He must have seen Zeke’s sud-

den tenseness and realized there was
no use putting off the inspection of

the final scene on the film any

longer. Zeke was still staring at it,

but he was unconscious of what his

eyes saw, and the last of the hope in

him was draining slowly away.

He stared up at Miffen, tapping

Ihe viewer. “You know what this is,

of course. Or do you ?”

Miffen shook his head. “I sus-

pected. But I never paid much at-

tention back here, and it’s been a

long time. I kept hoping I was
crazy.”

Zeke made no answer. He picked

up the viewer and headed toward

the control room, with Miffen fol-

lowing. Still silent, he pointed out

through the viewports, across the

leprous surface of Mars, toward the

pitted beryl steel pylon that
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gleamed in the light from the Star

Station. Then he put the viewer to

his eyes again.

The sky was green instead of

black, and the sand was gray where
Mars was covered with red. But the

scene was the same. A gleaming

metal pylon rose from the rubble of

ruined blocks, carrying the queer,

twisted decorations that had been

typical of all Martian structures.

There was no question alrout what
race had tried to colonize Outpost

—and had failed.

Suddenly a work-gnarled hand
took the viewer from him, and he

turned to see Preacher Hook and
the other men. They must have fol-

lowed Miffen and himself into the

control room. But it didn’t matter.

They must have suspected. And
there was no surprise on their faces

as they passed the viewer from one

to another, comparing the scene

with that outside.

Almost without feeling, Zeke

picked up the ultrawave micro-

phone and called the administra-

tion building, ordering the robot to

bring his rocket down beside the big

starship. He adjusted the dials care-

fully and spoke terse, coded symbols

into the instrument. A moment
later, Stendal’s voice answered him.

“I’m bringing the four survivors

down in my ship,” he reported in a

voice that seemed completely de-

tached from him. "Give us a secrecy

blanket until we can report in full.

And see if you can fill a few bath-

tubs with whisky. We’ll need it.”

Stendal seemed to catch his
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•breath and then sigh, but his words
were level when he spoke. “So Pan-

dora’s box was just a fairy story,

after all. Well, I never had many
hopes. O.K., I’ll get the liquor,

Zeke. And about your rejuvenation

—I’m getting a private installation

here for you. If the others need it,

we’ll take care of all of you.”

Zeke looked up at the four men,

and then out toward the pylon

again—all that was left of a race that

had searched the stars in its need to

find new frontiers. It must have

been a hardy race, since it had dared

to set up a colony across all those

innumerable parsecs of space, with-

out even the inspiration of other

life. Then, when that colony had
failed, the race had returned to the

loneliness of its own little world,

where the stars looked down grimly,

no longer promising anything. Now
Mars had been dead ten million

years, and the pylon stood as the

final tombstone on the world which
had become a prison. The old puzzle

of that race’s end was solved.

The speaker was sputtering with

Stendal’s impatient questions, as „

Zeke and the men studied each

other, but they gave no attention to

it. Preacher Hook sighed, breaking

the silence.

“Man goeth to his long home,”

he quoted softly. “And the

mourners go about the streets; or

ever the silver cord be loosed, or the

golden bowl be broken, or the

pitcher be broken at the fountain,

or the wheel broken at the cistern;

and the dust return to the earth as

it was, and the spirit return unto

God zvho gave it.”

Zeke nodded and picked up the

microphone.

“Just get the whisky. We’ve de-

cided to skip the rejuvenation.”

He put the microphone back on
its hook carefully and headed to-

ward the handrails that led down,
with the others behind him. Ozin
had the rocket waiting, and they

climbed in and strapped themselves

down.

Then the rockets blasted, and the

last five men beyond the Earth were
heading home.

THE END

* * * *
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ULTIMA THULE
BY ERIC FRANK RUSSELL

There are some men who would
hold to the routine of their lives,

rigidly and seemingly mindlessly,

beyond the very end of things,

beyond space and . . .

Illustrated by van Dongen

The rocket came shivering out of

hyperspace and solidified. Metallic

coldness slid over its surface, start-

ing from the prow, spreading to the

tail. The pale ghosts of forty main
propulsors were the last to gain con-

crete form. They hardened, were a

quadruple ring of tubes ready to

blast eight miles of fire.

Lawder, peering through the bow
observation port, wiped his eyes. He
had been there much longer than

usual, much longer. A nervous hand

put out for binoculars. The high-

powered glasses could not have

been of much use, the way they

shook. He put them dowri, wiped

his eyes again.

“What’s eating you ?” Santel was
watching him. “Something wrong?”

“Plenty.”

It brought Santel upright, run-
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rung long fingers through red hair.

He stalked to the port, stared

through.

“Well?” invited Lawder.

“Impossible
!”

“Ha !” Lawder said.

Santel tried the binoculars, rest-

ing wrists oh the port’s thick rim to

steady the field of vision.

“Well ?” Lawder persisted.

“Impossible,” maintained Santel.

“You deny the evidence of your

own eyes?”

“First impressions can be mislead-

ing.”

“We’re lost.” Lawder sat down,

viewed his boots without seeing

them. His thin face twitched. “Lost

souls.”

“Shut up!”
“When I was a kid I once put

three flies in a bottle. Then I

rammed home the cork. That’s us,

flies in a bottle.”

“Shut up!” repeated Santel more
loudly. His red hair was stiff, bristly.

He had another look through the

port. “I’m telling Vanderveen.”

“I threw the bottle in a lake. That

was thirty years ago, several fly-

lifetimes ago. In a lake, cold and

dark, without a shore. They’re still

there maybe. Still there, corked in.”

Switching the intercom, Santel

spoke into its mike. His voice was
hoarse,

, ,

“Captain, there’s something-

funny. Better come up and see.”

“I can see. from here,” boomed
the loud-speaker.

“Huh?”
;

“There are four windows in this

navigation room. They are there to

be looked through. I have looked.”

“What do you make of it ?”

“Nothing.”

“Lost,” murmured Lawder. “Be-

come as if we had never been. An-
other lonely line on the list of miss-

ing ships. Memories that thin with

the years and eventually drift away.”

"One can only make nothing of

•nothing,” said Captain Vander-

veen. “Who’s that mumbling in

there ?”

“Lawder.”

“Who else could it be?” shouted

Lawder at the loud-speaker. “There

are only we three. All together and

all alone, just three of us. You and

me and Santel.”

“How can three be alone?” in-

quired Vanderveen gently. “Only

one man can be alone, or one

woman, one child.”

“Woman—we’ll never see one.”

Lawder’s knuckles were white.

“Child—we’ll never know one.”

“Take it easy,” advised Santel,

looking at him.

“There’s g quart of Tralian alo-

dine in the second drawer,” came
Vanderveen’s . voice. “Give him a

double shot. I'll be along in a min-

ute.”

Lawder gulped it down, breathed

heavily. After a while, he said,

“Sorry, Santel.”

“It’s all right,”

“Sort of shook me up a bit.”

“I know.”
.

“You don’t know.” He showed
the signet ring on his left hand. “She
gave me this two mouths back. I
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gave her pinfire opals from Procyon

Seven. We were to be married soon.

This was to be my last trip.”

“So!” Santel’s eyebrows lifted

slightly.

“It will be my last all right
!”

“Now, now,” soothed Santel.

“My last, forever. She can wait,

watching the calendar, haunting the

spaceports, scanning the arrival-

lists, hoping, praying. She can grow
old and gray. Or find someone else.

Someone who’ll come back to her,

laughing, with gifts.” His hand went

out. “Give me that bottle again.” He
gurgled lengthily, held it up, eyed

its dark glass. “Flies. That’s us.”

“Your childhood conscience is

biting back at you,” Santel diag-

nosed. “You shouldn’t have done

it.”

“Didn’t you ever cork them in?”

“No.”

“Or pull off their wings and

watch them crawl?”

“No.”
“You’re lucky.”

“So it seems.” Dryly, Santel

nodded toward the port.

Vanderveen lumbered in—a huge

man, portly, with a great spade-

beard.

“So you have gazed through the

windows and do not like it.” He was
probably the only experienced

deep-spacer who persisted in refer-

ring to observation ports as win-

dows. “You look only through these

and not through the others. How
silly.”

They reacted eagerly. “You have

something, captain?”

“Nothing. Through every win-

dow it is the same. There is

nothing.”

They relaxed, disappointed.

“There is now only one unob-

served direction,” he went on.

“That is tailward. One of you had
better put on a spacesuit. No need

to go through the bow lock. The
main drivers are cold and will give

direct rearward view.”

Santel dressed himself. They
tightened the neck-bolts of his hel-

met. He went out.

Every sound of his motion could

be heard throughout the ship, faith-

fully conducted, a little amplified.

The clump of his boots. The clang

of the engine room’s air-tight doors.

A thin, shrill whistle of air being

pumped away before he opened the

inspection-trap of a vacuum-filled

combustion chamber. Slithering

noises, outward then inward. All the

former sounds reversed.

He returned. They knew the an-

swer before they unwound the

neck-bolts. It was depicted on his

face behind the armor-glass visor.

The helmet came off. A dampness
lay over his forehead.

“It’s a heck of a lot worse when
you look straight out at it.” Santel

split his suit down the front, wrig-

gled like a crab escaping its

shrunken shell. “And it’s wrong, ter-

ribly wrong.”

“Blackness,” chattered Lawder,
flourishing his bottle. “Sheer, solid,

unrelieved blackness. Not a spark.

Not one gold or silver gleam. Not a
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pale pink rocket trail. Not a phan-

tom comet.”

Vanderveen stood by a port, paw-

ing his beard.

“No suns, no planets, no green

fields, no singing birds,” Lawder
went on. He poured generously

down his gullet. “The Lord hath

given and the Lord hath taken

away.”

“He’s getting drunk,” warned

Santel.

“Let him.” Vanderveen did not

look around. “He to his inward com-

forts—we to ours.”

Santel said steadily. “Maybe I’m

slower on the uptake. I don’t yet feel

ready for despair.”

“Of course not. You’re an engi-

neer and therefore have an en-

gineer’s mind. You know we can

try the hyperdrive and chance where

it takes us. Or the rockets. We have

vanished from the ken of men but

we’re not yet beaten.”

“Yeah, the hyperdrive.” It hit

home in Lawder’s brain. “Twenty
light-years in one hour. That will

save us. What gets in can always

come out.” He grinned around, mo-
mentarily happy.

“Like an airplane plunging into

the sea,” suggested Santel. “Gets in.

Doesn’t like it. Up she goes.”

Lawder swayed close to him, a

glass bludgeon in his grip, swinging

it hot-handed.

“You don’t care if we rot here for

ever. What’ve you got to go back

to? One lousy room in a stinking

hostel for lousy spacemen. A month
ashore picking your teeth and snor-
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ing through a library of slumber-

educators for the big-ship rating

you’ll never get. Living and longing

for the spaceways that will land you

no place when your day is done,

and—”
“That will do, Lawder,” snapped

Vanderveen.

“As for you—” Lawder turned on
him.

“THAT WILL DO!” Vander-

veen’s beard stuck out. His big

hands were bunched.

Savagely, Lawder swung the

bottle, sobbing, “Talk to me like

that
!”

The captain grunted deep down
in his chest, thrust out a huge paw.

No more. He did no more than that,

but it sent the other headlong across

the room.

Silence. They stared at the body

slumped in a corner, eyes shut,

breathing slowly and without sound.

Turning, they looked through the

port. Silence. Blackness. No faraway

lanterns. No faint, aureate glow of a

Milky Way. Only the utter deadli-

ness of the day before Creation.

They were bodies on a forgotten

barge becalmed in an ageless, end-

less sea. A sable sea. Dark and

peaceful, as death.

“Spacemen don’t get that way.”

Santel jerked a thumb toward the

corner. “He can’t be normal.”

“He has someone waiting. That

means much.”

Santel cocked an eye at him.

“What of you?”
“I’m not soon to be married.”

The captain viewed the dark, seeing
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only the past. “Besides, I am differ-

ent. You are different. That is our

beauty as men, that all are different.

Each does his best with what the

good Lord has given him. He can do

no more.”

“No, sir,” agreed Santel, very re-

spectfully.

Lawder came round after a bit,

blinked blearily, made no remark.

Crawling into his bunk, he snored

for four hours. He awoke, had a

look at the chronometer.

“You guys been standing there all

that time?”

“Most of it.”

“Gaping at jet-black nothingness?

What good will it do you ?”

Santel did not bother to answer.

“We’ve been thinking,” said

Vanderveen. “Hard.”

“Yeah?” Lawder crawled out,

stood up, tenderly felt around his

chops. “Who socked me?”
“Maybe I did. Or maybe Santel

did. Or maybe you conked yourself

with that bottle you were waving

around.”

“I get it. Nobody’s telling.”

“So long as I’m captain there are

going to be no recriminations, no

animosities. Not while we’re stuck

in this fix. We’re too small a bunch,

too alone.”

Lawder eyed him, licked dry lips.

“I guess so. Well, I’ll go get me a

drink. I feel dehydrated.”

“Easy on the water,” advised

Vanderveen.

“Huh?”
“There is only so much.”

Easy on the water—there is only

so much. That was today, the first

day. Tomorrow, next week, next

month—what? Rationing by count

of drops, every one more precious

than its predecessor. Each man’s

measure watched by other eyes, lin-

gering on every glistening globule,

seeing it stretch, drop, and hearing

its sweet, delicious plop.

And three minds growing increas-

ingly bemused by the simple mathe-

matics of the situation : a two-way
split goes farther than a three-way

deal. Higher calculus : all for one is

more than for two. How much con-

sumable blood in somebody else’s

body? Would the biggest one hold

the most ? How many warm pints in

Vanderveen ?

The captain’s gaze was on him as

he went for his drink. It would have

been easier to bear had it been ac-

cusing, suspicious or threatening.

But it was not. It was cool, calm,

courageous. That made it hard, so

hard. Lawder contented himself

with a mere suck rolled around his

mouth. He came slowly back.

“Are we going to squat here until

we’re mummified? Why don’t we
take to hyperdrive again.”

Vanderveen’s thick finger pointed

outside. “Because we don’t know
which way to shoot. Direction is a

path relative to visible things.

There is nothing visible, therefore

no means of relating ourselves to

anything, no sense of direction.”

“We know how we’re sitting. All
we need do is back out along the

line we came in.”
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‘‘I wish it were that easy.” If the

captain was worried he did not

show it. “We don’t know how we’re

sitting or even whether we are sit-

ting. We may be motionless or not.

We may have rotated a hundred

times, longitudinally or axially, and

remained unaware of it. We may be

skidding some place in a straight

line, at high velocity, or we may be

spiraling around an enormous ra-

dius. There’s just no way of telling.”

“But the instruments—”

“Were designed for the space-

time continuum in which they were

made. Right now we need new in-

struments for a totally different set

of circumstances.”

“All right, I’ll give you that. But

we’ve still got the hyperdrive.”

Lawder gestured urgently. “It can

jerk us through four successive

layers ' of hyperspace, four co-

existing universes. They won’t all

be blotted out like this hell-hole.

They’ll have lights, beacons, calling

us home.”
“Beacons,” echoed Santel mood-

ily. “One red dwarf, old, sterile and

planetless, would look like heaven

to me.”

“We can try, can’t we?” insisted

Lawder. “Can’t we?”
“We can.” Vanderveen was

thoughtful, reluctant. “But if we
choose wrongly—”

“We’ll be another mighty jump
still deeper into the dark,” Santel

finished for him. “Then we’ll go

nuts and make another, and an-

other. Getting farther and farther
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away trying to get nearer. Strug-

gling harder and sinking deeper like

flies trapped in sticky beer.”

“Flies !” Lawder shouted it at the

top of his voice. “You throw those

up to me? Why, you—!”
Vanderveen moved forward, al-

most touching him chest to chest.

“Be quiet! Listen!” His fingers

combed a moment at his great

beard. “We have a multitude of

choices. Right, left, forward, back-

ward, up, down and thousands of

intermediates. Plus the other co-

ordinates which make the number
of chances a string of figures ten

yards long. Only one of those may be

correct. Only one may be salvation,

life, home, the green fields, the

friendly sun, the warmth and fellow-

ship of other men. Any of the others

may make confusion worse con-

founded, our damnation more
damned. Do you get that ?”

“Yes.” It came out in a whisper.

“Very well. Give me a direction

and we’ll try it.”

“Me?” Lawder was shaken. “Why
me ?”

“You’re the bellyacher,” said

Santel.

The captain turned on him.

"That was unnecessary.” Again to

Lawder, “Go on, choose
!”

“How?” Lawder stalled for time,

fearful of error.

“Point.” Vanderveen’s lips

uttered it again, commandinglv.
“Point!”

Perspiring freely, Lawder stuck

out an arm at random. It was like

signaling the death trap to be
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sprung.

“Give me a three-figure number,”

Vanderveen ordered.
“
237 .”

“A letter.”

"B.”

"And an angle.”

“Forty-seven degrees.”

To Santel, “You heard what he

said. Set them up along the line he

picked. Switch immediately you’re

ready.”

Ceremoniously, Santel dragged a

tin}
- woolen monkey from his breast

pocket, patted it three times, kissed

it once and stuffed it back. He sat at

the control board, adjusted it,

switched.

The others stood waiting as if it

were normal for the hyperdrive to

be subject to delay. It was merely

that its unexpected lack of response

took some time to sink into their

minds. Not a shudder, not a shake.

No queer, flesh-tingling twist such

as always accompanied ultra-rapid

transition from one scheme of

things to another. Not even the

faintest tremor in the fabric of the

ship.

Scowling to himself, Santel set

the controls anew, tried again, re-

set, had a third go. He disappeared

into the engine room, came back

after twenty minutes, tried the con-

trols.

“It won’t work.” His face came
round over one shoulder, showing
features strained and mystified.

"There is nothing wrong with the

apparatus. Everything is as it ought

to be. Yet it doesn’t function.”

Lawder burst out, “It has got to.”

“In that case,” suggested Santel,

leaving the board, “you make it

function.”

“I’m not the engineer. That’s

your job.”

“Well, I’ve flopped on it. I can’t

put right something that isn’t

wrong. I can’t cure mechanical or

electronic faults that don’t exist. See

if you can do better.”

“Let me try.” Vanderveen

pushed past, sat at the board, pa-

tiently set up a dozen series of co-

ordinates. He switched each one.

The vessel did not stir. Its ports re-

mained black and blank as if im-

mersed in soot. “No luck.” He arose

heavily, without emotion, but look-

ing somehow aged and tired. “The
drive is out for keeps.”

Santel raked his red hair. “I don’t

like this, captain. Hvperdrive oper-

ates from space to space. In theory,

there is only one place where -it

could not work.”

“Well ?”

“And that place is purely imagi-

nary.”

“Well?”
“Unspace, or not-space, or what-

ever you care to call it. Somewdiere

devoid of spatial properties.”

“Bunk!” Lawder chipped in em-
phatically. “Everywhere has got to

be within nne continuum or an-

other. Where could not-space be?”

Vanderveen said, “Outside the

whole of Creation.”

Momentarily it hypnotized both

of them. They- stood there, side by
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side, viewing him with dazed eyes,

their thoughts stirred to turmoil,

their tongues locked and growing

dry.

Finally, Lawder found voice.

“The big boats can go faster and

farther than us. They can cross gulfs

between island universes, hyper-

spatially. They’ve skipped from one

galaxy to another and found more
beyond. Always there are more be-

yond, sparkling in the dark. Crea-

tion has no limits.”

“Hasn’t it?”

“No,” declared Lawder flatly.

“Can you think of it without

limits ?”

“The human mind can’t really
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conceive infinity. So what?”

“So you’re dogmatically asserting

that which you cannot conceive.”

Vanderveen studied him beneath

thick brows. “Not that that proves

or disproves anything.”

“Do some proving of your own,”

Lawder invited. He was getting ex-

cited as his mind absorbed the

dreadful implications of the cap-

tain’s viewpoint.

Vanderveen said quietly, “The
hyperdrive is extremely efficient

when it works, but it’s not one hun-

dred per cent reliable. It operates

in and through any space. Here it

does not work. Neither is light trans-

mitted anywhere immediately out-
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side this ship. Neither does the radio

respond.”

“The radio !” Lawder smacked his

forehead in self-reproof. “I forgot

it.”

“We tried it while you were" snor-

ing. It remains as silent as the

grave.” Clasping hands behind him,

the captain paced the room. “We
are some place that is not space as

we understand it. Somewhere cold

and sterile. Somewhere devoid of

all gravitational and electromag-

netic phenomena. That which
stands outside of all creative forces.

Negativity. Ultima Thule. The
place that God forgot.” He stared at

them, his beard sticking forward.

“The hyperdrive hit a rut and we
got tossed right out of mundane
existence.”

“That’s how it’s beginning to look

to me,” Santel admitted.

“All the things with which we are

familiar—light, gravitation, air,

food, warmth, company and so on
—are confined within this vessel.

Outside is nothing—except, possi-

bly, faraway and buried deep in the

dark, the forty-odd ships which have

vanished without word or trace in

the three thousand years since

hyperdrive came into general use.”

“Gone forever,” droned Santel,

finding morbid pleasure in it. “For-

ever, forever, amen!”
Lawder declaimed furiously,

“We’ll show up. We’ll come driving

back in a blaze of glory. We won’t

stay stuck until kingdom come. Do
you know why?” He glowered at

one, then at the other, inviting con-

tradiction. “Because I’m going to

start the rockets.”

“Useless,” Santel told him. “One
hour of hyperdrive covers more dis-

tance than the rockets could make
up in twenty years, even if the

fuel—”

“Damn the fuel! May you both

burn with it!”

They were silent. Their eyes fol-

lowed him as he took the pilot’s seat,

operated the injectors, pressed the

firing stud. The ship roared and
shuddered.

“See?” He came out of the seat,

yelled above the noise, did a little

dance of triumph. “See?”

“See?” shouted Santel even

louder. He pointed to the meters.

Their fingers quivered in sympathy

with the vessel’s trembling, but that

was all. No forward thrust. No ve-

locity. No acceleration rate. Only

the thermometer responded. It be-

gan to climb rapidly. Warmth
poured forward from the tail end,

there being almost no radiation out-

ward.

“Cut it off, Lawder,” commanded
Vanderveen, anxiously noting the

rise of the red line. “Cut it off. If it

goes on too long we’ll be roasted

alive.”

“Roast,” howled Lawder, doing

a crazy jig and ignoring the meters.

“Who cares? We’re going back.

Home. Among the flowers. Win-
ifred there, smiling, happy.” The
rockets bellowed. The warmth built

up. Sweat began to run down his

cheeks and was not noticed in his
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exultation. Winifred, for me. Home.
We’re on the way.”

“Space-happy,” commented San-

tel, grim.

“Lawder, I said cut it off
!”

“Back to the suns, the moons, the

seas, the clouds. Back to people,

millions of them. Thanks to me.

The bottle is uncorked, thanks to

me.”

“CUT IT OFF!” Vanderveen

lumbered forward, hair lank, beard

dripping. The red line was three-

quarters up.

“Never! Never! We’re going

back, I tell you. Whether you like it

or not.” His eyes went cunning as

they saw the captain’s approach.

“Keep away. The rockets will run,

without your orders. Keep away!”

Pulling open the pilot’s drawer, he

made a grab inside, got something

heavy and metallic blue.

A thin stab of fire came from

Vanderveen’s hip.

Lawder posed by the drawer, one

hand propped on it. He gazed at

Vanderveen, his face wet, his eyes

softening. The rockets thumped and

thundered. Fie went slowly to his

knees, pulling the drawer out and

spilling its contents. Leaping be-

hind him, Santel stopped the flow

to the main propul sors.

In the deep silence that followed,

Lawder said apologetically, “I only

want home . . . Winifred. You
understand?” His voice was like a

child’s. He shook his head blindly,

keeled over, ceased to breathe.

“Last trip.” Santel stood over

him, looking down. “It was his last
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trip.”

Vanderveen mopped his fore-

head. “I intended to make a near

miss and frighten him. It was a bad

shot.”

“It was fate.”

“A bad shot,” persisted Van-
derveen. “I had little time to

think.” He turned away sadly. “The
pain was his, but the punishment

was mine. I have slaughtered part

of myself.”

Santel watched him go out, slow-

footed.

No man is an island.

Five weeks. Eight-forty Earth-

hours. Twenty intergalactic time-

units. Eons in a berillisteel bottle.

And still the impenetrable dark out-

side, thick, cloying, the dark that

has never known light or life.

Santel mooched into the naviga-

tion room, flopped into a seat. He
was thin, pale, had the gauntness of

one cooped up with trouble too

long.

“The food is all right. Enough
for a year. What’s the use of it with-

out a year’s oxygen?”
Busily writing at his desk,

Vanderveen did not reply.

“If we had been fitted up with

half an acre of oxygen-producing
Sirian cactii, like the big boats carry,

we’d have been O.K. in that respect.

Tending them would give us some-
thing to do. We could concentrate

our worrying upon the water.”

Scribble, scribble continued

Vanderveen.

“Reckon the water will ' last us
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about three weeks unless we reduce

our takings still further.”

No response.

“After that—curtains !” He
mooned irritably at the captain’s

broad back. “Well, aren’t you in-

terested ?”

Vanderveen sighed, put down his

pen, swiveled round in his seat. “We
share and share alike—to the end.”

“That’s understood,” agreed

Santel.

“It is not understood.” The
other’s eyes were keen, penetrating

as they looked into his. “You have

tried to deceive me. For the last ten

days you have taken less than your

share. I know, for I have checked up

on it.” He paused, added, “So I have

taken similarly less. That makes us

([nits.”

Flushing, Santel said, “There was

no need for you to do that.”

“Why not?”

“You are twice my size. You need

more.”

“More life ?” He waited for the re-

ply that did not come. “I am older

than you. I have had more life.”

Santel changed the subject with

the alacrity of the out-argued.

“Writing, writing, always writing.

Is it necessary?”

“I am entering the log, in full de-

tail.”

“It won’t be read for a million

years—if ever. We have departed the

mortal coil. We’re dead but not

quite ready to lie down—though it

won’t be long now ! That makes log-

filling a waste of effort, doesn’t it?”

“It is my duty.”

“Duty!” sniffed Santel. “Did

Lawder think of duty?”

“In a way.” The captain mused a

moment. “He had an all-absorbing

ambition, natural, harmless, involv-

ing a woman and an Earthbound

home. He had worked hard for it

over many years, been denied it over

-many years, at last found it almost

within reach. In the crisis he did his

duty to his dreams, but because his

dream was not ours we thought him

a little crazy.” He gestured to the

log. “So I have written that he died

in the line of duty. It is all that I can

do for him.”

“And it’s a waste of effort,” main-

tained Santel.

“For five weeks you have been

trying various combinations on the

hyperdrive. Isn’t that equally a

waste of effort?”

“One must do something or go

nuts. Besides, it is better to live in

hope than die in despair.”

“Precisely!” Vanderveen twisted

back to his desk, resumed writing,

his pen going scratch-scratch. “So I

accept to the very last my responsi-

bilities as ship commander. And re-

mote though the chance may be, a

full and complete account of what

occurred may be useful to somebody
some day. If it served to save the

skin of only one ignorant Savage it

would not be in vain.”

Log-filling. It may be useful some
day, somewhere, somehow. The dull

grind of routine when life has drib-

bled away to a mere three weeks,

perhaps less. The multi-million to

one hope of providing salvation for
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some barbarian a thousand genera-

tions unborn. An impossible long-

shot aimed to help one ship, one

sailor at a far-distant time when hy,-

perdrives might be hopelessly anti-

quated and all the multitudinous

existences accurately measured,

weighed, estimated.

“The least one can do,” added

Vanderveen, by way of after-

thought, “is one’s duty to the last—

as one deems it.”

Santel stood up, staring over his

shoulder, seeing the rim of beard

that jutted from the stubborn chin.

Scratch-scratch went the pen. It

was like the scratchings of man-
hordes at the foundations of Crea-

tion. Striving and scratching to bare

the treasures and secrets hidden

therein
;
dying and scratching and

never giving up.

And it was like the scratching of

his dry tongue upon his dry palate.

Water. Three weeks. Twice three

are six. Three threes are nine. Mis-

tress Mary, quite contrary, how does

your garden grow? Water, it needs

water. Three weeks. Twice three

are six.

“So I have taken similarly less.

That makes us quits.”

Quietly, Santel went out, closing

the door. His gait was .stiff, roliot-

like, his features set. His eyes were

on something faraway and insignifi-

cant. His dream, his own dream. A
scrap of paper. An unimportant roll

of vellum bearing the great trans-

cosmic seal above his own name. En-

gineer First Class. Perhaps the name
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would have been written with a

scratchy pen. All this for that. His

dream. How futile.

A little later a thin whistle of air

sounded from the front. It rose and
fell, sobbing without loudness, in

imitation of one who weeps
muffled and alone.

Vanderveen heard the last wail of

it, dropped his pen. Puzzled, ap-

prehensive, he went to the door,

pulled it open.

“Santel
!”

Silence.

“Are you there?”

An awful hush.

“SANTEL!”
He raced to the bow, steel-shod

boots clattering, his beard jutting

forward, his eyes anxious.

There it was, the forward air lock.

Fastened on the inside, open on the

outside, open to the eternal dark.

He looked around, big hands clasp-

ing and unclasping. Three space-

suits hanging nearby, bulgy but

slack, like iron men drained of their

insides. A note stuck to the middle

one.

“I have nobody. You hay*e many.
Good-by.”

Taking it down, he carried it back

to the navigation room, sat a long,

long time fingering the note and
gazing blankly at the wall. Finally,

he picked up his pen.

Another six and a half weeks.

Twenty-six intergalactic time units.

Vanderveen wrote slowly, labori-

ously, with screwed-up eyes and
many pauses for breath. He was not
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engaged upon the log. That official

tome lay to one side, discarded, fin-

ished with the day’s entry. In that

respect, duty was done, to the last.

But he was still writing.

The calendar hung upon the

wall, its various sector indicators all

an Earth-month out of date. The
chronometer had stopped. A dozen

oxygen inlets were wide open and
empty, not a whiff of life coming
through their tubes from the de-

pleted tanks at back. The utter

blackness of nonexistence still lay

over the ports, ready for invasion

and further conquest when the

ship’s dimming lights at last flick-

ered and went out.

Laboriously he put down, “I am
not alone while I can see your face

within my mind. I am not alone

while I have memories of you. I

thank you, dearest, for these things

you have given me, because of

which I am not alone.” He paused

to assert his will over his failing

hand. “But now I must finish with

fondest love to you and the children,

from their affectionate father Con-
raad V—”
He struggled hard to complete

the name, and failed.

The dark came in.

The multitudinous years, the

long-rolling eons cannot be meas-

ured in death. There is no time be-

yond the pale of living things.

So there was no sense of by-

gone centuries or millennia when
Vanderveen awoke. There was only

intensely brilliant light and much

pain and many glistening things in

which colored fluids trembled and

bubbled. Also, there were voices

within his mind.

“We can do no more. It’s now or

never. Cut out that switch and let’s

see if he keeps going.”

Pain was all over, along every

nerve and artery, in every muscle,

but gradually subsiding. The sound-

less voices were becoming strong.

Something nearby gave a loud

click. A torturing throb within him
ceased. Only the slight pulsation of

his heart could be felt. He was weak,

befuddled and curiously tired.

“VANDERVEEN !”

It struck commandingly into the

depths of his brain, forcing him to

open his eyes, thrust away his las-

situde.

He was lying flat on a surface soft,

warm and resilient. Three men
stood by his side. He knew instinc-

tively that they were men though

not like any he had ever known.
None had possessed such great op-

tics or exuded such mental power.

“You can hear?”

A whisper. “Yes.”

“Beyond the Rim nothing

changes, nothing deteriorates. That
has saved you.”

“Saved?” Ele strove to compre-
hend.

“You have been resuscitated.”

Questions formed haltingly in his

mind. Where am I ? Who are these ?

How did I get here?

They must have been able to read

his thoughts, for they responded,

“There can be no deliberate escape
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from non-space. But Creation ex-

pands into it at tremendous rate.

Eventually its limits reached your

vessel—and life reclaimed its own.”

That was far too much for him to

absorb at such a moment. He made
no attempt to grapple with the con-

cept, but listened as they went on.

“So ships come back now and

again, centuries apart, like relics

from the dawn of history. Yours
proved to be a treasure of value be-

yond compute, for it contained es-

sential data which will enable us to

prevent further disappearances.

There will be no more lost vessels,

no more, no more.”

It did not gratify him. There were
other fears that prevented him from
linking up yesterday’s duty with to-

day’s reward.

“My wife,” he got out in an agony

of apprehension.

They shook sad heads, went si-

lent.

tie tried to sit up. “My children.”

One patted his hand, smiled at

him. “We are your children.”

Of course, they must be. He sank

back, closed his eyes. My children.

He who serves mankind is part of

mankind—and mankind’s children

are his very own.

A watcher turned a huge scanner,

swung it nearer, showed the waiting

and hopeful world that the man
from seventeen thousand years ago

lived once again.

And as it focused upon him, Cap-

tain Vanderveen slept knowing that

he was not alone.

THE END
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THE HEAD HUNTERS

BY RALPH WILLIAMS

Specimen collecting is a dangerous business, and not infrequently

a thoroughly sporting proposition—dangerous for both parties.

Which must be accepted as the luck of the trade.

Illustrated by Orban

The man crouched shuddering

in the sparse shelter of the spruce

clump, flattening himself into the

ground, holding moveless, guarding

even the terrilied thoughts which

flitted through his mind. He was

gaunt and unshaven, and the knife-

sharp mountain wind whipped
through the tattered remnants of his

clothing. He drew it closer about
him—not for warmth, it was past

providing warmth—but so the
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ragged flutter would not betray him.

In the dry wash below, the thing

that hunted him rustled and mut-
tered to itself. Once it seemed to

come his way, and he froze even

stiller, striving to quiet the beating

of his heart, desperately blanking

his 'mind. It passed and moved on
up the valley, and he relaxed

slightly; still fearful, but with hope

beginning to grow. Half an hour

passed, and the thing did not return,

and he stretched and burrowed in

the moss, making himself comforta-

ble, but still he did not move from

his hiding place. For the rest of the

afternoon he remained in the shel-

ter of the spruce clump, not moving,

not even thinking, simply waiting.

When it was well dark he ven-

tured out, stealthily and fearfully, al-

though he knew the thing he feared

moved only in the light. He ran si-

lently from cover to cover, stopping

and listening often with open

mouth. Gradually, as he put dis-

tance between himself and danger,

the urgency of his terror faded. Yet

still he kept moving. It was dark,

the wind was cold, he had not eaten

his fill for days
;
and he stumbled

often, tearing his hands and bruis-

ing his body ;
still he kept doggedly

on, working out of the mountains,

down toward the foothills.

Somewhere down there was the

railroad and people like himself and

safety. The thought of this drove

him along, but actually it was
farther than he thought, and he was
not approaching it directly, he was
bearing off at an angle which would
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have led him down onto the river

flats. If he had not seen the fire, he

would certainly have died some-

where in the hills or boggy flats.

When he first saw the fire winking

and flaring on the far side of a little

mountain lake, his none-too-clear

mind did not recognize it, and he

might have wandered past. Then as

he came opposite he suddenly knew
it for what it was, a campfire—he

could even make out vague figures

moving about it, human figures, and

he shouted several times. There was

no answer. With weary, dogged de-

termination he began to work his

way around the lower end of the

lake, wading through boggy spots

up to his waist, tripping over

stunted, rooty willow clumps, crawl-

ing through alder brakes woven like

basketry by wind and the weight of

winter’s snows. It was slow, heart-

breaking work—

Neely had been hunting sheep*

and he had not been finding them.

Or rather, though he had seen

sheep, he had seen none with the

head he wanted, a head which

would put his name well up in the

record book. Consequently, he was
not in a charitable mood.
He was a short, choleric, self-

assured man, carrying forty pounds
of suet on a frame which had once

been muscular
;
and he had a short,

bristly pepper-and-salt mustache
and light-blue, unfriendly eyes. He
was accustomed to command, to pay
well for service and receive it. In

this case, he did not think he was
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getting what he had paid for, and he

made no attempt to conceal his dis-

pleasure.

Perhaps he was right. Halvarsen

had not shown him the sheep he

wanted, and it is a guide’s business

to satisfy his sport’s wants within

reason—and this was not an unrea-

sonable want. A man does not pay
good money for a trip to Alaska,

hire airplanes and outfits and the

best sheep hunter in the country,

spend perhaps one or two thousand

dollars, because he has a taste for

wild mutton.

He does things like this for heads,

and in the four days they had been

here Halvarsen had not shown him
the right head, or anything near it.

Halvarsen himself did not under-

stand it. Only the month before he

had flown over this area with the

Game Commission man, making a

pre-season check, and there had

been plenty of sheep, good heads

among them. Something had run

them out, and it was beginning to

worry him, in two more days the

float-plane would return to pick

them up, and if a man as important

as Neely went back to the States

without his sheep, it could he very

bad business. Big-game hunting

does not depend on mass advertis-

ing, its clientele is too restricted and

specialized, a man’s reputation is

made or broken by word-of-mouth

endorsement or disparaging rumor

among the sports in the big cities

Outside.

So now Halvarsen moved mo-
rosely about the evening camp
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chores, and Neely sat grumpily

back under the lean-to tent, half-

reclining against his rolled-back

sleeping bag, and sucked at his pipe.

Suddenly Halvarsen froze and

turned slowly in a listening attitude

to look out over the lake.

Neely listened too, but his city-

dulled ears heard nothing.

“What is it?” he asked irritably.

“You hear something?”

Halvarsen shrugged. “Somet’ing

hollered,” he said. “Sounded
funny.” He moved out a little to-

ward the water’s edge.

The fire was crackling and snap-

ping, and the ripples stirred by the

breeze lapped against an old stump

in the lake, hut the next time Neely

heard it too—a faint yodeling yell.

“Loon,” he snorted contemptu-

ously.

“Might be,” Halvarsen said

doubtfully. “Sounded funny,

though.” He listened a few mo-
ments longer and then went back to

his pots and pans. He thought Neely

might be right, but did not believe

it. A man long alone in the woods
gets away from logical thinking, he

grows to depend on feeling and

knowledge which comes without

conscious thought. He hears a stick

crack back in the woods, and he does

not think: That might be a moose.

Instead, his memory ties instantane-

ously back to the seen but unnoticed

dung half a mile away, the almost

invisible hoof prints on a gravel bar,

the clipped willow-tips the corner

of his eye telegraphed in and stored
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as he looked at something else
;
and

he knows that is a moose, a picture

of a bull sneaking around through

the trees to get down-wind of him
comes into his mind.

The noise Halvarsen had heard

brought no such picture into his

mind, nor any other picture, it was
simply a funny noise. Probably, in

the subconscious part of his mind
which stored and collated the ma-
terial out of which these pictures

were built, there was also filed under

“Unidentifiable” certain unnoticed

traces of whatever it was that had

driven the sheep away, and the ab-

sence of the sheep themselves
;
and

this little store of uncertainty may
have made him doubly sensitive to

further false notes.

A little later, as he was unrolling

the sleeping bags and arranging

Neely’s pneumatic mattress, he

heard a faint splash from the

bottom end of the lake. Pie knew
this was not a beaver, nor a moose,

nor anything else that should have

been there, but he did not mention

either the noise or this knowledge

to Neely.

He crawled into bed and lay

quietly, following the thing’s prog-

ress around the lake by the occa-

sional splash, crash of brush, or suck

of feet in marshy grass. It was mov-

ing slowly but without caution, and

clumsily, and suddenly he knew
what it was, it still left some loose

ends, but the picture was in his mind

now.

He rose on one elbow and nudged

Neely.
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“Somebody out there,” he said.

“Coming this way.”

“Nuts,” Neely said. “What would

anybody be doing here ?”

Halvarsen did not answer. The
man was close now, stumbling reck-

lessly along, and making hard going.

And the picture in Halvarsen’s

mind began to take on detail and

color, picturing someone hurt or

long lost in the hills, until it resem-

bled surprisingly the ragged man
he had not yet seen.

“I better go help,” he said. He
pulled on his boots and picked up a

flashlight. “HOY !” he shouted.

“Hold up ! I bring a light
!”

By the time he was back with the

ragged man over his shoulder,

Neely had kicked up the fire. Hal-

varsen eased the man down on one

of the sleeping bags. The stranger

was conscious, but played out.

“People,” he said dully over and

over. “Real people. I made it, I

foxed the stinking bugger, he won’t

get me now. People, real people. I

made it. I made it.”

“Shut up,” Neely said. He 'rum-

maged in a pack and brought out

a bottle of whisky. “Here, take a

drink of this.”

The stranger opened his mouth
apathetically and then, as the

whisky stung his throat, grasped the

bottle and swallowed avidly. Tears

started in his eyes and he gasped

and then drank greedily again.

“Hey, cut that out.” Halvarsen
pulled the bottle away. “You drink

too much, way you are, you be

drunker than a hoot owl. You wait
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a minute, I warm up some of this

stew.”

Neely was studying the man
closely, noticing the heavy growth of

beard and the tattered clothing; the

red-rimmed eyes and gaunt belly.

‘‘What happened?” he asked.

“You look like you’ve had a tough

time. Lose your outfit?”

The whisky had brightened the

man. He sat up now and crouched

closer to the fire. “It was the panda,”

he said. “I was running away from

him. He thought he had me in the

cage, but I got away, picked the lock

and got away.” The stranger gig-

gled. “I foxed him, he killed Joe,

hut I got away, clear away.” He
glanced nervously at Halvarsen and

Neely. “You fellows won’t let him

get me, will you ? You get me out of

here, I’ll make it worth your while.

Wilson’s my name, Steve Wilson.

I’ve got plenty of money. I can pay

whatever you think it’s worth.”

“Panda?” Neely said irritably.

“What are you talking about?

There’re no pandas around here.”

The ragged man cringed back.

“Well, not a panda exactly,” he said

defensively. “I called it that, it kind

of looked like one. It had tin's cave

and kept me in the cage—”

Back in the cave he had hollowed

to shelter himself and the spaceship

and his equipment, Snrr grumbled
sourly to himself. It was a bad habit

he had fallen into from being much
away from others of his kind

;
but it

seemed to relieve his feelings, espe-

cially when things were not going

well. They had gone abominably,

today. He had had another of those

frightening spells of disorientation,

the blank periods when he froze un-

moving and unseeing. He knew he

was getting too old for these one-

man field trips
;
the increasing fre-

quency of the attacks indicated this

might be his last.

Worse yet, he had lost his best

specimen, a live mammal showing

definite signs of intelligence which

he had intended to present to the

zoo at Ebrrl as the fitting climax to

a lifetime of distinguished field-

work for the Royal Museum. The
manner of its escape argued an even

higher degree of cunning than he

had supposed it possessed, and this

made its loss doubly annoying. The
door to its cage had over six hun-

dred possible combinations, not too

many for any intelligent creature to

solve; but still requiring time and
fixity of purpose, together with a

systematic approach. He had never

seen his captive show the slightest

interest in the lock
;
yet it must have

fiddled patiently with the thing at

every opportunity over a period of

days or weeks, whenever he was ab-

sent or his back was turned
; to learn

and memorize the combination for

use when opportunity offered.

And what cleverness to wait for

one of his attacks, to trip the door
catch and sneak quietly out during
his paralysis, switch off the protec-

tive field outside the cave entrance,

and scamper away! He moaned in-

wardly, feeling a loss like a vacuum
in his belly, at the thought of this en-
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gaging animal escaping him, and re-

gretting that he had been too busy

to properly evaluate and study it

before.

Well, he thought resignedly, what
can’t be helped must be borne. He
went about preparing his evening

meal, moving with the puttering fus-

siness of a very old bachelor. After-

ward, he plodded wearily up the

ramp to his bed in the ship. His

bones ached—he had gone far afield

that day, trying to track down the

runaway. Ordinarily, he worked
deliberately and methodically, hus-

banding his strength, plotting

out the ranges of the specimens he

sought, feeling them out with his

mind, patiently nudging them to-

ward him with carefully disguised

mental impulses, till they came

within range of his anaesthetic

darts. This scurrying and running

after a panicky quarry was not to his

taste nor best abilities, and the exer-

tion had taken its toll.

Still, he paused for a moment in

the storeroom to gloat over his loot

—the carefully cleaned and pre-

served skins, skeletons, and heads,

all neatly packed
;

the bundles of

meticulous notes, sketches, and

films; and best of all, on the wrap-

ping bench, still unpacked, the twin

to the specimen he had lost. He
picked up the head and turned it

gently in his tentacles, admiring

again the regularity of features
;
the

noble height and breadth of fore-

head, the wisp of black mustache

;

the lifelike plastic eyes, with their

bold, bright, fierce stare.
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Neely and Halvarsen had not

done too well at prying information

from the fugitive. After being fed,

he lapsed into semicoma from
which he mumbled disjointed and
repetitive responses to their ques-

tions, and finally they let him sleep.

At intervals during the morning
they woke him and fed him and
tried again, but his rambling replies

continued to be irritatingly vague

and senseless. Apparently a reaction

to the shock of his captivity and

flight had set in which made it diffi-

cult for him to speak or think co-

herently.

What they were able to get did

, not make sense, at least to Neely.

Halvarsen did not /try- to make
sense of it.

He had listened and watched

quietly most of the time, while

Neely questioned, and a new
.
pic-

ture had |>egun gradually to form in

his iiiind. This picture was of a

large, teddy-bearish creature, furry

and black, with white markings, and

two sets of short sturdy tentacles

branching front its shoulders.

Halvarsen had never seen a panda,

but his business was big game, he

had seen pictures and read of them,

and he knew this was not one,

though Wilson called it that. This

was no ctannton animal, it was
something wbiic:r thought and acted

like a : liian, wh ch used tools and

machines, which
1

killed for pleasure

rather thriii food. It tortured and
mutiHted nniy, penning live cap-

tives' nn. cages until their turn came.

The picture was full of holes and
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blurry, the animal moved jerkily

and in ways not clear, its motivation

was vague and its origin vaguer

;

but as far as it went it fitted the ab-

sence of game and the other little

subconscious observations Halvar-

sen had made.

He believed it.

Neely had no picture and he did

not believe what he had heard, but

he had come to think something had

followed Wilson, perhaps a wolver-

ine, and he was curious.

“There aren’t any sheep here,” he

said flatly. “They’ve moved out,

there’s no use looking any more.”

Halvarsen nodded gloomily.

“That’s right. This panda thing

scare them away.”

Neely eyed him sharply. “You
think that’s why they’ve left?”

“Sure,” Halvarsen said. “Sheep,

they’re pretty particular what comes

around them.”

Neely -shrugged. “Maybe. Any-
way, we might as well see if we can

find this thing, whatever it is. You
think you can backtrack Wilson?”

“Sure,” Halvarsen said. “Why
not ?”

Wilson did not take kindly to the

idea of being left alone, but they

gave him what was left of the bottle

and reassured hiito they would be

gone only a short dm.., and he

grudgingly promised to remain at

the camp until they- eturned. Even
Neely could follow 1

; s ba<_i trail in

most places, but the huutt s moved
cautiously, not know, rg 1

->t -v ’We
they might encounter the thmg they

sought, nor how wary it might be.
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They came to the place where

Wilson had hidden late in the after-

noon, and were almost ready to turn

back when Halvarsen froze and

grunted, pointing with his chin,

and Neely followed the direction of

his eyes. Neely saw nothing at first,

and then suddenly it moved and he

saw it, a patch of starkly black and

white fur, moving up a little slope

perhaps half a mile away. It might

have been anything—a skunk, a

magpie, or even a man
;
except that

skunks are not found at that alti-

tude, and it did not move like a man
or a magpie.

It had not seen nor sensed them,

Neely thought, and he motioned

Halvarsen down, crouching himself

with a slow, almost imperceptible

motion, so as to blend into the hill-

side, till from a little distance he

would have seemed an old, gnarled

stump, or perhaps a rock. He dared

not use the glasses, lest their flash

catch the thing’s attention, and with

his bare eyes he could make out no

details. It was simply an indefinable

mass, moving unhurriedly, 'purpose-

fully along.

Snrr was feeling better today. He
had started out on a halfhearted

continuation pf his search for the

lost specimen, and sometime during

the afternoon had suddenly be-

come aware that two others of the

same species were approaching him.

What luck! Fresh, unaware minds,

susceptible to suggestion

!

He followed their progress avidly,

his pleasure mounting as he became
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aware they were consciously seeking

him, out of curiosity stirred by
knowledge of the escaped animal.

He stimulated this curiosity gently,

and showed himself to them at the

moment they were almost ready to

turn back. Now he squatted in the

entrance to his cave, feeling them
hidden on the ridge across, studying

him in their turn. Their wariness

and curiosity made them easy sub-

jects
;
their high-keyed nervous sys-

tems reacting beautifully to the

slightest mental touch. He let them
stay there for a while, wondering

how best to ambush them.

Across the narrow valley, Neely

lay flat on his stomach just under

the ridge, his glasses glued to his

eyes. The light was fading fast now,
but Snrr’s cave was on the westerly

slope, and he showed clearly in the

glasses. His huge, benign face was
turned ruminatively down the val-

ley, and the white markings like

spectacles about his eyes, the white-

banded muzzle and lower jaw and
belly, did make him look startlingly

like a huge toy panda. Only the ten-

tacles, coiled idly along his forelegs,

were out of place.

“I can’t believe it,” Neely whis-

pered. “Here, you look. See what
you think.”

Halvarsen took the glasses and fo-

cused them carefully.

“Yah,” he said stolidly. “That’s

him, all right.”

He shifted the glasses slightly,

studying the approaches to the cave.

“You see that funny yiggle in the

air, like heat waves?” he asked. “I
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bet that’s that thing that Wilson fel-

ler said you couldn’t see, but

couldn’t get through either, till he

turned the switch off. What do you
think, huh ?”

Neely had not noticed. He took

the glasses back. Now his attention

had been called to it, he could see a

faint shimmer in the air directly in

front of the cave.

“It must be,” he said. “It just

don’t make sense, but it’s there.” He
was a matter-of-fact individual, used

to seeing things proceed in orderly

and methodical fashion, and what

he was seeing now offended the

deepest core of his logic. Still, he

found himself accepting it as true.

He did not realize this urge for ac-

ceptance proceeded, in part, from

Snrr.

It was almost dark now, and Snrr

did not function well in the dark.

He caught the embryo thought in

Neely’s mind that it might be better

to return to camp and come back in

the morning for another look. This

fitted well with Snrr’s plans, it

would give him time to prepare a

proper ambush for them. He gently

built the thought up into resolution

in Neely’s mind, and followed the

two men back until mental contact

faded out with distance.

Back at camp, the two men found
the whisky gone, Wilson asleep, and
the fire out. Neely broke out a fresh

bottle while Halvarsen found wood
and started the fire.

For the first time, Neely offered to

share his whisky, and Halvarsen ac-
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cepted gratefully, both for the im-

provement in relations it betokened

and for its own sake.

“You know,’’ Neely said while

Halvarsen fried bacon arid warmed
beans, “that screen in front there,

that thing you can’t see, makes it

kind of awkward. You think it

might stop a bullet?”

Halvarsen shrugged. “Might be.”

“We could try one and see,” Neely
said thoughtfully. “But then we
might .spoof him. No, we’ve got to

either catch him outside or get him
to turn it off.”

“Well,” Halvarsen said, “let’s eat

now, we- can figure on it later.” He
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split the beans and bacon carefully

between the two pans, whacked off

a huge slice of bread with his knife,

buttered it and passed the loaf and

the butter to Neely. For a while

both were too busy to talk, it had

been a long time since lunch, and
the Avhiskv had sharpened their ap-

petites.

After dinner, over their third cup
of tea, they returned to the subject.

It did not take them long to work
out the possibilities, the object of

this hunt was an unusual one, but

the principles remained unchanged.

“Well, that might work,” Halvar-

sen said finally. “But how we going
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to get that Wilson feller to help?

He’s pretty scared of that panda

thing.”

“Here’s the convincer, right

here,” Neely said with a tight grin.

He held up the second bottle

of whisky, still more than half full.

“All that boy wants to do is drink

himself to sleep so he can forget

what happened. We don’t have to

tell him where we’re going, he’ll fol-

low this bottle.”

“Yah, I guess so,” Halvarsen said

doubtfully. Something else was

troubling him, but he could not

quite put his finger on it. By now
his mental picture of the strange

beast was almost complete, and

there had been something out of

character in its actions this after-

noon.

“You know,” he said suddenly,

“that Wilson says this feller can get

inside your head, make you think

things aren’t so. You think he might

do that to us ?”

Neely looked startled and

thoughtful. “Well, I don’t know,”

he said finally. “He wouldn’t let us

come up on him so easy, if he could

do that, would he? Wouldn’t he

steer us away?”
“No, I don’t think so,” Halvarsen

said slowly. “He caught Wilson and

Wilson’s buddy, maybe he wants to

catch us, too? I think maybe we just

better be pretty careful tomorrow,

not do anything foolish because it

looks easy.”

Snrr thought they had better be

careful, too. In the mid-morning he
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waited confidently at the entrance

to his cave, the controls to his hid-

den dart-throwers near at hand.

Presently he picked up the feeling

of the men approaching, coming
warily but confidently along. At first

the knowledge that Wilson was with

them was disconcerting, but then as

they came closer and he picked up
clearer thoughts, he smiled to him-

self. It seemed they were bringing

his captive back, perhaps as some
sort of peace-offering or bribe. So
much the better. He would get all

three. There was room for only one

live specimen, but he could keep

the best alive and have two more
heads besides.

At the lower end of the valley the

men separated, one going along the

ridge they had followed the day be-

fore, the other two coming straight

up the valley toward his cave. This

was fine, Snrr thought, he had pre-

pared for either route, this way he

could take them one at a time with-

out alarming them. His former cap-

tive, he noted, was one of the two
coming up the valley, and was now
beginning to show signs of panic,

which might not be so good, but

probably would not frighten the

other two seriously, since they had
expected this.

The ragged man had been pre-

occupied before, following the big

blond man without paying particu-

lar attention to his surroundings,

but now he suddenly began to

orient himself, and he did not like

it. He hung back and remonstrated,

and the big man took his arm and
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pulled him along, and this fright-

ened him more. The big man pulled

him around and shoved him ahead

up the valley. He screamed then, in

a high piercing voice, and ran a lit-

tle way, then looked wildly around

and ran off to one side, apparently

with the intent of ducking past. The
big man lifted something to his

shoulder, dirt spurted in front of

the ragged man, there was a sharp

crash, and he paused, then began to

run blindly up the valley. The big

man stopped and calmly watched

him go.

Snrr began to have doubts. He
had lost track of the third man, and

the running man’s horrible fright

was blanking out what the big man
was thinking, but there was an un-

mistakable aura of menace in the

air which Snrr found confusing-

something intent and calculating,

quite unlike the usual brainless rage

of cornered animals.

He let the running man go past

the first ambush, uncertain whether

to take him or not. At the second

point, he decided a bird in the hand

was worth two in the buslv; and

fired. The anaesthetic darts took im-

mediate effect, but Wilson’s fright

continued to echo in his mind,

crashing like static over the lower-

pitched thoughts of the other two.

The big man had disappeared at the

moment Wilson fell, and Snrr could

not immediately locate him, but still

he received that heavy overtone

of menace, like the faraway roar of

a lion. He could not see very well

either, the shimmer of the protec-

tive field directly in front of him
blurred his vision. He was begin-

ning to feel boxed-in and unsure of

himself, and he decided to cut the

field for a moment and get a clear

view of what was happening, orient

himself for action against the two
remaining. He reached out to the

switch which controlled the field.

After leaving Halvarsen and

Wilson, Neely moved up the ridge

toward a spot opposite the thing’s

cave. The place where they had

been yesterday was too far away, a

good seven hundred yards, but

there was a small hogback angling

down to a knob directly across from

the cave. It was this he was aiming

for. Halfway along the ridge, he be-

gan to feel it might be better to go

up the farther ridge first and recon-

noiter, but this would have dis-

rupted their carefully laid plans,

and he turned off. It did not occur

to him that Snrr might wish him to

go on up to the booby-trapped area

they had been in the previous eve-

ning, it was just that he was single-

mindedly intent on getting to his

assigned position. Perhaps if Snrr’s

attention had not been distracted,

he might have felt differently.

Neely came up the far side of the

knob and eased around its base un-

til he had a good view of both the

valley and the cave. Carefully, he

measured the distance with his eye.

Two hundred—no, nearer two fifty.

Close enough, even if three hundred
yards. His sights were set at two
fifty, at two hundred yards the bullet
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would rise one inch. At three hun-

dred it would drop three inches.

Dead on would kill, at either range.

Experimentally, he dropped his

eye and sighted, his cheek nestling

comfortably against the warm wal-

nut stock, right hand automatically

bringing the butt tight against his

shoulder. In the thrice magnified

field of the scope the beast stood

. sharp and clear, faced a quarter to-

ward him, intently studying some-

thing it held in its tentacles, appar-

ently unaware of either Neely or

the other two. The picket point

rested like a finger against the for-

ward point of its right shoulder.

But was that right ? Where would

the vital organs of a beast such as

this be ? The head, perhaps, since its

eyes were in its head, and its ears, as

in other animals. But suppose its

brain was in its belly, as he vaguely

thought he remembered some rep-

tiles’ was said to be? In the chest

then? What if the heart, or what

served for a heart, the lungs and

blood vessels, were in the abdomen?
It must be the neck, for the neck

w'ould logically carry communica-
tions between the head and body,

must be one of the most vulnerable

points. Low down in the neck,

where the muscles of chest and

shoulder would give something for

the bullet to work on, give it a

chance to open properly, and two

hundred and twenty grains ot lead

and copper alloy, arriving at its des-

tination with a force of slightly bet-

ter than two tons, would take care of

the rest.
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The picket swung gently, seeking

out the spot, finding it at different

angles as the beast moved about,

growing used to it.

Then, with his eye still holding

the thing in the scope, he moved his

right hand away and waved it gently

twice. He did not look to see if Hai-

varsen saw the signal. That was
Halvarsen’s job.

Presently, he did not need to look.

High and shrill across the distance,

he heard a scream of fear and terror,

then a shot and more cries. The
beast heard it too, and stared near-

sightedly down the valley toward

Halvarsen and the ragged man.

Neely kicked the safety with his

thumb and put the first faint breath

of pressure on the trigger. The beast

was restive now, it picked up some-

thing and fiddled indecisively with

it, then manipulated it in an ob-

scure fashion, and the screams

abruptly choked off. The beast

peered across at where Neely lay,

then back down at Halvarsen. It

stepped uncertainly to one side,

raised a tentacle to something on

the wall, and suddenly the faint

shimmer in the air died. In the same

instant, the rifle roared. Neely had

the bolt worked and the slack half

taken up on the trigger in the in-

stant before the scope swung back

onto the cavern.

But there was nothing to shoot at,

nothing to see, except one black and

white paw which scratched jerkily

at a sunlit spot on the cavern floor,

and then was still. Neely watched it

steadily for perhaps five minutes.
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It did not move.

He met Halvarsen at the bottom

of the hill and they climbed up to

the cave together. Halvarsen stared

around in awe at the ship, the

strange implements and instru-

ments, but Neely had eyes only for

Snrr.

He smoothed the soft, woolly fur,

noting what a beautiful pelt the

thing had, and turned the head so

the light struck it. Already he could

see it mounted on a pedestal, hold-

ing something, perhaps a smaller

animal, in its curious tentacles, peer-

ing nearsightedly off into the mid-

dle distance, exactly as it had ap-

peared in his scope.

And underneath, the plaque

:

“Contributed by S. W. Neely,' from

his Alaskan hunt; ursus—no, new
species; Neeliana (better yet)

Martianus— ? Venusian— ? or sim-

ply extra!errcslrialis?”

THE END

IN TIMES TO COME
One of the factors about this prediction of Times to Come that should be made

somewhat clearer is that there is quite a titne-lapse between the time I first see a manu-
script, and the time it appears in the magazine. The schedule on publication might be of

interest to you.

Not being a news magazine, not basing our interest on the latest item, still quivering

from the wires, we can save considerable money for more useful things like higher

author rates and paper, by taking a leisurely schedule. Our pages get printed when it’s

convenient to schedule press time between the high-pressure, high-speed priority rush

jobs. Our typesetting helps smooth out the load between rush jobs. Our schedule is

somewhat more leisurely.

The cover on the November issue is by Chesley Bonestell, illustrating R. S. Rich-

ardson’s article “Making Worlds Collide,” and is, in consequence a special case. But let’s

consider this October issue. The cover story, “Iceworld,” should have been on hand,

for the artist’s use, by May 7, 1951. It was actually purchased May 23rd; we were late

on that one, although I started working on the novel with Hal Clement in April. At the

end of May, van Dongen got the manuscript, and started the painting, and black and

whites. The other stories in this issue all had to be sent to artists for black and white

illustration May 28th, and returned here, with illustrations, June 11th. Stories were

due to leave for typesetting, edited and proofread, by June 25th. Make-up of the final

magazine is in mid-July—and the short items such as this, and The Analytical Lab, are

prepared at that time. Brass Tacks is sent through about two weeks earlier.

So at this moment, I have the covers for the November and December issues on

hand, and the January cover is in the artist’s hands. Result: when someone says “The
story in your present issue. ...” I sometimes present a slightly blank appearance. What
is the present issue? July, August, September, October, November ? My calendar

runs with continuously slipping gears 1 The Editor.
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THE REFERENCE LIBRARY

BY P. SCHUYLER MILLER

NO SCIENCE IN

SCIENCE FICTION?

The annual book issue of Science,

weekly journal of the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of

Science—April 20, 1951—contains
a thoughtful article by J. R. Pierce

of Berkeley Heights, New Jersey,

entitled “Science and Literature,”

which is in effect a very searching

critique of present-day science fic-

tion. The complete article is must

reading for every science-fiction

writer and serious reader.

Mr. Pierce is no hostile carper

against “trash.” He is a friendly

critic who knows science fiction, en-
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joys it, and wants yothers—especially

scientists—to enjoy it. “Science fic-

tion,” he writes, “has brought a new
dimension of escape, and an unfet-

tered mind to explore it.” Preju-

dices and taboos, he finds, lose some

of their sanctity in this medium, but

science itself has gone with them.

“What bothers me is that so few of

the stories have any scientific ideas

in them,” Mr. Pierce continues,

“and, in fact, not many have ideas

other than those of the most obvi-

ous sort : the atom bomb is danger-

ous, empires must fall and dark ages

come, dictators will be destroyed. Of
course, there are exceptions, but

even some of the best stories, by the
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best writers suffer from maladies of

the times.”

One of these maladies the writer

traces to the policy which has be-

come identified with this magazine.

He credits its editor with rescuing

science fiction from the juvenility of

the early 1930’s, but suggests that

the well-known Campbell policy of

turning to the effects of gadgets on
human beings and human society

‘‘has served as an excuse for a pro-

gressive deterioration of the hard

scientific and technological core in

much of science fiction.

“Many present stories,” Mr.
Pierce says, “are built, not around

science and technology, but around

a bag of standard magic tricks. Time
travel—a convenient hyperspace to

outwit relativity and to enable one

to travel faster than light—robots

and thinking machines that have ar-

bitrary limitations or no limitations,

are standard but overworked ingre-

dients ... In quick-paced writing

on such a scale, the distinctive fea-

tures of persons and cultures

are lost. There is no time to describe

strange societies, strange beings, or

strange individuals, and all become
standardized, a part of the bag of

magic tricks. Personally, I’d rather

have pure fantasy and go with L.

Sprague de Camp and Fletcher

Pratt into worlds of magic . . . be-

cause there’s something to see and
something to think about.”

This is a pretty damning criticism,

and it is not one that can be an-

swered by pointing to exceptions—

which Mr. Pierce himself cites liber-

ally. Is it true that, as a trend, there

is less and less science in modern
science fiction, and more and more
of what the writer calls “magic
tricks” ?

To a degree—perhaps a consider-

able degree—it is true. The most ob-

vious reason is that as the field of

science fiction has grown up,' its

readers have grown with it. Rather

than tricks, the conventions of

which Mr. Pierce speaks are stereo-

types. Sprague de Camp has pointed

to more of them in his article here

last July, “The Care and Feeding of

Mad Scientists.” It is no longer nec-

essary to explain, in. every story

dealing with space, that stars will be

pinpoints of light
;

it is no longer

necessary to describe the physical

features of the moon, or Mars
;

it is

no longer necessary to parrot Wells’

dimensional analogy to explain the

concept of time travel
;

it is no

longer necessary to point out that

the limitations of relativity must be

somehow by-passed to travel faster

than light. These things have been

repeated over and over so often that

to the initiated reader they are as

familiar as fingerprinting to the de-

tective-story fan. And neither Mr.
Pierce nor any other reader wants

to be told in each story that fin-

gerprints are unique, that central

files of them are kept, and all the

rest.

What has happened, then—and
what should happen? At one time

the trend was to physical gadgets,

“thought variants,” new twists to

the familiar relationships among
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time, space, and matter. Now, it

seems, we are equally gadget-ridden

—but with social gadgets, new twists

to the relationships among people

and their environment which we
call culture or society. And this proc-

ess of extrapolation and explora-

tion should, and often does, make
us think. Certainly the outcome of

Jack Williamson’s “
. . . And search-

ing Mind”—“The Humanoids”—was
nothing pat or obviously acceptable.

But what of the physical sciences ?

The answer—the standard which

would please Mr. Pierce, and per-

haps make him more willing to rec-

ommend science fiction to the read-

ers of Science—lies in what Robert

Heinlein has done so well, espe-

cially in his series of juvenile novels

for Scribner. The science is there—

item by item it can be plucked out,

identified, and justified—but it is in-

tegrated in the background and

structure of the story. More is im-

plied about conditions in space

through the training routine of

“Space Cadet” than through most
old-fashioned explicit descriptions

of a trip to the moon. “Farmers in

the Sky” presupposes an entire tech-

nology rooted in our own, but reach-

ing beyond it to the stars. Less elabo-

rately, the same sort of thing is done

in John Campbell’s own “The
Moon is Hell.” Stories like these are

the targets at which we should aim

—certainly not a reversion to the

spelled-out minutiae of Jules Verne
and the school he started.

Stories about people? That stand-

ard can be met also. In 1950 the best
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example of its accomplishment was

Judith Merril’s “Shadow on the

Hearth.” So far this year it has been

William F. Temple’s “Four-Sided

Triangle.” These books were novels

about real people dealing with situ-

ations which have become science-

fiction stereotypes. As Mr. Pierce

points out, Sinclair Lewis’ “Arrow-
smith” was such a book about the

professional life of a scientist—

a

physician—through whom we looked

a little way into the kind of life he

represented.

There is danger in writing for a

clique that the clique will become a

claque, applauding what is familiar,

turning a cold shoulder on whatever

is different. Astounding SCIENCE
FICTION has consistently stood

out against such petrifaction, and if

writers will meet Mr. Pierce’s chal-

lenges squarely, we can look for-

ward to seeing science restored to

science fiction in the sense and to a

degree which he should find com-
mendable.

FURY, by Henry Kuttner. Grosset &
Dunlap, New York. 1950. 186 pp.

$1.00

The short serial of life in the un-

dersea Keeps of Venus, which ap-

peared here four years ago under

the now, de plume “Lawrence
O’Donnell,” is now the first original

novel in the excellent Grosset &
Dunlap “Science-Fiction Classics.”

It would be a good story at three

times the price—which it would
have cost from any other publisher.
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Readers of Astounding SCI-
ENCE FICTION will recall

“Fury” as the second in an excellent

series which Kuttner-O’Donnell for

some reason then cut short. Its very

human hero, Sam Reed, is a muti-

lated offshoot of the Immortal aris-

tocracy which rules the subsea

Keeps with a viciously iron hand.

Believing himself an ordinary short-

lived human being, he launches a

revolt against the Harkers—his own
kin—and for a new assault on the

hostile land masses of Venus. His

first coup fails, but out of it comes

the knowledge of his own immortal-

ity and the "long view” which the

Immortals claim as their excuse for

ruling. Then, in a final drastic move,

Sam tears mankind free of the soft

security of the Keeps and launches

I lie race on a new drive toward the

stars.

Action, intricate plotting, and the

Kuttner color are all here. But why
stop ?

FOUR-SIDED TRIANGLE, by William

F. Temple. Frederick Fell, Inc., New
York. 1951. 240 pp. $2.75

If we exclude the annual “Best”

compilations by Everett Bleiler and

T. E. Dikty, “Four-Sided Triangle”

stands out as the best volume yet to

appear in Fell’s Science-Fiction

Library and a strong contender for

the best science fiction novel of 1951.

Its very nearly unique quality in
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this crowded field lies in the warmly

believable characters whom Wil-

liam Temple has created to carry

out what—the jacket blurb to the

contrary—is by no means “a new
and original plot.” Bill Leggett and

Rob Heath are an oddly assorted

pair of young scientists, tied together

by their affection for the narrator,

the village G.P., Dr. Harvey, and

presently by their relationship with

the odd young woman, Lena Mait-

land. They have invented a mat-

ter-duplicator, and when it is evi-

dent that Lena will marry Rob, the

only way to break the strain in their

friendship seems to be to create a

duplicate Lena. But the new girl,

Dorothy, is Lena in every atom of

body and personality—and so the

four-sided triangle is forged. Be-

cause the four people entangled in

its distorted geometry are not card-

board puppets but very human be-

ings, there can be no pat solution—

nor does the author force one.

As with Judith Merril’s “Shadow
on the Hearth” last year, this is the

kind of book which should win dis-

criminating readers from other

fields to science fiction.

THE UNDESIRED PRINCESS, by L.

Sprague de Camp. Fantasy Pub-

lishing Co., Inc., Los Angeles. 1951.

248 pp. $3.00

If the title story, taken from Un-
known Worlds of 1942, had been
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another de Camp-Pratt collabora-

tion, the hero would undoubtedly

have been Harold Shea instead of

Rollin Hobart, consulting engineer.

Hobart’s adventures in a world of

strictly Aristotelian logic, always

purely yes-or-no, black-or-white,

and embarrassingly literal, have the

utterly reasonable brand of unrea-

sonableness which most readers know
and relish. Having rescued a prin-

cess by smashing paradoxes with an

androsphinx, made friends with a

talkative “social lion” straight out

of Oz, blundered into chieftainship

of assorted barbarians on top of his

traditional claim to the princess and
half the kingdom of Ixigaia, and
dueled with a reasonably potent

wizard, he is relentlessly maneu-
vered into the toughest spot of all as

god of this exasperating world.

For a bonus there is the short

“Mr. Arson”— Unknown, 1941—in
which the author draws on his own
experience as a correspondence

school executive to imagine what
happens when such a school sells

an incomplete course in Necro-

mancy, the conjuration, control, and
exorcism of elemental spirits, and a

customer cooks up a fire-spirit with-

out knowing how to get rid of it.

If you like humor-in-fantasy, who
can afford to miss a new de Camp ?

DRAGON'S ISLAND, by Jack William-

son. Simon and Schuster, New York.

1951. 246 pp. $2.50

In this new novel, not previously

serialized, Jack Williamson plays

another change on his favorite

theme of a coming race. In “Darker

Than You Think” he gave us

Homo lycanthropus, in “The Hu-
manoids” a man-made super-race,

and now in this new story of our

own times we meet the “not-men,”

the successors to mankind who have

elsewhere been dubbed Honto su-

perior.

Dane Belfast, young geneticist,

finds himself drawn into a fantastic

tangle of plot and counterplot in

which he is never quite sure who is

doing what, or what side he is on or

wants to be on. He is searching for

his father’s lost friend, Charles Ken-
drew. He is approached by a detec-

tive, John Gellian, for help in what
purports to be a struggle for survi-

val between men and not-men. He
meets little Nicholas Venn and the

strange vegetable “mule” he has

brought from the heart of the drag-

on island of New Guinea, where the.

mysterious financial wizard^ J. D.
Messenger, operates the plantations

of Cadmus, Inc. And there is the

beautiful Nan Sanderson who finds

him somehow wanting—and who
may herself be a mutant or the agent

of mutants.

Is Potter, Messenger’s genetic

genius who can control life by re-

shaping genes, the missing Ken-
drew? Is he alive or dead? Is he,

as Gellian insists, sowing dragon’s

teeth across the face of the earth in

the shape of rebuilt supermen, wait-

ing for their chance to eradicate
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their parent race? Belfast finds an

answer to these questions and to the

true nature of Homo excel!ens, deep

in the mountains of Dragon’s Is-

land.

SEEDS OF LIFE, by John Taine. Fan-

tasy Press, Reading, Pa. 1951. 255

pp. $2.75

In the unbelievably short period

of six years, from "The Purple Sap-

phire” in 1924 to “The Iron Star”

in 1930, John Taine—otherwise
Professor Eric Temple Bell of Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology-
drove himself to a unique position

in the science fiction world with

a succession of still-memorable sci-

ence mysteries. He followed them in

1934 with a fictional reconstruction

of the age of the dinosaurs, "Before

t he Dawn,” published by a scientific

house, then turned to the populari-

zation of mathematics. It was not

until 1946 that a new series of Taine

novels, culled from the magazines,

began to appear.

“Seeds of Life” appeared first in

1931, just after his greatest book,

"The Iron Star.” It is one of the two

or three top-notch Taine novels not

yet published in book form—dated
in a very few respects—we now
know that cosmic rays are particles

rather than ultra-short radiation—

hut full of the outrageously daring

(lights of the imagination which are

the Taine trademark.

As in most of his books, the theme

is biological—the sources of life,

and of the forces which mold life.

An accident remakes the blunder-

ing technician, Neils Bork, into the

mutant superman, Miguel De Soto,

and at the same time sets in motion

other processes which attract the

attention of Bork’s employer, An-
drew Crane, and the very competent

Dr. Brown. By blatantly concealing

clues from the reader, as is his habit_

the author keeps several mysteries

at the boiling point—what has hap-

pened to Bork, to the black widow
spider, to Bertha the hen ; what is

"De Soto’s” plot against the man-
kind he considers degraded and de-

grading; what, above all, is the

theory of evolution and devolution

around which the whole book is

built?

In some ways this is almost a com-
panion-piece to “The Iron Star.” If

the superman, De Soto, never

emerges in three dimensions as did

the unfortunate apeman, the Cap-
tain, in the latter book, be is none
the less no stereotype. And there is

plenty of the biting satire on man’s
nature and culture which we can

also expect of a Taine book. We
should not have had to wait twenty
years to see it between covers.

THE WEAPON SHOPS OF ISHER, by
A. E. van Vogt. Greenberg, New
York. 1951. 231 pp. $2.75
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In “The Weapon Makers”—As-
tounding SCIENCE FICTION,
1943 ;

Hadley Publishing Co., 1947

—A. E. van Vogt introduced us to

the Weapon Shops, to the immortal

Robert Hedrock, and to the beauti-

ful Empress Innelda of Isher. That

story began in the year 4790 Isher,

seven-thousand-odd years in our

own future. The new book deals

with events which occurred six

years earlier, and with another crisis

in the centuries-long feud between

the Isher rulers and the Weapon
Makers.

The crisis of this book is the tem-

poral seesaw created through In-

nelda’s efforts to destroy the Wea-
pon Shops. A man of 1951 is swung
with ever-increasing amplitude in-

to the past and future, counterbal-

ancing the shorter swings of the Em-
press’ great destructive machine.

While the mad teeter-totter is going

on, the Weapon Makers have a re-

spite—but its stopping may mean

the utter destruction of the universe.

Played out against this back-

ground is the story of Cayle Clark,

used by the Weapon Shops for their

own ends and trying desperately to

keep control of his own fortunes. He
does so with typically van Vogtian

twists. It will take agile wits to know
just what is happening, or why, at

any given time. And behind it all

you have the development of the

Weapon Shop concept—that an in-

terplanetary empire can be gov-

erned only by something approach-

ing dictatorship, and that this must

be balanced by an equally central-

ized counter-force feeling itself jus-

tified in taking any measures neces-

sary to bring about the ultimate

good of mankind. This concept of a

permanent underground seems more
and more prevalent in modern sci-

ence fiction. But whether or not you

argue with the ideology of the book,

those who read it first here will want

it in their libraries.

THE END

ENGLISH SPELLING BOOK. Lesson One.

Hough oughten oughsetting it is tough nough tough much. Key words

:

Bough. Cough. 'Hiccough. Through. Though.
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Dear Mr, Campbell

:

The end of patience has come, I

had to write. PLEASE CON-
TINUE THE SERIALS

!

Even though in the last few

months there has been a flock of

critics of the serial hounding the

pages of ASF, I did not expect the

announcement that the serials

would not be continued for a time.

In ’48 and ’49 your magazine was
well-balanced with short stories,

novelettes, and something like four

serials a year. Now you propose to

feed the readers a diet of the shorts

and novelettes. It won’t work. Most
yarns need a rounding out of the

theme for the sake of a good story.

Shall they be discarded because of

their length ? NO !

Serials admittedly have the draw-

back of that long waiting period be-

tween parts but I think that its good
points, especially the fact that sto-

ries about human characters are

harder to 'write and better reading

than stories in which the plot re-

volves around an idea or a machine,

outweigh this drawback.

Now my ratings from the June
issue

:

1. . . . And Then There Were
None : Russell can always be

relied on to give a good story.

2. The Mauki Chant : The inter-

esting rhythm of the verse held

the yarn up.

3. Breeds There a Man : Not quite
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up to Asimov’s usual standard.

It was not long enough to de-

velop the idea to a more enjoy-

able conclusion.

4. Crisis

5. Bait

Four and five are standard for

ASF.
I enjoyed the article immensely.

Don’t drop those or I’ll surely drop

dead.—Lawrence Stafford, 318 S.

11th Avenue, Alpena, Michigan

The majority agreed on serials.

“Iceworld” begins in this issue.

Dear Mr. Campbell

:

Though my percentage of the

bills on ASF amounts to only

twenty-five cents a month I have to

get my quarter’s worth of comment
in—or keep my mouth shut if you
begin to run serials again. Please—

let’s not have them. People who
want their pleasure in reading split

must have masochist tendencies. Ed-
itorially I suppose there are those

who will buy the next issue in order

to get the last half of a story, but for

me, F—I.W. ! Remember Poe? “If

any literary work is too long to

read at one sitting we must be con-

tent to dispense with the immensely

important effect derivable from

unity of impression, for if two sit-

tings be required, the affairs of the

world interfere and everything like

totality is at once destroyed.”

Cover on June issue excellent. It

is intriguing and interest provoking
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with the spaceship, bicycle and faces

of men of character. A perfect ex-

ample of the caliber of covers I’d

like to see on all science-fiction mag-
azines. I do get tired of the uncon-

sciously snooty people looking

down vari-shaped noses at SF. They
just don’t know what it is and bla-

tantly unclothed girls are no help

in breaking down public antipathy.

I don’t believe the class of readers

who go for unclad girls are potential

SF fans—or am I being snooty?

Now for story rating—not that

I’m overly fond of commenting on

each story, I’m not. You, as editor,

liked them all or you wouldn’t have

used them. But here goes :

. . . And Then There Were None:
Nice twist on carrying to the ulti-

mate in freedom the return to bar-

ter. Apt to be a bit more unwieldy

than the invention of legal tender

has made things. Could be a 15th of

March inspiration?

Bait : Inverted news story. Report-

ing.

Breeds There A Man : Isaac Asimov
does an excellent job of characteri-

zation which is all loo rare in SF
and gives a good plot besides. This

story alone makes June issue a big

bargain. Asimov is always depend-

able for a workmanlike, excellent

job. Better than lead novelette is my
vote.

Crisis : The basic idea here is good
but suffers in the handling. Change
of viewpoint bothers. Criticism is

MUCH easier than production

!

Two-edged Miracle : Didn’t read. I

disliked Chemistry in high school.
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Hated it in college, which is indica-

tive of the fact that I was no shining

light in Chem class (required). In

science-fiction field I belong to the

faction that is more interested in a

good story based on science but not

too technical. I’ll settle for H 20
rather than H 2S0 4 .

The Mauki Chant : Plaintive, wist-

ful, human. Don’t think I would go

for many epic poems with interpo-

lated interpretation and reactions

but this one is good.

As a whole, naturally I like

Astounding SCIENCE FICTION
or I wouldn’t continue to buy it or

put forth the effort of writing to say

please no serials and the bonus ef-

fort of rating stories. SF and fantasy

fills a need that I’ve found in no
other field of fiction—when one

finds a really good story it rates more
than passing pleasure—the ideas

there stay when author, story and
publication have slipped the mind
completely. And ideas are worth
wading through a great deal to get.

—Alice Bullock, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

Poe to the contrary not with-

standing—there are stories that

can't be told in one sitting. Good
stories. What of these, then?

Dear Mr. Campbell

:

As you know, among the science-

fiction writers who concern them-

selves with such things it is generally

accepted that interstellar travel by
means of hyperspatial shortcuts is

possible because distances are a lot

less that way. Now on closer inspec-

tion this sounds like circular reason-

ing—which it is—but I have never

yet read in any story an explanation

of the theory behind hyperspatial

interstellar travel which did not, in

the final analysis, boil down to

the one that I have just mentioned.

Some writers, I must admit, explain

that our space is so kinky that it is

possible to travel between points

light-years apart thereby going only

nominal distances in hyperspace

;

but even so, they do not explain the

character of the kinks.

Being highly in favor of hyper-

spatial interstellar travel but greatly

distressed by the present sad state

of its theory, and having had a term

of mathematical analysis, last sum-

mer I tried to see what I could do

about the situation. The eventual

result was a hypothesis which pro-

vides not only a logical basis for hy-

perspatial interstellar travel, but

also an explanation for a hitherto

inexplicable characteristic of all ob-

served parapsychological phenom-
ena—the fact that the intensity of

the effect is completely independent

of the physical distance separating

the phenomenon from its cause.

For several months after the hy-

pothesis first occurred to me, other

matters prevented me from doing

anything about it except giving it a

few scraps of thought at odd times.

But later I got around to devoting

a little pencil-and-paper work to it.
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and in less time than it takes to write

this letter I devised what seems to be

a very sound mathematical proof

for my hypothesis. Intuitively the

proof is not very appealing because

of the apparent lack of accord be-

tween its conclusions and ordinary

observation
;

but mathematically it

is based on only the strictest logic.

Here it is

:

We are given a straight line of

infinite length. Since it happens

that such an expression as “infinite

length” has no real mathematical

meaning unless we state exactly

what is meant by it in a given situa-

tion, let us describe the line in dif-

ferent words. Let us say that the

line is of length L, where L is an

infinite number. As it stands this is

still unsatisfactory, since we have

not yet defined “infinite number,”

but fortunately analysis gives us an

excellent definition.

Let us take any number t greater

than zero. We can make e as small

as we please, just so long as we do

not make it zero or negative. It fol-

I

lows that we can make — as large as

e

we please, merely by taking e small

enough. Let us say, then, that for

I

every such e, L is greater than —

.

e

Analytically, this makes L an infi-

nite number.

Next let us divide L into n parts,

each of length s. Provided that r

is finite, n will obviously be an

infinite number like L, and in fact
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equal to — . Instead of actually sepa-

r

rating the parts into which we have

divided L, however, let us simply

fold the line back on itself at the end

of each section. Since there is no

incontrovertible reason why such a

process would have the slightest ef-

fect on any one-dimensional crea-

tures that may inhabit the line, we
can say that as far as its inhabitants

are concerned, the line still seems

straight and continuous throughout

the whole of its infinite length.

Nevertheless, mathematical lines

having no dimensions other than

length, the bundle of line segments

that results from our folding proc-

ess will be no thicker than the orig-

inal line, and thus will look to any-

one outside it exactly like a single

line segment of length s. But lest it

be objected that although a bundle

containing any finite number of line

segments piled on top of another

takes up no more space than a single

line segment, it is conceivable that

a bundle containing an infinite num-
ber might show some thickness, let

me hasten to add that I have investi-

gated this side issue very carefully.

Let us assume, for the sake of ar-

gument, that we can choose an n so

large and an f so small that n.o>e.

If this is the case, then by dividing

both sides of the equation by n, we
e

obtain o>— . But since e must be

n

positive, and a zero or negative
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n would be ridiculous, can only be

n

greater than zero. It follows that the

statement n.o> e is an absurdity,

and 11 .0< e:. Since we have chosen e

as small as we could, n.o will never

get large enough to bother us.

What I have been doing with in-

finite and infinitesimal numbers
would seem to many people to be

not quite cricket. They might say to

me, “There’s only one infinite num-
ber, and that’s infinity. Any finite

number divided by infinity gives a

quotient of zero, and hence there

aren’t any infinitesimals distinct

from zero. These facts prove con-

clusively that all the stuff that you’ve

been saying is nothing but nonsense.

To this I reply, “Look at infinity

and zero a little closer. I’m sure

you’ll find that both come in many
sizes, some of which are as many
times greater than others as ‘infin-

ity’ is greater than finite numbers,

and as the latter are greater than

‘zero.’ ” There my defense rests. The
supporters of a single infinity and a

single zero do not have to believe

me, of course, but they cannot deny

the truth of this statement : nobody
ever discovered the true nature of

things by observing no more than

just enough to support what other

people were saying

!

Let us return to the main part of

the proof of my hypothesis, of

which little remains. Our next step

L
is to let w>— . Since L=ns, then

• e
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. or r <f This leads directly

6

to the statement of my hypothesis

:

Given a straight line of length L,

I

where L>— for every e>o, dividing

6

the line into an infinite number of

sections of equal length, and folding

the line back on itself at the end of

each section, it is possible, by taking

L
the number of sections n>— ,

to

e

make the length of each section

.?< £ thereby reducing the line,

without observable effect on any in-

habitants it may contain, to what is

for all practical purposes a point.

How this provides a logical basis

for hyperspatial interstellar travel

and an explanation for the fact that

the intensity of parapsychological

phenomena is completely independ-

ent of the distance between the

cause and the effect is not immedi-

ately obvious. Yet the principal cor-

ollaries of the theorem make the

value of the hypothesis quite clear

:

( 1 ) Given a space of n dimensions,

it is possible, by successively reduc-

ing each space to a space of one

fewer dimensions, • to reduce the

original space to the practical equiv-

alent of a point. (2) It is entirely

possible that our own four- or five-

dimensional space-time continuum

is actually contained in a “volume”
less than «

4
,
and hence can behave

like a point.

Of course this “point” is not a
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true point, since it does have a little

length, a little width, a little height,

a little of the fourth dimension,

et cetera. But all its dimensions are

less than any given positive num-
ber, and thus as far as we are con-

cerned, this “point” is really a point.

It is obvious that we cannot be com-

pletely certain that our physical uni-

verse is actually a near-point com-

posed of “crinkled space-time,” but

if it is impossible for anything to

travel any distance in ordinary space

without passage of time and dimi-

nution of intensity, thought can, and

does, do it by going no distance in

hyperspace from one crinkle to an-

other. And if thought can do it, why
not interstellar spaceships ?—Wil-

liam R. Rennagel, Eden, New York.

Shall zve say he has a point there?

Dear Mr. Campbell: —
Since nonrestricted “small” re-

actors have been the subject for dis-

cussion in ASF lately, it might be of

interest that I mention a uranium-
heavy water reactor practically com-

pleted at Kjeller, Norway. It will

form the core of the newly created

Norwegian Institute for Atomic En-
ergy and is to be used for experi-

mental purposes and isotope pro-

duction by a joint commission of

Norwegian and Dutch. scientists.

Its power level will be one hun-
dred kilowatt, and fissionable ma-
terial—approximately three tons—
will be uranium and uranium ox-
ide

;
most of which was obtained by

Holland prior to World War II.

Moderator will be seven tons of

heavy water from Norsk Hydro

;

graphite will serve as a neutron re-

flector and water and concrete make
up the radiation shield. The heavy

water is cooled in a heat-exchanger.

Key men of the project have been

Gunnar Randers and Odd Dahl,

and most of the electronic equip-

ment was built at the Chr. Michel-

sen Institute in Bergen. It is inter-

esting to note that Norway is the

first of the “small countries” that

have taken such an important and

difficult step as constructing a re-

actor, and it has been done with

practically no aid from the larger

nations. Still this reactor will he far

superior to the French one at Fort

de Chatillon, and also very much
superior to the planned Swedish

reactor.

In other words, let’s give Norway
a cheer for being “on the ball.”—

Per F. Dahl, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia.

And despite the fact that Norzvay

suffered heavily during the war!
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(Continued, from Page 62

)

had never heard those words, either
;

but they were different enough from

the usual human conversation to

start him shivering. The thought of

strained or severed relations with

Planet Three was one he could not

face—and this being was definitely

excited and more than probably an-

gry. That blow on the hull of the

torpedo—

Drai’s tentacle whipped past Sail-

man Ken at the thought, and the

main power and drive director

switches closed as one. The investi-

gator swiveled around on the con-

trol rack, and eyed his employer cu-

riously.

“You seem almost as excited as

the native. What’s the matter?”

Laj drew a deep breath, and fi-

nally got his voice under control. He
was just beginning to realize that

his dramatic entry had not been the

wisest of moves. It was perfectly

possible that his hired expert had

learned the name of Earth’s product

quite innocently
;
and if that were

the case he would be ill-advised to

attach too much weight to the inci-

dent—publicly, at least. He shifted

ground, therefore, as smoothly as he

could.

“Your chemical analysis seems to

have encountered complications.”

“It would seem so. Apparently

your natives are not- quite so com-
pletely diurnal as you gave me to un-

derstand.” Ken was not intention-

ally defending his actions, but he

could have found no better answer.

Laj Drai paused momentarily.

ICEWORLD

“Yes, that is a point that surprises

me a little. For twenty years they

have never signaled except during

their daytime. I wonder if the flat-

landers had anything to do with it?

I can’t imagine what or how,

though. Did you finish your tests?”

“Enough, I guess. We’ll have to

bring the torpedo back here, so I

can find out just what that atmos-

phere did to my samples. Some of

them burned, we already know, but

I’d like to know what was pro-

duced.”

“Of course it couldn’t be

sulfides. That’s what one thinks

of as the natural product of com-

bustion.”

“Not unless frozen sulfur dust

is suspended in the atmosphere in

tremendous quantities. I hadn’t

thought of that, though— I’ll check

for it when the samples come back.

Actually, I’m a little bothered by

the results so far. I couldn’t think

of anything gaseous at that tem-

perature which would support com-

bustion, and something definitely

does.”

“How about fluorine?” Laj was
digging in the dim memories of an

elementary science course.

“Maybe—but how come it exists

free in the atmosphere? I should

think it would be too active, even at

that temperature. Of course, I sup-

pose the same would be true of any-

thing which would support combus-
tion, so we’ll simply have to wait un-

til the samples are back. You know,
I’m almost at the point where I’d be

willing to risk a landing there, to
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see what the place is like.”

Drai shrugged expressively. “If

you and Feth can figure out a way
of doing it, I won’t stop you. We
might even see our way to offering

a bonus. Well, it’ll be nearly three

days before your stuff is back here,

and there won’t be much to do in

the meantime. Feth will cut it in on

the beam when it’s far enough from

Three.”

Ken took this as a hint to leave,
&

and drifted aimlessly out into the

corridors. He had some thinking of

his own to do. As Drai had said,

nothing could be done about Planet

Three until the return of the tor-

pedo, and he had no excuse for not

considering Rade’s problem for a

while.

The product was called “to-

facco.” That, at least, was informa-

tion. Rade had had no name for the

narcotic he sought, so the informa-

tion was of questionable value so

far.

This planetary system was rela-

tively close to Sarr. Another fact.

The precautions taken by Drai and

his people to conceal that fact might

or might not be considered reason-

able for a near-legal commercial en-

terprise, but were certainly natural

for anything as blatantly criminal

as drug-running.

Planet Three was cold— to put it

feebly—and the drug in question

could not stand normal tempera-

tures. That was a link of rather un-

certain strength, reinforced slightly

by Drai’s tacit admission that “to-
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facco” was a vegetable product.

Think as he would, he could re-

call no other information which

could be of the slightest use to Rade.

Ken was mildly annoyed at the nar-

cotics chief anyway for involving

-him in such a matter, and was cer-

tainly more willing than a profes-

sional policeman would have been

to go back to the purely astronomi-

cal and ecological problem that was

facing him.

How about his pesky Planet

Three? Certainly it was inhabited

—a fantastic enough fact in itself.

Certainly it was not, well known ;
no

vision transmitter and no manned
ship had ever got through its atmos-

phere. That seemed a little queer,

now that Ken considered the matter

again. Granted the fearful cold, and

the fact that an atmosphere would

conduct heat away as space could

not, he still found it hard to believe

that a competent engineer could

not design apparatus capable of the

descent. Feth was supposed to be a

mechanic rather than an engineer,

of course; but still it seemed very

much as though the organization

were singularly lacking in scientific

resource. The very fact that Ken
himself had been hired made that

fact even more evident.

Perhaps he was not so far from

Rade’s problem after all. Certainly

any regular interstellar trading or-

ganization could and always, did

have its own ecological staff—no

such concern could last without

one, considering the rather weird

situations apt to arise when, for ex-
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ample, ‘ metal-rich Sarr traded with

the amphibious chemistry wizards

of Rehagh. Yet he, Sallman Ken,

a general science dabbler, was all

that Laj Drai could get ! It was not

strange; it was unbelievable. He
wondered how Drai had made the

fact seem reasonable even for a mo-

ment.

Well, if he found out nothing

they would probably not bother

him. He could and would investi-

gate Planet Three as completely as

he could, go home, and turn his in-

formation over to Rade—let the

narcotics man do what he wanted

with it. Earth was more interesting.

How to land on the blasted

planet? He could see keeping large

ships out of its atmosphere, after

the trouble with the natives of the

flat, bluish areas. Still, torpedoes

had been running the gauntlet

without loss for twenty years, and

the only detectable flatlander activ-

ity had been radar beams in the last

two or three. Those were easily

fooled by quarter-wave coatings, as

Drai had said. No, the only real ob-

jections were the frightful natural

conditions of the world.

Well, a standard suit of engineer’s

armor woidd let a Sarrian work in

a lake of molten aluminum for quite

a while. There, of course, the tem-

perature difference was less than it
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would be on the Planet of Ite
;
but

the conductivity of the metal must

be greater than that of the planet's

atmosphere, and might make up the

difference. Even if it did not, the ar-

mor could be given extra heating

coils or insulation or both. Why had

this never been%ried? He would

have to ask Feth or Laj Drai.

Then, granting for the moment
that a landing could not be made
even this way, why was television

impossible? Ken refused to believe

that the thin glass of a television

tube could not be cooled down suffi-

ciently to match the world’s condi-

tions without shattering, even if the

electrical parts had to be kept

hot. Surely the difference could be

no greater than in the ancient in-

candescent bulbs

!

" He would have to put both these

points up to Feth. He was heading

purposefully back toward the shop

with this plan in mind, when he en-

countered Drai, who greeted him as

though there had been no suspi-

cious thoughts in his own brain that

day.

“Feth has cut you in to the main

beam, and no piloting will be

needed for nearly three days,” he

said. “You looked as tho.ugh you

were going back to your controls.”

“I wanted to talk to Feth again.

Eve been thinking over the matter

of armor and apparatus withstand-

ing Planet Three’s conditions, and

it seems to me something could be

done.” He went on to give a cen-

sored version of his recent thoughts

to his employer.

“I don’t know,” the latter said

when he had finished. “You’ll have

to talk to Feth, as you planned.

We’ve tried it, since he joined us,

and the failures occurred just as he

said in the matter of television. He
was not with us oh the original ex-

pedition, which did no investigat-

ing except as I originally told you

—it was strictly a pleasure cruise,

and the only reason there were so

many torpedoes available was that

the owner of the ship preferred to

do his sightseeing in comfort—he’d
send out a dozen at once, when we
entered a planetary system and keep

the Karelia in space until he found

something he wanted to see or do

personally.”

“I’ve. never met him, have I?”

“No—he died long ago. He was
pretty old when we hit this place. I

inherited the ship and got into this

trading business.”

“When did Feth join you?”
“A year or two after I got started

—he’s the oldest in the crew in point

of service. He can tell you all about

the engineering troubles, you see,

and I certainly can’t. You’d better

see him, if he feels like talking.”

Without explaining this last re-

mark, Drai disappeared down the

corridor. Ken did not wonder at the

words—he had already come, to re-

gard Feth as a taciturn personality.

The mechanic did not appear to

be busy. He was still draped in the

rack in front of the torpedo controls,

and seemed to be thinking. He rose

as Ken entered the room, but said
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nothing, merely giving the equiva-

lent of a nod of greeting. Not notic-

ing anything unusual in his manner,

Ken began immediately to spill

forth his ideas. He was allowed to

finish without interruption.

“Your points all sound good,’’ the

mechanic admitted when he had

heard them, “and I certainly can’t

bring any theory against them. I can

merely point out that the tubes do

break. If you want to send down a

suit of armor full of thermometers

and pressure gauges, that’s all right

with me, but I trust you’ll pardon

a pessimistic attitude. I used up a

lot of good TV equipment in that

atmosphere.”

“Well, I admit your superior

practical knowledge,” replied Ken,

“but I do think it’s worth trying.”

“If the instruments read all right,

who goes down in the armor the

next time? The thought makes my
knee-joints stiff. I’m scared of the

idea, and don’t mind admitting it.”

“So am I.” Ken remembered the

uncontrollable emotion that had
swept his being the first time he had

seen Planet Three. “It’s a ghastly

place, beyond doubt
;
but 1 still like

to find things out, and I'm willing

to take a chance on my health to do
it.”

“Health . . . huh ! You’d be a

ready-made memorial statue five

seconds after the first pinhole ap-

peared in your suit,” retorted the

mechanic. “I almost feel it’s a dirty

trick to send good instruments

down into that, even when I know
they can take it. Well, I’ll break out

a suit of' armor, if you really want to

try it. There are plenty of torpe-

does.”

“How can you carry it by tor-

pedo? You can’t possibly get it in-

side, surely.”

“No
;
there are rings on the outer

hull, and we can cump the suit to

those. We’ll just have to be careful

and go through the atmosphere

more slowly, this time.”

Pie glided down the length of the

shop to a set of lockers at the far end,

and from one of these wrestled a

suit of the much-discussed armor

into view.

Even under Mercurian gravity

it was difficult to handle. Owing to

the peculiarities of the Sarrian phy-

sique, a greatly superior leverage

could be obtained from inside the

garment
;

but even knowing this,

Ken began to wonder just what he

was going to do if he succeeded in

reaching the surface of the massive

Planet Three in that metal mon-
strosity, under nearly four times his

present gravity. That thought led

to a question.

“Feth, what sort of body chemis-

try do you suppose these natives

have? They move around—presum-
ably—under a whopping gravity in

a temperature that should freeze

any organic material. Ever thought

about it?” The mechanic was silent

for some time, as though consider-

ing his reply.

“Yes,” he said at last, “I’ll admit

I’ve thought about it. I’m not sure

I want to talk about it, though.”

“Why not? The place can’t be
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that repulsive.”

“It’s not that. You remember

what Drai said he’d do if anyone

gave' you information alrout the

stuff we got from the planet?”

“Yes, vaguely; but what does that

have to do with it?”

“Maybe nothing, maybe not. He
was pretty sore about my telling you

the name of the stuff. I wouldn’t

have done it if I’d stopped to think.

The situation just seemed to call for

a quick answer, so I gave it.”

“But your ideas on the native

chemistry could hardly tell—or I

suppose perhaps they could. Still,

Drai knows perfectly well I’ve never

worked for another trading com-

pany and I’m not a trader myself—

why should I be treated like a com-
mercial spy? I don’t care particu-

larly what your stuff is—I’m

interested in the planet.”

“I don’t doubt it. Just the same,

if I ever make any more slips like

that, please keep whatever you
learn to yourself. I thought there’d

be a nuclear explosion when Drai

walked in with you yelling ‘To-

facco !’ into the mike.”

“He couldn’t really do much,

though.” This was a ranging ques-

tion; Ken had started to think

again.

“Well—” Feth was cautious about

his. answer, “he’s the boss, and

this isn’t such a bad job. Just do the

favor, if you don’t mind.” He turned

back to the armor, with an expres-

sion on his face which indicated he

was through talking for the time

being. Ken found himself unable to
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get anything definite from the me-
chanic’s answer.

He didn’t think about it very

hard anyway, for the other problem
proved too interesting. Feth was cer-

tainly a good mechanic
;
as good as

some rated engineers Ken had
known. He had opened the armor
completely and removed all the

service plates, and started the job

by giving it a full overhaul inspec-

tion. That completed, he refilled

the zinc circulating system and re-

placed and safetied the plates he

had removed, but left the armor it-

self open. One eye rolled question-

inglv at the watcher, and he spoke

for the first time in two hours.

“Have you any ideas about instru-

ment arrangement? You know best

what you want to find out.”

“Well, all we really need to know
is whether the suit can maintain

temperature and pressure. I sup-

pose a single pressure gauge any-

where inside, and thermometers at

the extremities, would tell enough.

Can you use telemetering instru-

ments, or will we have to wait until

this torpedo gets hack, too?”

“I’m afraid we’ll have to wait.

The instruments themselves would

be easy enough to install, hut the

voice transmitter in the armor
couldn’t handle their messages. I

can put a multiple recorder in the

body, connect the instruments to

that, and arrange so you can turn it

on and off by remote control— I’ll

simply tie it in to one of the suit con-

trols. I suppose you’ll want to be
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able to manipulate the suit heaters,

as well ?”

“Yes. If it takes anywhere near

full power to maintain livable tem-

perature, we ought to know it. I sup-

pose extra heaters could be in-

stalled, if necessary?”

“I expect so.” For the first time,

Feth wore an expression approxi-

mating a grin. “I could probably

mount blast furnaces on the feet.

I’m not so sure you could walk
around with them.”

“Even if I can’t I can at least see.”

“If you don’t have the same trou-

ble with your visor that I did with

TV tubes. Even quartz has its limi-

tations.”

“I still think it can take it. Any-
way, it won’t cost us anything to find

out. Let’s go ahead and mount those

instruments—I’m rather curious to

see which of us is right. Is this re-

corder all right?” He took from a

cabinet a minute machine whose
most prominent feature was the

double reel of sensitized tape, and
held it up as he spoke. Feth
glanced at it.

“Only one record. Get an L-7.

You can recognize it by the reel—

its tape is about five times 'as wide.

I’m using the single barometer you
suggested, and thermometers in

head, trunk, one foot, and one
sleeve as far out as I can mount it.

That leaves a free band on rhe tape

that you can use for anything you
want.” The mechanic was working
as he spoke, clamping tiny instru-

ments from a well-stocked supply

cabinet into the places he had men-

tioned.

For a moment Ken wondered

whether the existence of this more
than adequate instrument stock did

not invalidate his argument about

the lack of scientific facilities
; then

he recognized that all the devices

were perfectly standard engineering

instruments, and represented noth-

ing but a sizable financial outlay.

In spite of Feth’s evident skill,

the job was a long one. They did not

sleep, being Sarrians, but even they

had to rest occasionally. It was dur-

ing one of these rests that Ken hap-

pened to notice the time.

“Say,” he remarked to his com-
panion? “It must be daylight on
that part of the planet by now. I

wonder if Drai has made his land-

ing yet?”

“Very probably,” Feth replied,

one eye following Ken’s gaze toward

the clock. “Fie is more than likely to

be back in space again—he doesn’t

waste much time as a rule.”

“In that case, would I be likely to

be skinned for dropping in to the

observatory ?”

“I probably would be if Drai

found out I’d encouraged you,” was
the answer. “I think it would be bet-

ter if you stayed here. There’s

plenty for us to do.”

The work turned out to be timed

rather nicely. By the time the armor

had survived a one-hour leakage

and radiation-loss test in the

vacuum of the shadowed air lock,

had been clamped to the load rings

of another torpedo, and launched
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into the void on automatic control,

the other projectile was on the

point of landing. The automatic

control, in fact, was necessary—the

second missile could not be handled

by radio until the first had been

docked, since the other controlling

station was still being used by Drai

to bring his own load back.

A single rest period fitted nicely

between the launching of the suit

and the landing of the mobile labo-

ratory ; and Ken was awaiting the

latter with eagerness when it finally

drifted through the air lock under

Feth’s expert control. He would

have -pounced on it at once, but was

restrained by a warning cry from

the mechanic.

“Hold on ! It’s not as cold as it

was out on Planet Three, but you’ll

: till freeze to it. Look!” A tentacle

waved toward the gleaming hull, on

which drops of liquid sulfur were

condensing, running together and

trickling to the floor, where they

promptly boiled away again. “Let

that stop, first.”

Ken stopped obediently, feeling

the icy draft pour about his feet, and

backed slowly away.

Long minutes passed before the

metal was warmed through and the

drip of liquid sulfur ceased. Only

then did Feth open the cargo door,

whereupon the process was re-

peated. This time the straw-colored

liquid made a pool on the floor of

the cargo compartment, flooding

around the crucibles and making

Ken wonder seriously about the

purity of his samples. He turned on
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all the heaters at low strength to get

rid of the stuff as fast as possible.

Since there was a serious chance of

further reaction with the air if a

high temperature were attained, he

opened the switches again the mo-
ment the hissing and bubbling of

boiling air ceased
;
and at last he was

free to examine his results.

Some of the little pots were full

;

most of these appeared to be un-

changed. Others, however, were not.

A white powder was literally over

everything, as Roger had already

seen. The yellow flecks of sodium

peroxide were turning grayish as

they decomposed in the heat. The
gold crucible had been pulled from

its base, but was otherwise un-

changed
;
the iron had turned black

;

sodium, magnesium and titanium

had disappeared, though the resi-

due in each crucible gave promise

that some of the scattered dust could

be identified. There was still carbon

in the container devoted to that sub-

stance, but much less of it than there

had been.

All these held Ken’s attention for

only a moment, however. Two facts

alone really reached his brain. Just
inside the cargo door, clearly im-

printed in the dust, was a mark ut-

terly unlike anything he had ever

seen
; and lying a little distance from

this—for Roger’s wrist watch had
drifted from the spot where it had
been dropped, during the torpedo’s

flight—was an object whose impli-

cations almost made Ken dizzy.

{To Be Continued )
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(Continued from Page 9.)

reaction. The environment is me-

chanical, wholly mechanical, and

solely mechanical. It can, therefore,

be approached only on the strictly

mechanical level.

The human body is a biomechan-

ical structure. It has magnificent

biomechanical engineering. A com-

mittee of engineers studying the hu-

man body can find in its struc-

tures highly developed examples of

practically every engineering art.

The architect and strain-distribu-

tion specialist can study the human
skull, and see incredibly ingenious

interlocking arch structures. The
acoustic engineer finds, in the ear, a

marvelous mechanism for impe-

dance matching, to transfer sound

energy from the thin medium of air

to the denser medium of liquid—

and magnificent devices whereby

that highly efficient mechanism can

'be made less efficient at will, in order

to adjust for over-intense sound

waves.

Biit that is mechanical.

Psychologists have long known
that human beings do record sound
phonographically, sight photo-

graphically, and all sense-impres-

sions similarly. That was original

with Hubbard in a degree, but it

was not a new discovery. These abil-

ities are purely mechanical
;

all

memory is purely mechanical. A
phonograph has no intelligence, but

remembers sounds. Punched-cards

have no intelligence, but can re-

member a man’s description, his

name and address, his business, his
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fingerprints, and a thousand other

details, if desired.

These memory functions are me-
chanical.

Association of ideas can even be

made mechanical, too. Punched-

card machines, fed data on a man’s

fingerprints, can associate that data

mechanically with the data of who,

where, and what.

Until the actual extent of me-
chanical functions in Man is recog-

nized, the true field of the typically

human function, as distinct from the

mechanical, remains unallocated,

and therefore no effectively directed

efforts at reaching and understand-

ing it can be made.

In his enthusiasm for the me-
chanical side, Hubbard pushed the

mechanical explanation too far
;

in

their enthusiasm for human individ-

uality, psychology and philosophy

have tended to push the line too far

the other way.

The thinking process is me-
chanical, purely mechanical, and' is

not in any way part of the person-

ality. It is purely the reaction of the

physical structure to the physical

environment.

Now the characteristic of mecha-
nisms is their ability to tell what
when, how much, et cetera. They do
just fine at that. When a machine,

comes along, however, that refuses

to do so, and instead of reporting

the neutron flux concentration at

the heart of an atomic pile, or the

Bissell’s Functions required, but in-

stead types out on its output register
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“Why should I tell you ?” something

new has been added.

Hubbard’s dianetics recognizes

that before any understanding of

the mind is possible, some calibra-

tion of the physical universe with re-

spect to the mind is essential. It is a

technique of studying the past

experiences and learning what,

when, where, who, how, and how
much. So long as it goes that far and

no further, it can, and will, help the

physical ills of the physical mecha-

nism.

Only when it extends into the

field of pure philosophy and asks

“Why?” does it become a true men-
tal science attacking the true hu-

man problems.

Psychoanalysis failed because it

didn’t determine with adequate de-

tail what happened, and did not un-

derstand what factors were impor-

tant. Dianetics supplies the tech-

nique necessary to gather that data.

But philosophy, not psychoanalysis

or psychiatry, supplies the tech-

niques for handling that data after it

has been garnered.

Part of the. essential problem has

been missed because of the cultural

climate that originated about 1800.

Up to that time, physical sciences

had been making little progress in-

deed, because teleological, anthro-

pomorphic thinking dominated
“science.” In the terms of that time,

the heat generated in burning oxy-

gen and hydrogen was the heat

of the passionate embrace of the hy-

drogen atom for the oxygen atom,

and the ardor of their love was equal
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to sixty-eight thousand calories per

mole. Solving the problems of physi-

cal science in those terms conspicu-

ously failed to work—wherefore
teleological thinking and anthropo-

morphism were given the yo-heave-

ho and progress commenced. Things

happened because there were physi-

cal laws, not because there were mo-
tives. Even today traces of the old

motive-type, teleological thought re-

main in the language of science. In

gravitation, we speak of bodies at-

tracting each other, and certain

chemicals have an affinity for water.

Unfortunately, the success of the

nonmotivation, nonhuman think-

ing in physical science, and the re-

jection of introspection as a proper

technique for understanding the

world, spread to fields where it

did not belong. Anthropomorphic

thinking does not apply to hydrogen

atoms—but it does apply to anthro-

pos, to Man himself. Introspection

will not, for all the studying of the

inward whichness of the why, ex-

plain the Balmer series in the hy-

drogen spectrum. But cyclotrons and

spectroscopes have notably failed in

explaining why a paranoid believes

every man’s hand is against him. To
paraphrase the comment of a true

thinker, render unto introspection,

the things that are introspective,

and unto spectroscopes the things

that belong therein. Confusing

things in either direction leads to

spectacularly wrong answers.

Atomic energy yielded to the

searching probe of the cyclotron

;

international insanity will not yield
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to that—it can only be annihilated

by it. Because foam rubber proves

utterly futile in driving nails does

not prove that foam rubber is use-

less.

Dianetics, as Hubbard presented

it, was incomplete. The errors in it,

the holes in it, were promptly, loud-

ly, and emotionally pointed out by

those who were making equal , errors

in the opposite direction. A relative-

ly small percentage of psychologists,

psychiatrists, doctors, and philoso-

phers did, however, get in to the field

and study the work. The reports of

these men are not yet available
;

it

takes more than a single year to

evaluate such material. It can pro-

perly be taken as an indication of

extremely inadequate evaluation if a

man can report that “This is use-

less !” or “This is the ultimate and

complete answer !” in any six-

months study. No adequate evalua-

tion can be completed in less than

five years. Certainly no one-week

study of a subject as fundamental as

the theory of the nature of the hu-

man mind can be considered mean-
ingful.

Those who have studied dianet-

ics during the last year have only

preliminary reports
;
summed up,

they uniformly say “There’s some-
thing extremely important here

!”

Those who condemn dianetics ut-

terly because it is incomplete con-

demn their own thinking; Newton’s
observational rules for motion and
gravity were incomplete. There
have been attacks on dianetics be-
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cause Hubbard was not a profession-

al psychologist; Newton was not ed-

ucated as a physicist, Priestly was

not a chemist, and Pasteur was not

an M.D. In a truly highly evolved

science, where there are many de-

finitively explored fields of knowl-

edge, years of professional experi-

ence are needed. But in a field

which is still only quasi-scientific,

where doctrine and authority and

theory rather than law-of-nature

rules, that is not the case. The test of

whether a science exists is fairly

simple
;
can an experienced practicer

of the field specify accurate tests, to

determine quantitative factors, se-

lect material on the basis of those

tests, and predict with ninety per

cent or better minimum accuracy

the response of that material to spe-

cifically prescribed conditions? If he

can, there is a science
;
if no man can

guarantee such performance, there

is no science, but only an art.

Some branches of medicine, un-

der that rule, would be science
;
some

are arts. The entire field of the mind,

however, is clearly, at this stage in

human history, definitely an art.

Dianetics, as Hubbard presented

it, was incomplete
;
what was needed,

however, was study, evaluation, and

further work to complete it. It was
essential, however, that it be pre-

sented for study, and that was done

by this magazine.

Some thousands of people have,

in the succeeding year, studied it,

worked with it, and are developing

it. It is far from complete
;

its me-
chanical aspects have, inevitably, at-
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traded many people who are me-
chanically — mechanistically — in-

clined, and relatively few who were

philosophically, nonmechanistically

inclined. That is, actually, an inev-

itable tendency, and an unfortunate

handicap, since it tends to lead to

further development of the already

fairly well developed mechanical

side, rather than the largely unde-

veloped philosophical aspects. Also,

it is far easier for a human mind to

face the question “What happened

to me?” in the mechanical sense,

than to face and solve the problem

“What am I?” That one, as many
a philosopher has found, is exceed-

ingly disturbing and uncomfortable.

But that latter question is, of course,

the one that must be answered.

That dianetics produces some re-

markable results is readily demon-
strated. Individuals dying of psy-

chosomatic conditions have been

brought back to good health.* A
* Limited clinical records to this effect are al-

ready available; their value is, so far, indica-
tive rather than definitive because of the in-
escapable factor of time. Hubbard’s own rec-
ords are of relatively little value, because the
necessary elaborate before-and-after medical,
psychometric and psychiatric records were not
prepared. The professional-level research in
the field began only after June, 1950; indicative
results were obtained in the first year, but
these records are not acceptable as definitive un-
til the results then obtained have been shown
to persist over a period of years.

In consequence, while rather spectacular re-
lief of acute conditions—suicidal mania, psycho-
somatic ulcerative colitis, peptic ulcers, et cetera—have been obtained, time, and only time,
can prove in the worth of the method. The
medical profession does not permit formal pub-
lication of clinical records on any such new
technique until years of testing stand behind it.

Thus formal clinical records cannot be expected
before 1955; here we are dealing with human
beings, not W'ith a physical science, and the
problem is vastly different. In physical science,
an experiment is repeatable—the ingredients of
the experiment can be specified with accuracy,
and the specifications matched. In human sci-

ence, this is not, and never will be the case.
Even “identical” twins are not identical.
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man suffering from severe gastric

ulcers, scheduled for operation in

two weeks, canceled the surgery af-

ter one week, and celebrated the can-

cellation with a steak, French-fries,

and beer dinner. A relief, after sev-

eral months on strained baby foods.

The ulcers were gone. A young
woman with arthritis of the shoul-

der lost all symptoms
;
X-ray plates

before, during, and after conclusivo-

ly showed that calcification existed

before, was in process of dissolving-

ten days after starting processing,

and was gone thirty days after proc-

essing began. Another yonng wom-
an at a State hospital for the in-

sane was scheduled for prefrontal lo-

botomy as a hopelessly, permanent-

ly and violently suicidal case, after

forty-nine electric shock treatments.

After three months of processing,

she had a secretarial job, and was,

according to her relatives, more sta-

ble than she had ever been. The sui-

cidal mania, incidentally, broke af-

ter half an hour of processing
;
acldi-
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tional processing was necessary, of

course, before the acute neurosis

was ended.

Acute compulsive neuroses have

been broken in hours; it does not

mean that all cases will respond

spectacularly and swiftly, but that it

happens at all means that there is

something new at work. Specifically,

Hubbard’s, observational rule that

neurosis of the acute level is direct

and literal carrying out of a specific

verbal command seems demon-

strated. One man had developed a

compulsive neurosis to the extent

that his driving was approaching

homocidal tendencies. When driv-

ing, if he saw a friend driving to-,

ward him, he had a strong compul-

sion to drive right into the ap-

proaching car. So far, he had suc-

ceeded in negating against it, and

drawing up, shaken mentally, for

twenty minutes or so before he

could proceed. This neurosis disap-

peared after finding the statement-

command of his Mother saying “I
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always like to run into my friends

on the street.” This case, incidental-

ly, was handled by one of the co-

operating psychiatrists, and has

shown no recurrence of the neuro-

sis.

Another decidedly undesirable

driving pattern showed up in a man
who, after attending his father’s fu-

neral in a town some fifty milesTrom

his home, spent hours driving in

circles, and arrived home finally in a

state of physical and nervous col-

lapse. His compulsive neurosis had

forced him to turn right at every in-

tersection he came to. It was only by

a violent effort of will that he had

been able to refrain sufficiently to

get home at all. His father had been

a minister
;
the command-statement

in this neurosis appeared . to have

been : “You must always take the

right road, son.” Relieving that par-

ticular situation, in any case, ended

the neurosis. There seems adequate

evidence that Hubbard’s thesis that

direct and literal interpretations of

statements plays an exceedingly im-

portant part in human neurosis.

Repression of normal caution was
the result of a different type of com-

mand. State Highway Safety direc-

tors should be interested
;
the indi-

vidual in this case had been in half a

dozen extremely severe smash-ups,

usually at speeds between sixty and

eighty miles an hour, and had sur-

vived by a series of minor miracles.

He had led an adventurous life,

with a number of narrow escapes.

There was a considerable and violent

fear reaction when the command-
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statement “Don’t worry, nothing’s

going to kill you !” was finally found

and run out. The fear-reaction

came from re-evaluation of the vari-

ous automobile crashes.

Life can be interesting, but us-

ually short, when such a command-
statement is in operation.

Dianetics itself, the mechanical

approach to the human mechanism,

is definitely valid. It’s exact extent,

and its exact possibilities remain to

be explored. And the immensely

greater field of philosophy that

must be evaluated beyond dianetics,

is still almost unexplored. Individ-

uals who have cleared up the physi-

cal problems, and then proceeded

into the philosophical problems,

have already made many basic dis-

coveries that seem extremely impor-

tant.

For example, psychology and

philosophy have long struggled

with the problem of what emotion

actually is. Philosophical introspec-

tion seems the only possible means
of studying that question—and

at the present time there seems to be

excellent indication that an answer

has been found. Emotion seems to

be of only two true types
;
pure emo-

tional pleasure, and emotional mis-

ery, unhappiness. These, however,

are simply the pain-pleasure drives

applied to the individual when he

departs from basic, genetic behavior

patterns. Man is gregarious by in-

heritance; departure from that pat-

tern would be a defiance of the ge-

netic behavior pattern—and would be
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rewarded with unhappiness.

Evolution studies have largely

been devoted to the investigation of

comparative anatomy—the physio-

logical side of evolution. But
cows are herbivorous not simply be-

cause they have herbivore teeth
;
a

cow can digest meat with high effi-

ciency. The physiology is accompa-

nied by a genetically determined be-

havior pattern. The evolution of be-

havior patterns is extremely difficult

to study—hut it is certainly ex-

ceedingly important. That behavior

patterns are genetically determined

is obvious—hut the significance of

those behavior patterns in human
beings has not been adecjuately stud-

ied. If a genetic pattern exists, it is

useless unless there is some means
whereby it can enforce itself on the

organism. It’s been popular, for lo,

these many years, to talk about

“mechanisms” and explain every-

thing in those terms. It works ex-

tremely well for atoms and mole-

cules, and even simple things like

I. VALUATION OF DIANETICS

radar sets. It works very poorly

with human beings, or even animals.

Living creatures are more complex;

they have motives, desires, wishes—

something beyond mere mechanism.

And emotion is simply the enforcing

agency of the genetic patterns, ap-

parently.

There has, incidentally, been a

great deal of philosophical condem-

nation of “Man’s animal instincts”;

the next time some one brings up

that old saw, I suggest you ask him

to name the animals—other than

Man, of course—that torture their

own kind for amusement as a public

spectacle, indulge in homosexual-

ity, or abandon their new-born

young because they are inconven-

ient. And which animal showed the

more typically animal pattern, the

Spartan parent who exposed his

child on a hillside, or the wolf that

took the little corpse home to feed

her cubs?

It might be pointed out that ge-

netic behavior patterns are evolved,
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just as physiological patterns are,

and that a pattern of life that has

undergone. 2,000,000,000 years of

field testing, or 300,000,000 years, as

the mammalian patterns have, are

not apt to be particularly given to

destructive tendencies.

The other old saw about ‘‘self-

preservation” being the first law of

nature can stand some healthy, crit-

ical inspection, also. A recent head-

line read: “Stewardess Saves Ten,

Dies Trying To Save Others.” Does
such a headline make you feel, “The
darned fool. What the blazes did she

do a stupid thing like that for— risk-

ing her neck for somebody she never

saw before!” or was your reaction

that that was what made being a hu-

man being worth while—that that

was something-worth while? Now if

self-preservation is the first law,

why, naturally, you’d feel embar-
rassed at the stupidity of anyone like

that stewardess, or Roger Young
who knowingly gave his life for

his friends, or the silliness of a man
who loses his life saving a child he
didn’t know.

On the other hand, if genetic be-

havior patterns are major factors in

our lives and thinking—then one
would expect a different pattern of

response. Genetic behavior patterns

would have to evolve

;

they would be

species patterns, and would exist

only if the species existed—would
survive only if the species survived.

That would have a tendency to make
species survival patterns have a

greater chance of continuation than

individual-survival patterns. The
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tiger is a lone wanderer
;
tigers don’t

team up. But human beings do
;
evi-

dently we have a different species

survival pattern. And evidently part

of it is that the group is to survive,

even if individuals have to give their

lives for it. That family-group must

die for tribal-group, and tribal-group

must die if thus only can the race,

the species, be protected.

Patterns that live through mil-

lions of years, millions of genera-

tions—aren’t apt to be destructive.

And violation of such a time-tried

pattern of life should carry a pen-

alty.

There are great possibilities of

understanding oneself, and that

work has only begun. Dianetics, by

handling only the physical aspects

of the problem, cannot assure hap-

piness—but it can act as the key to

the greater problem.

The dianetic aspects, the physi-

cal-mechanical aspects, can be han-

dled by a commercial, professional

man, for money. But the deep self-

understanding that must be achieved

for full happiness can be achieved

only with the help of someone who
is strongly, warmly, personally-emo-

tionally attached to the individual.

That deeper self-understanding will,

and must, be a home therapy, both

because of the need of that personal

attachment, and because it takes

many, many hours of thinking to

rework an entire life philosophy.

Hubbard was much too optimistic

on that.

The goal to be achieved, however,

ASTOUNDING SCIENCE-FICTION



is something beyond anything

hitherto sought. Psychoanalysis

seeks “adjustment”; philosophy

seeks full understanding. The fully

cleared individual—a state not yet

achieved by anyone—is one who has

full conscious awareness of all the

sources of all of his motivations. The
first step, however, is the dianetic

clear—one who has found all the

command-statements which have

been serving as false motivations.

Incidentally, the goal of psycho-

analysis—“adjustment”— is anything

hut desirable. It is, actually, seeking

to achieve a state of apathy, a state

of accepting the slings and arrows

of outrageous fortune, and, by not

taking arms against the sea of

troubles, to end caring about them.

“You must face reality and accept

your environment, adjust yourself to

it” is a negation of precisely the

characteristics that make man Man.

Man, alone of animals, does not ac-

cept his environment, and will not

face reality. The reality, at this mo-
ment, is that the night is cold, and

wet, and the wind is blowing, and

my skin is thin and furless. But

I have refused to face reality
;
I have

taken reality by the ears and made it

face vie. I have a steam-heated, elec-

trically-lighted house, and warm,
dry clothes. The animals adjust

themselves to reality; man adjusts

reality to himself. George Washing-
ton may have been neurotic in psy-

choanalytical terms—he didn’t face

reality, either. He insisted on chang-

ing it to meet his ideas. The ideal

state achieved by the doctrine of ac-

cepting reality is a nice, even apathy

;

face the fact that your skin is thin

and hairless, and the night is wet

and cold, and don’t be unhappy. Just

accept it.

The man who first lands on the

Moon is going to be someone who,

as a kid, wouldn’t accept that when
he reached for the glowing Moon, it

was too far away to reach. Some
man who’s so “neurotic” he figures

it’s better to try, even if it kills you,

than to give up and quit. Some fel-

low who thinks “impossible” means
“we haven’t figured the darned
thing out yet,” who feels that “real-

ity” means “the raw material from
which we intend to build what we
want.”

I don’t believe anyone ever found
a neurotic clam, however

;
they’re

beautifully adjusted to their reality.

Actually, what Man needs is to

understand reality-as-it-is in the

greatest possible detaij, figure out

what potentialities the situation-as-

it-is has, decide what he wants, then

go to work on that reality and make
what he can of it.

Dianetics is a technique of facing

reality—the physical facts of which

reality is, actually, made, and a tech-

nique for distinguishing between the

raw material and the vastly greater

power, man’s mind, and thereby

permitting a thorough examination

of each, separately, to prepare the

way for a proper program of inter-

action.

It needs a tremendous amount of

development.

The Editor.
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